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Online calibration with SUMO for network-wide 
traffic and emission monitoring – Case 

study ITS Huainan 
Yun-Pang Flötteröd1 and Michael Behrisch1 
1 Institute of Transportation Systems, German Aerospace Center

yun-pang.floetteroed@dlr.de, michael.behrisch@dlr.de 

Abstract 
Currently, the city of Huainan, China, is constructing its intelligent transportation system, and 

traffic and environmental monitoring system for efficiently and effectively monitoring and managing 
city traffic. DLR’s traffic information platform KeepMoving is adopted in the aforementioned 
system, where the existing online calibration module with SUMO has been extended in order to 
provide current and predicted traffic states and the resultant emission information in real-time. 
Accordingly, a comprehensive city-wide traffic situation can be captured and shown at the 
KeepMoving portal, as a decision support tool for traffic management personnel. The comparison 
between the real and simulated data shows a promising calibration result. 

1 Introduction 
Rapid economic growth and technology development facilitate people’s mobilities and expand their 

life and social cycles. Accordingly, the usage of private vehicles has continually increased since years 
and resulted in traffic congestions especially in dense urban areas. Different traffic management 
strategies have been applied with use of real-time data collected by different kinds of sensors, such as 
loop-based, microwave-based or camera-based detectors, drones and floating car data (FCD). With 
regard to high investment and maintenance costs the aforementioned sensors are often only located at 
limited places with heavy traffic. Therefore, real-time traffic states can be monitored locally, but not 
networkwide. To deal with this issue, traffic simulation tools have been applied as a part of traffic 
monitoring and management system in some cities.  

 As known, good data, such as traffic demand, road network, signal control and traffic management 
strategies, is the basic prerequisite for setting up a representative traffic simulation. Normally, it takes 
lots of time to generate/update general traffic demand data when using household survey methods. 
Moreover, traffic demand varies from time to time due to travelers’ decisions on departure time, 
transport mode, destination and their trip purposes when observing it at a finer level. Once there are 
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changes in urban planning, area development and network structure, traffic demand and its distribution 
will also be significantly affected. Such situations occur quite often in many cities in China currently. 
In this case, it is difficult to solely use traffic simulation as complement for network-wide traffic 
monitoring. Online simulation and calibration with real-time data is thus a great extension to the traffic 
managers toolbox. Following several research works executed within the DLR fundamental projects, 
such as DELPHI, VABENE and VABENE++ ( (Behrisch, et al., 2010) (Erdmann, 2012) (Bieker, 
Behrisch, & Ruppe, 2012)) and the on-going DLR project D.Move, SUMO (Alvarez Lopez, et al., 2018) 
can be integrated into a real-time traffic information platform and provide both real-time simulated and 
predicted traffic data. Moreover, a module to online calibrate flows and speeds with use of sensor and 
FCD data is implemented together with data processing.  

This paper describes the simulation part of the traffic and environmental monitoring system, which 
efficiently and effectively monitors and prospectively manages the city traffic of Huainan, China. 
Moreover, the data processing part is also briefly explained, since its resultant data is used for 
calibration and prediction. DLR’s traffic information platform KeepMoving (Brockfeld, 2014) is 
adopted in the aforementioned system, where SUMO should provide calibrated traffic data and the 
resultant emission information for real-time and predicted traffic state especially at places where no 
sensors and FCD are available. In order to achieve the goal, the online calibration module is modified 
for fitting the information system and the used Oracle database is extended for generating and delivering 
emission information. In the following, the framework and the concept used for data processing and 
online calibration is firstly introduced. The data preparation for simulating the traffic in Huainan is then 
explained. After that, the calibration results are presented, and the conclusions and remarks are then 
made at the end. 

2 Framework and methodology 
The applied online process consists of two parts, i.e. data processing and simulation with calibration 

and prediction. Their workflows are illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. These two 
components are executed by the same script, but with different option settings. Besides, they can share 
the same configuration file, in which many settings can be defined, such as time period, data type(s), 
data receiving interval and aggregation interval, data duplication check, simulation inputs, calibration 
data types, data quality threshold, interval, simulation type (micro/meso), data cleaning interval, 
prediction, database connection. A database, e.g. PostgreSQL or Oracle, is required for data processing, 
exchange and output saving. The whole process chain is implemented in Python, and has been 
customized and enhanced for the Huainan ITS system.  

The data process part include data correction, data aggregation, data fusion and data extrapolation. 
Currently, edge-based FCD and traffic measurements (speed and flow) either from stationary sensors 
or other data providers can be considered in the data processing, where flow types include passenger 
cars and trucks. As mentioned before, data processing and online calibration and prediction needs to be 
started separately. In the former case, speed average at each detector group is weighted with respect to 
the number of flows, and the interval-based data quality indicator is calculated according to the number 
of available data records in a pre-defined interval. If two or more detector groups locate at the same 
edge, average values will be derived and used. In the latter case, required data and data format for 
calibration needs to be in the pre-defined tables of the respective database. Moreover, route-based daily 
traffic demand is required as base. The related edge-based route sets/distributions and traffic demand 
per pre-defined interval for calibration are then generated accordingly and used together with the given 
network as inputs in simulation. In addition, detector group locations and the corresponding location-
matching in the investigated sumo network are also required so that SUMO knows exactly where speeds 
and flows should be calibrated.  
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When the whole process is started, data availability is checked during data processing. If data does 
not arrive in the database in time, the data process will be hold until the pre-defined time threshold is 
reached. Once data is prepared and filtered with the given quality indicator, the simulation will use the 
simulated traffic state from the previous interval as reference and try to get flow and speed data per 
interval in real-time for calibration, where it is possible to choose to use aggregated or fused data. For 
traffic prediction, data extrapolated from the fused data is used. If no data is available, simulation will 
still continue to run without calibration. With these data the on-line calibration will be executed for 
each pre-defined time interval, e.g. 10 minutes. Based on that, traffic predication will be made for the 
pre-defined duration, e.g. 30 minutes. When travelling speeds in the simulation differ from the 
respective measured edge speed averages, the related maximal speeds will be adjusted in the 
corresponding intervals accordingly. When simulated flows are greater than the related measured flows, 
route sampling actions will be executed in the respective edge-based route sets. Vehicles with the 
sampled routes and the current edge travelling speeds will then be inserted to the corresponding edges 
in the simulation for eliminating the differences between the simulated and measured flows. If the flow 
situation is the other way around, vehicles will be sampled and then directly removed from the network. 
SUMO tries to delay the insertion process of new vehicles as long as possible in order not to force the 

Data processing and writing 
into the database (speeds)

Data correction 
and gap filling

Data aggregation

Data fusion****

Edge-based 
FCD

Edge-based stationary 
sensor data

Data extrapolation****

Configuration data reading
(time period, data type(s), data receiving interval, aggregation interval,

cleaning interval, duplication check, database connection…)

End

Is the time 
period 

reached?
yes

Start

Online Data retrieving from the database per interval*/** 

no

* Data in the previous interval
before the start time will be
retrieved for data correction/gap-
filling purpose.

** Edge-based traffic data (speeds
and flows) from other sources can
been processed with respective
added tables.

*** Two vehicle types (passenger car
and truck) are considered.

**** It is also possible (1) not to or (2)
to only execute data fusion and/or
extrapolation by adapting the
settings in the configuration file.

Data processing and writing into 
the database (speeds/flows)***

Data correction 
and gap filling

Data aggregation

Figure 1: Overview of the online data correction and gap-filling process 
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later removal of vehicles coming from the “real” demand (are not a calibration result). In addition, 
failure on vehicle insertion could happen when no space on the respective edges is available. 

As output, the simulated and calibrated data about traffic efficiency (flows and speeds) and 
emissions (CO2, CO, NOx, PMx, HC) will be directly written into the database every interval according 
to the customized setting. Traffic state of each interval will be saved on the used server as well and used 
as reference for the simulation in the coming interval. The whole process will be iteratively executed 
until the pre-defined time period is reached. The simulated and predicted data can be used as basis for 
complementing real-time traffic state in the city and visualized in a selected platform, such as the 
KeepMoving Portal. In order to keep the whole processing chain continually running, a mechanism is 
built so that the processing chain will be automatically started if the server is restarted for any reason. 

Online calibration** and prediction*** with SUMO per interval

Edge speed 
adjustment

Edge flow 
difference 

exists?

yes

yes,
less 

vehicles

yes,
more 

vehicles

Sample vehicles 
and remove them

Sample routes from 
the route set on the 

respective edge

Add vehicles using the sampled 
routes and current edge speed

Edge speed 
difference 

exists?

Speeds, flows. emissions

Generate output data per interval

Data retrieving and filtering per interval
(Data quality indicator  > pre-defined  threshold)

no

no

Is the time 
period 

reached?
yes

no

* At the first interval, traffic 
state is considered only when 
initial traffic state is given. 

**   Data either in the data 
aggregation table or the data 
fusion table is used according 
to the given setting.

***  Data in the data 
extrapolation table is used.

****   It is used for the next interval 
and saved in a separated file.

Configuration data reading
(time period, simulation network, initial traffic state, calibration data types, data quality
threshold, interval, micro/meso, cleaning interval, prediction, database connection…)

Start

Basic daily traffic demand
(routes)

Split routes at interval level, 
and generate edge-based 

route sets and distributions

Edge-based detector group 
locations

Routes per interval

Existing Route sets for calibration

Static Data reading and simulation running per interval

Route set preparation

End

Traffic state in the previous interval*

Traffic state ****

write edge-based output data into the database per interval

Figure 2: Overview of the online simulation and calibration process 
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3 Data preparation 

3.1 Simulation network 
The OpenStreetMap (OSM) database, released in the 3rd quarter, 2019, was used as base for setting 

up the simulation network with SUMO’s netconvert. Due to the limited road geometry and signal 
information in OSM the network has been further manually adjusted according to satellite pictures from 
Google Maps and images from Baidu Maps. Moreover, detailed geometry information for the roads in 
the old town and new central areas, obtained from the project partner, has been used for refining the 
network. The overview of the simulation network and the detailed road geometry example are shown 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. respectively. The total 
network contains about 10000 edges and 5000 nodes with a total length of about 2600 km. 

* the available detailed road geometry information is marked in blue

Figure 3: Simulation network layout 
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3.2 Traffic demand and zone connections 
The OD-Matrix data for the Huainan City is available and is generated by the transportation planning 

work, conducted in 2009 (Huainan City Planning Bureau; School of Transportation of the Southeast 
University, 2010). 81 traffic analysis zones (TAZ) were defined, as shown in Figure 5. An OD matrix 
prediction for 2020 is also available. However, this OD matrix is based on 26 TAZ, aggregated from 
the aforementioned 81 TAZ and for one peak hour period. Based on the estimated peak-hour traffic 
demand for 2020 and the populations of the small traffic analysis zones, used in the transportation 
planning from 2009, the peak-hour traffic demand was disaggregated into 81 traffic analysis zones. 
With the time-series data from the detectors 5-min flow distributions both weekdays and weekends 
were generated. Together with these flow distributions along a whole day and the relevant survey result, 
made in 2009, the daily traffic demand was derived and the departure times of the trips in each zone 
were then refined accordingly. Totally, the number of estimated daily trips is around 1.34 million. 

Moreover, traffic analysis zone data is also available and converted from the transportation planning 
software TransCAD (Caliper Mapping & Transportation Software Solutions, 2021) format to the 
shapefile format. When further converting the shape file into SUMO format, the map is distorted to a 
certain degree and the respective correction work had been carried out manually. Together with the 
prepared network and the TAZ polygons the roads with a maximum travelling speed 50 km/h in each 
zone are selected with SUMO’s tool edgesInDistrict.py and used as zone connections for traffic 
assignment. Some connections in TAZ 63, 64, 65 and 66 were manually adjusted due to the restricted 
road accesses. 

Figure 4: Illustration example of an intersection with detailed geometry information 
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3.3 Stationary sensor data 
In order to enable the simulation to consider sensor data for calibration it is necessary to match the 

sensors to the respective lanes in the simulation network. Currently, 709 sensors are connected to the 
database. 509 of them are microwave-based sensors and the rest of the sensors are video-camera based 
sensors. Each detector is either deployed on or connected to a lane and detected data is transmitted back 
to the database every minute. Detectors on the same edge and closed to each other are grouped as a 
detector group. Figure 6 gives an overview of the detector groups’ locations and indicates that most of 
the detector groups are in the old down town area. Only one detector group locates in the southern and 
western area and the new central area respectively. It is expected to have some more sensors installed 
in the new central area when the respective development and construction works are finished. It implies 
that the simulation and calibration performance with respect to the reality will be severely limited 
outside the old town area. 

Figure 5: Distribution of the 81 traffic analysis zones in the City Huainan 
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4 Simulation setting and execution 
With the concern of the real-time operational readiness mesoscopic simulation is applied (Eissfeldt, 

2004). In order to get route-based daily traffic demand a traffic assignment with the trip-based traffic 
demand, TAZ information, zone connections, described in Section 3.2, and DUAROUTER was 
executed. The resultant route file was then further used as described in Section 2. Based on the pre-
defined interval, the given daily route file will be split into several files, i.e. 900 sec for the case study 
ITS Huainan. Only the temporally corresponding route files will be used in each simulation interval. 
Moreover, the routes and the route distribution on each calibrated edge will be generated as well. 

When executing the simulation, a python script, as main script, is called to start the whole calibration 
process, where the definition of database tables and the general functions to get schemas, insert data 
into the database, update data and compare data can be found there. A configure file will then be read 
for mainly getting the following information:  

1. start and end simulation/calibration times,

2. input files and their locations,

3. the intervals for data processing, calibration and prediction,

4. maximum delay for receiving sensor data,

5. data source for calibration, i.e. data either from FCD, sensors or data fusion result,

*: red ones are video-camera based sensors, while yellow ones are microwave-based sensors. 

Figure 6: Locations of the stationary sensor groups 
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6. calibration parameter, i.e. only flow or both flow and speed,

7. action, i.e. either data processing or simulation with calibration and prediction,

8. data quality threshold,

9. look-back time for prediction,

10. prediction action and period

11. database connection information, as well as

12. durations to keep the data in the database and the output files on the used server.

For the data processing and simulation in the Huainan project, the intervals in Point 3 are set to 5 
minutes, which corresponds to the interval used at the KeepMoving platform. 2 minutes is used as data 
transmission delay, so that the data processing will be hold at most for 2 minutes if corresponding data 
does not arrive in the database. Moreover, both fused speed and flow data is selected as data source for 
calibration. When running the simulation, the traffic state for each interval is saved and used as input 
for the next simulation interval in order to properly reflect the respective traffic situation in the network. 
Regarding traffic prediction, the look-back time for prediction and the prediction period are 10 and 30 
minutes respectively. It means that traffic prediction at 5-min interval for 30 minutes will be made 
according to every past 10-min simulation result. With the concern of the limited reliability of basic 
daily traffic demand, due to on-going road constructions and urban development in Huainan, only data 
with a quality indicator larger than 0 is considered in the online calibration which will exclude all 
completely disabled detectors. 

Currently, the maximum experienced simulation duration for each 5- min interval is around 130 s, 
whilst the common simulation duration is between 70 and 90 sec. The total required time from data 
processing to the output, writing to the database, is less than 5 minutes, corresponding to the expected 
performance. 

5 Preliminary results 
The establishment of the whole ITS system and environmental monitoring system is newly finished. 

Currently, it is under the testing and maintenance phase. 2 weeks data from 2021.01.14 to 2021.01.31 
has been used to examine the calibration performance. It is noticed that online 5-min time-series data 
is not yet entirely available for most of detectors currently. According to the used data set, it is quite 
common that data gaps exist for some short periods. Sometimes, data gaps also happen for longer 
periods. When looking at the calibration result at 5-min interval, around 80% of the calibrated flows 
and more than 95% of the calibrated speeds have an absolute relative error (ARE) less than or equal to 
15%. At the hourly flow level, the GEH statistic is used to evaluate the hourly flows, aggregated from 
the 5-min flows. The result shows that around 92% of the calibrated flows have a GEH-value less than 
or equal to 5, which indicates a good fit.  

Moreover, four edges are selected as examples for further investigating the calibration performance 
along a whole day. In Figure 7 (a) and (b), it shows that, as expected, the simulation and calibration 
result is quite promising for both flow and speed, even when speed fluctuates largely. When traffic 
congestion raises in the simulation, the calibrator cannot insert more vehicles into the network for 
reflecting the flows in the reality. The simulated flows are then lower than the measured ones, such as 
the situation indicated in Figure 7 (c). Such case may sometimes occur due to other reasons, such as 
that travel speeds are set too low due to the low accuracy of detected speeds and lower quality threshold. 
More investigation on it is then needed. Figure 7 (d) shows that the sensor data is only partly available 
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(until the early afternoon). With the FCD supplement, the related edge speeds in the late afternoon can 
still be properly calibrated.  

6 Conclusion and remarks 
An online continuing calibration and prediction process with SUMO and its enhancement has been 

described in this paper. Generally speaking, the simulation keeps a defensive manner when conducting 
online calibration, i.e. the simulated state (flow and speed) is preferred to be untouched until the end of 
each interval is approached. This mechanism may result in failed vehicle insertion and affect the 
calculation of the number of vehicles in the respective intervals sometimes. For example, two vehicles 
need to be inserted at Interval x. To be sure that no other vehicles will be going to enter the observed 
edge in Interval x, a vehicle insertion action will not be done until the end of Interval x. Sometimes, 
such action cannot be carried out due to lack of space on the related edge, and affects calibration 
performance. Under this circumstance, the current analysis result indicates that the calibration and the 
overall computation performances are principally still quite well. Some larger fluctuation in speed 
occurs, especially at late night or very early morning. More related investigation is needed.  

(c) at Edge with ID 2478 (2021-01-16)

Figure 7: Comparison of real and simulated data for the selected edges 

(a) at Edge with ID 1467 (2021-01-13)

(d) at Edge with ID 7760 (2021-01-23)

(b) at Edge with ID 2402 (2021-01-13)
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City Huainan is continuously realizing its urban planning and development as well as completing 
its road network system. Several road construction projects with ITS based infrastructure are on-going. 
It implies that the related parts in the simulation network need to be continuously updated accordingly 
for reflecting actual traffic state. Moreover, more real-time traffic information should be then available. 
It is expected that the simulation result can be further improved later on. Due to the existing and coming 
changes in land use and road network it is indeed necessary to update the daily traffic demand data and, 
if necessary, the respective TAZ definition either with the conventional demand modelling method 
or/and with other data sources, such as data from OSM, Wikidata, mobile phones, social media and 
navigation systems. The overall online calibration and prediction performance will also be benefited by 
the updated daily traffic demand.  
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Abstract
Multi-modal journey planning for large numbers of simultaneous travellers is a challenging prob-

lem, particularly in the presence of limited transportation capacity. Fundamental trade-offs exist 
between balancing the goals and preferences of each traveller and the optimization of the use of 
available capacity. Addressing these trade-offs requires careful coordination of travellers’ individual 
plans. This paper assesses the viability of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) applied to simulated 
mobility as a means of learning coordinated plans. Specifically, the paper addresses the problem of 
travel to large-scale events, such as concerts and sports events, where all attendees have as their goal 
to arrive on time. Multi-agent DRL is used to learn coordinated plans aimed at maximizing just-
in-time arrival while taking into account the limited capacity of the infrastructure. Generated plans 
take account of different transportation modes’ availability and requirements (e.g., parking) as well as 
constraints such as attendees’ ownership of vehicles. The results are compared with those of a naive 
decision-making algorithm based on estimated travel time. The results show that the learned plans 
make intuitive use of the available modes and improve average travel time and lateness, supporting 
the use of DRL in association with a microscopic mobility simulator for journey planning.

1 Introduction
Transportation capacity in cities is a limited resource whose use needs to be optimized to achieve sustain-
able mobility. One approach to such optimization might be through coordination of travellers’ itineraries 
achieved by providing them with journey plans that respect their individual goals and preferences while 
making the best use of available capacity. One scenario in which this might be possible, and the use 
case considered in this paper, is where event-goers are travelling to a large-scale event, such as a con-
cert, conference, or sports event, each with the goal of arriving as close as possible to the event’s start 
time. The lack of coordination of travel to such events coupled with the fact that capacity may not be 
sufficient to satisfy such a spike in demand is often reflected in traffic congestion present before, some-
times during, and after these events [1]. We hypothesize that the venue provides an application to the 
event-goers that enables them to request a journey plan to reach the event on time, considering their 
access to different transportation modes, and in the context of other background traffic (e.g., the ‘usual’ 
traffic i n t he v icinity o f t he v enue) a nd t he p lans a lready o ffered t o o ther e v e nt-goers. T he event-goers 
need to specify their requirements (if any), request a trip plan, and execute it.
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Among the issues to be addressed to make such a model viable, including incentivizing its uptake
by event-goers and their compliance with the plans provided, designing coordinated individual plans is
particularly challenging as a fundamental trade-off exists between balancing the goals and requirements
of each event-goer and the optimization of the use of available capacity. In this paper, we assess the
viability of using Multi-Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning (MADRL) to learn coordinated multi-
modal trip plans aimed at maximizing just-in-time arrival while considering the limited capacity of
the infrastructure. Each event-goer is provided with a plan to arrive at the venue on time while also
minimizing waiting time at the venue before the event starts. Plans are derived from a policy learnt using
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [2], in which agents (representing event-goers) learn how to achieve their
goal (i.e., just-in-time arrival) through trial and error while interacting with an environment by taking
actions (e.g., wait or start a journey using a particular transportation mode) and receiving a reward (or
punishment) depending on the expected future benefit of performing that action with respect to achieving
the goal. Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) [3] incorporates the use of artificial neural networks to
solve tasks that require a high-dimensional feature space representation. In our case, because of the need
for agents to observe the effects of their actions and those of other agents on the environment, training
uses a microscopic mobility simulator in which the effects of the actions performed can be assessed.

For our experiments, we made use of the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [4] algorithm pro-
vided by Reinforcement Learning library (RLlib) [5], and we implemented multiple transportation envi-
ronments (based on a hand-crafted synthetic mobility scenario) offering different reward models, action
spaces and state space features. We then evaluated the achievement of the agents’ goals under different
coordination strategies and with different combinations of available transportation modes (especially
those having different observed travel times). For public transportation, we varied the capacity and re-
liability of services and assessed the impact of parking requirements on specific vehicle types. Finally,
we explored the impact of specific hard constraints, the ownership of vehicles, on achievement, leaving
the study of soft constraints (e.g., user preferences) as future work.

Of particular relevance to this scenario is how the required coordination of agents’ actions is
achieved. Following [6], active coordination can be achieved by agents learning to explicitly exchange
relevant information and make joint decisions, incurring an overhead during learning [7]. Passive coor-
dination (whether implicit or explicit) is usually driven by the problem to be solved and the environment
at hand. In our case, the transportation capacity is limited and shared. Here, implicit coordination is
learnt in response to agents’ observations of the effects of other agents’ actions, while explicit coor-
dination can be achieved by observing residual demand and tuning the reward model to penalize each
agent when other agents’ goals are not achieved (see Section 4.2 for further details). We compare both
implicit and explicit passive coordination strategies for all the experimental settings.

To combine microscopic mobility simulation using Simulation of Urban MObiltiy (SUMO) [8] and
the distributed DRL infrastructure provided by RLlib [5], we implemented a general-purpose framework
that enables the study of a wide variety of transportation problems. The connector between the mobility
simulator and the RL infrastructure has been released to the community on GitHub1, and it is available
in the official RLlib release since v1.1.0

The results show that our agents can learn coordinated multi-modal trip plans by exploring the
transportation environment, figuring out how long they need to wait before leaving for the event, and
which transportation mode is more appropriate to reach the destination on time. We compared our
results with a naive trip plan based solely on mode preference and estimated travel time, showing that
by following the learnt trip plans, there is an improvement in the travel time and lateness, and that the
impact of explicit passive coordination on the waiting time before the event varies depending on the
experiment characteristics.

The main contributions of this paper are the implementation and evaluation of a MADRL framework

1RLlib SUMO Utils: https://github.com/lcodeca/rllibsumoutils Last access: February, 2022
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to study coordinated multi-modal trip planning with capacity constraints, and the demonstration that the
use of DRL with a mobility simulator is a viable option to study this class of problems. Additionally,
RLlib SUMO Utils (the connector for the RLlib framework and SUMO), the mobility simulations, and
the MADRL framework are available on GitHub2.

2 Related Work
Historically, a significant amount of work has been done on the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) techniques in the context of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). More
recently, motivated by the large quantity of transportation-related data that is becoming available as well
as their success in other application domains, the use of deep learning and now DRL to build mobility
models and to optimize mobility is being studied extensively. However, to date, we are not aware of
any work applying DRL to the coordinated journey planning problem with constrained capacity that we
consider.

2.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning in Transportation
Two extensive surveys of ML techniques, and more precisely deep learning, applied to ITS are avail-
able in [9] and [10]. Currently, even with a large volume of traffic data, it remains challenging to build
reliable (predictive) models to be used to address issues such as traffic flow forecasting, travel demand
prediction, traffic signal control, transportation network representation, and autonomous driving using
these techniques. Moreover, the use of deep learning is constrained due to intrinsic limitations, scalabil-
ity and portability.

In our case, where we are dealing with infrequent traffic patterns (i.e., due to sporadic large-scale
events), it is hard to acquire the amount of data necessary to apply the usual Deep Learning (DL) meth-
ods. We address the problem by using mobility simulation as the learning environment. A simulation of
the usual mobility can be built based on data on the transportation infrastructure (e.g., OpenStreetMaps
[11]), mobility data, and statistical information on the population usually provided by the government
(e.g., [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]). Once realistic background traffic is available, the model can be adjusted to
simulate specific requirements such as capacity constraints. Moreover, in the case of RL, the effects
of agents’ actions on the environment can be easily modelled. Additionally, most simulators provide
heuristics for travel time estimation and routing. The use of a simulated environment facilitates the
development of RL methods.

Emerging applications of DRL in transportation are mostly limited to optimization of fleet dispatch-
ing, autonomous driving and Traffic Signal Control (TSC). For example, DeepPool [17] is a distributed
model-free application for ride-sharing. It uses Deep Q-Network (DQN) to learn optimal dispatching
of the fleet using a deep neural network trained with travel demand data. It has been tested using a
real-world database of taxi trip records from New York. Another example of a distributed model-free
approach to dispatching using DQN is FlexPool [18], where the optimization addresses transportation
of both passengers and goods. A more generic study of large-scale fleet management is presented in
[19], where the authors propose a contextual MADRL framework that uses both DQN and actor-critic
algorithms to optimize dispatching and routing. Both approaches are extensively tested through empiri-
cal studies. Most of the tasks that comprise autonomous driving are surveyed in [20], where a taxonomy
of the tasks is presented and the challenges of applying DRL are discussed. Moreover, the survey ex-
plicitly discusses the role of traffic simulators for learning and validation purposes. Finally, an extensive
survey on the use of DRL applied to TSC is available in [21]. Here the authors discuss the metrics

2Persuasive: https://lcodeca.github.io/persuasive/ Last access: February, 2022
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usually associated with intersection control, present the deep learning methods deployed and the traffic
simulators used to test and evaluate them, discussing their limitations.

All the previous examples are a demonstration that DRL can be used to study ITS problems, and
provide a step forward from DL. Additionally DRL has previously been used in similar planning prob-
lems, such as path planning for robots [22], unmanned aerial vehicles [23], and unmanned ships [24].
However, to the best of our knowledge, it is not usually applied to multi-modal trip planning, where the
optimization needs to take into account the presence and behaviour of different transportation modes,
and the limitations arising from constrained transportation capacity.

2.2 Multi-Modal Trip Planning Solutions
Although the problem implied by the need for coordination to address capacity constraints is not inves-
tigated, much work has been done on multi-modal trip planning using a multitude of methodologies.

The first issue to be addressed is the data aggregation required to build a layered interconnected
graph representing all available modes of transport, the relevant transportation infrastructure, and pos-
sibly user preferences. An example of multi-modal transportation graph construction is presented in
Trans2Vec [25], an analytical framework for multi-modal transportation recommendation. It uses joint
representation learning with anchor embedding to capture the preferences of the users and the traffic de-
mand, and its effectiveness has been evaluated using real-world data. Similarly, [26] presents a co-modal
framework for optimal trip planning that uses multi-objective optimization based on genetic algorithms
to provide a solution in terms of user (with preferences), mode of transport, and route. This system is
tested with a real case study of Lille (Nord Pas de Calais, France). An example of exploration of the
multi-modal transportation network is presented in [27], where graph embedding techniques are imple-
mented to provide multi-modal trip plans to users. Additionally, the authors present a post-processing
technique to filter out the inconsistency between the objective function and evaluation metric, and eval-
uate it using real-data provided by Baidu-Maps.

Another problem to be taken into account is the reliability of the estimation used to decide which
plan is ‘better’. Another graph-based approach is presented in [28], where the authors present a network
search algorithm applied to a graph based on both scheduled and unregulated modes, aimed at im-
proving the reliability of the itineraries built with multiple hops and multiple modes (planes included).
Additionally, they investigate the amount and quality of data required to build a reliable model. Another
project that takes reliability into account is [29], where delays are directly modelled and the problem is
formalized as stochastic shortest path optimization. The proposed solution is meant to optimize just-in-
time arrival using Q-Learning, and the validity of this approach is measured with experimental results
based on the cities of Beijing, Munich and Singapore.

One additional issue arising is the complexity of generating these models and computing plans.
[30] presents a solution based on dynamic transfer patterns, where the public transportation schedule is
merged with the real-time passenger information and additional links are generated in the knowledge-
graph to take delays into account. This methodology is among those implemented in OpenTripPlanner3.
Additionally, the paper presents a discussion on the complexity of generating these plans, the amount of
pre-computation required, and possible solutions to speed it up. Finally, two personalized multi-modal
trip recommenders are presented in MTRecS-DLT [31] and RouteMe [32]. MTRecS-DLT combines
convolutional neural networks and gradient-boosted decision trees to extract context features from the
training data and then learns how to build trip plans that satisfy user needs while respecting their var-
ious preferences. The methodology has been tested using the dataset provided by the Context-Aware
Multi-Modal Transportation Recommendation challenge promoted by Baidu. Similarly, RouteMe is a
mobile recommender system that provides multi-modal plans to the users. Interestingly, it introduces

3OpenTripPlanner: https://www.opentripplanner.org/ Last access: February, 2022
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the concept of collaboration, where through the ranking and evaluation of the plans provided by the
users, collaborative filtering of the routes is applied to the knowledge-base, improving it over time. The
methodology has been evaluated through a small user study (17 people) where a prototype application
has been implemented and the users provided standardized feedback.

All the examples mentioned provide some limited solutions to the multi-modal trip planning problem
by focusing on specific optimization requirements.

2.3 Coordination in Planning
Considering explicitly the issue of coordinated trip planning, COPTER [33] incorporates state-of-the-
art solvers to deal with energy consumption reduction in multi-modal trip planning. In this case, both
single user planning and cooperative decision making need to take into account the trade-offs between
user acceptance and system-optimized routes, with the focus on energy savings. The evaluation is done
through a simulation study based on Los Angeles, and a planned pilot deployment is discussed.

The specific problem we are studying is multi-modal trip planning with limited transportation capac-
ity. More precisely, our problem of limited capacity cannot be addressed with construction works and
long-term solutions. The transportation infrastructure is not designed to sustain the demand spike and
consequent overload arising from a large-scale event. The usual solution comprises a mix between di-
verting traffic from the vicinity of the venue and enhancing public transportation capacity by increasing
its frequency and adding shuttles [34].

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to explore the use of microscopic mobility simulation
and MADRL to deal with journey planning with passive cooperation, where the plans are discovered
while exploring the transportation environment.

3 Reinforcement Learning with SUMO
RL is an ML approach to overcoming the limitations of manually-designed algorithms and policies for
control and optimization. In Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL), a set of agents interact
with and explore an environment, based on which they optimize their behavior to achieve a goal. Many
real-world problems offer high-dimensional state spaces so that finding an optimal solution is a hard
problem. Often referred to as the curse of dimensionality, the complexity of a problem increases expo-
nentially with the number of state dimensions. Deep learning is a branch of Machine Learning (ML)
that uses artificial neural networks as function approximators to deal with such high dimensional state
spaces. When deep learning is used with Reinforcement Learning (RL), we refer to Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) and Multi-Agent Deep Reinforcement Learning (MADRL).

MDP. RL problems are typically formalized as Markov Decision Processes (MDP). An MDP [2]
is described by a tuple consisting of: a set of states S, a set of actions A, a state transition probability
function T (st+1|st ,at) that defines the probability distribution of the next state st+1 given the current
state st and action at , a reward function R(st ,at) that determines the reward rt (a scalar value) based on
the action at performed in state st , a discount factor γ ∈ [0,1] representing the impact of future rewards
on the decision-making. The Markov property is a basic requirement for an MDP, and it assumes that
the current state st contains all relevant information from the past states, implying that the state st+1
depends only on the current state st and action at . Additionally, MDP models can be used to represent
both continuous/infinite tasks or episodic tasks where a terminal state sterminal is defined.

Learning. In RL, the interaction with the environment is discretized in steps t. For every step, each
agent receives information about the current state of the environment st . Based on st , each agent selects
an action at to perform in the environment based on a policy that is learnt over time. The current policy
π determines the behavior and the decisions made by the agents. In our case, the policy is a stochastic
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Figure 1: RLlib and SUMO Overview.

function that maps states to actions π(at |st). The agents learn this mapping through the exploration of
the environment. The learning mechanism is based on the reward rt received from the environment after
performing the action at . Each agent’s goal is to maximize its cumulative reward in the long run.

Exploration vs Exploitation. The learning process introduces a trade-off between exploring the
environment and exploiting the knowledge gathered previously. During exploration, the agent may
perform random actions, trying something different from the last time a state was visited. During ex-
ploitation, the agent taps into the knowledge learnt, and performs actions that served it well in the past.
The exploration vs exploitation trade-off brings up the additional issue of sampling, in which the state-
action pairs need to be gathered from a sampling distribution, a dataset containing actual data, or in our
case, a simulator. Deep learning typically requires a large number of samples to converge to a stable
policy.

3.1 Distributed RL and Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO)
Due to the complexity of the journey planning problem, scalability is an essential requirement of our
architecture. For this reason, we make use of RAY [35], an open-source distributed execution framework
used to scale ML applications. RAY provides a universal API for building distributed applications,
and based on it, several libraries for solving problems in ML have been implemented. We use the
Reinforcement Learning library (RLlib) [5], an open-source DRL library built on top of RAY. RLlib
offers scalability and natively supports TensorFlow4 and PyTorch5, and is compatible with OpenAI
Gym6, a toolkit for developing and comparing RL algorithms. It provides a well-defined API to build
and extend learning environments.

Simulation of Urban MObiltiy (SUMO) [8] is an open-source microscopic traffic simulator designed
to handle large networks, that allows multi-modal mobility simulation, including pedestrians. SUMO
implements the Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) API7 providing interactive control of the mobility sim-
ulation. Using TraCI, we implemented RLlib SUMO Utils8, an open-source general-purpose connector
that extends the Gym environment provided by RLlib, and integrates the mobility simulation in the
learning environment.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the training and evaluation infrastructure. The overall architecture

4TensorFlow: https://www.tensorflow.org/ Last access: February, 2022
5PyTorch: https://pytorch.org/ Last access: February, 2022
6OpenAI Gym https://gym.openai.com Last access: February, 2022
7SUMO Wiki: TraCI API https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/TraCI.html Last access: February, 2022 8RLlib SUMO 
Utils: https://github.com/lcodeca/rllibsumoutils Last access: February, 2022
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is implemented by RLlib. The trainer (in blue) and the rollout workers (in green) can be deployed locally 
or on a distributed cluster thanks to the RAY orchestration. RLlib provides a high-level trainer class that 
handles all the interactions required to update a policy and evaluate it. Through the general-purpose 
trainer interface, one or more policies can be trained, checkpoints can be created and restored, and the 
policy can be evaluated. The rollout workers are an abstraction that implements the interactions with 
the learning environment, where based on a locally-stored policy, actions for the agents are selected and 
actuated in the environment, and samples (composed by st , at , rt , and st+1) are collected in batches, 
and eventually sent to the trainer. Everything from the size of the batches, to the sampling policy is 
configured based on the learning algorithm. Additionally, a rollout worker can be deployed for training 
or for evaluation, depending on the trainer requirements. Based on the specific l earning algorithm 
implementation9, the number of rollout workers and multi-GPU learners may vary, and both sampling 
and policy updates can be asynchronous or synchronous. In general, each rollout worker can deploy 
more than one MARL environment to speed up sampling. However, due to constraints imposed by 
TraCI, only one RLlib SUMO Utils environment and the associated SUMO instance can be deployed for 
each rollout worker. The parallelization required to speed up sample gathering needs to be achieved by 
deploying multiple rollout workers at the same time. The MARL environment (in orange) implements 
the learning environment and it extends the general-purpose RLlib SUMO Utils Gym-like environment 
(in yellow). The MARL environment implements all of the APIs required by the trainer to understand 
both the state and action spaces, it implements the meaning of the actions and the reward model. The 
RLlib SUMO Utils environment takes care of setting up and moving forward the SUMO simulation, 
gathers the mobility information from TraCI and provides an interface to interact with the entities in the 
simulation.

3.2 Actor-Critic and Proximal Policy Optimization
For our purposes, we configured the implementation of a state-of-the-art actor-critic RL algorithm [2], 
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [4], provided by RLlib.

The PPO algorithm collects a small batch of experiences while interacting with the environment, and 
it uses that batch to update the policy. After every policy update, the samples are discarded, and a new 
batch is collected with the newly updated policy. The main strength of PPO is that the changes between 
the old and the newly learnt policy are minimal by design. This reduces the variance in training at the 
cost of some bias, but improves the stability of learning, leading to faster training in costly simulated 
environments.

RLlib’s implementation of PPO supports both TensorFlow and PyTorch multi-GPU optimizations, 
it allows both discrete and continuous actions (although we need only discrete actions), and it supports 
multiple deep neural network models (with attention and auto-regressive options). The PPO implemen-
tation we configured i s s ynchronous, where for each t raining s tep, t he l earnt policy i s sent t o a ll the 
rollout workers. The policy is then used unchanged to gather all the samples required to fill the batches, 
and finally all the batches are sent back to the trainer, where the policy is updated.

In order to speed up the learning process, every agent in the system contributes to a single policy, 
sharing the knowledge acquired during the exploration. The stochastic policy represents a set of co-
ordinated trip plans for the given number of agents operating in the same environment. To obtain its 
journey plan, an individual agent consults the policy (repeatedly) to choose actions based on its own 
circumstances and the state of the system. Based on the features representing the agent and the state of 
the system, an action (waiting or transportation mode selection) is picked and the trip plan is progressed. 
The metrics we use to compare the plans and evaluate the goodness of a policy are the observed travel

9RAY documentation: RLlib Learning Algorithms https://docs.ray.io/en/master/rllib-algorithms. html#rllib-algorithms 
Last access: February, 2022
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time, the waiting time before the event, and the late arrival. Passive implicit cooperation is achieved 
through the transportation environment. Due to its limited capacity, the (selfish) decisions taken by each 
agent have a direct impact on the others, with increasing travel times and possible delays, to which other 
agents learn to react. Passive explicit cooperation is implemented by modifying the reward model (see 
Section 4.2), and directly penalizing each agent based on the number of other agents that failed in the 
task.

4 Experimental Setup
As explained, the experimental infrastructure is mainly composed of three parts, (i) the distributed 
orchestration provided by RAY [35], (ii) the RL infrastructure provided by RLlib [5], and (iii) the 
mobility simulation provided by SUMO [8]. In our case, we configured the PPO algorithm provided by 
RLlib, implemented an Open AI Gym-compatible learning environment integrating SUMO using RLlib 
SUMO Utils, and crafted a representative mobility scenario that provides the required transportation 
capacity limitations.

4.1 Learning Environment
The learning environment provides the mobility and transportation infrastructure. Agents represent 
event-goers, and their task is to explore trip plans to reach their destinations on time while their passive 
coordination is underpinned by the shared transportation infrastructure. The available actions depend on 
the experiment in question but are of two kinds: (i) wait (always available to each agent) and (ii) select 
a transportation mode and start the trip. Based on the experiment, the modes available are different 
(e.g., walk, bicycle, public transport, car, and/or powered two wheelers (PTW)), and the meaning of 
an action may vary (e.g., number or modes used together, requiring parking or not, the composition of 
public transport). During learning, all the agents independently explore the environment, but they feed 
all their observations to a common policy.

The features available from the environment include the origin and destination of each agent as 
latitude/longitude pairs, the time to event counting down the passage of time, discretized with a con-
figurable parameter t o 3  m inutes i n a ll e xperiments, and t he current t raffic si tuation computed using 
the Estimated Travel Time (ETT) for each mode provided by SUMO10. The ETT is discretized with the 
same parameter used for the time to the event. The mode usage is provided for event-goers that have 
already chosen a mode but have not reached their destinations. The future demand is defined by how 
many event-goers still need to make a mode choice. The ownership by mode is defined as a  boolean 
flag, available only in specific experiments.

4.2 Reward Models
We implemented and evaluated three different reward models aimed at having all the event-goers arrive 
within a 15-minute window before the event, without being too early or too late. In all models, the 
agents receive a non-zero reward only at the end of their journey.

Simple In this model, used as a baseline, the rewards are 1 for achieving the goal of just-in-time 
arrival, -1 for arriving too early, -2 for being too late or when the agent does not arrive at the destination. 
Non-arrival may happen if the agent waits for too long, past the event time, or if a mode that is not 
usable is selected (e.g., a mode not available in the area, the means of transport not available to the

10SUMO Wiki: Estimated travel time computation https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/TraCI/Simulation_Value_ 
Retrieval.html#command_0x87_find_intermodal_route Last access: February, 2022
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agent, or the route associated to the mode is undefined). The simple model does not reward lower travel
time experienced by agents or active coordination between them.

OTT The second model introduces time into the reward. The observed time travelled, the waiting
time before the event, and the late arrival time are discretized and added to the reward as a penalty. The
discretization is configurable, and in our experiments, it is set to 5 minutes. The reward function ROT T
for each agent is defined as

ROT T =


1−ott if on time
0− (ott + twait)∗wwait if too early
0− (ott + tlate)∗wlate if too late
0− (ettmax ∗2)∗wlate if never arrived

If the agent arrives on time (i.e., within the 15-minute window before the event), the only penalty is the
observed travel time ott measured as the elapsed time from departure to arrival at the destination. In
case the agent arrives too early, the waiting time twait (computed from the arrival at destination to the
time of the event) is added to the ott and then multiplied by the waiting time modifier wwait . In all our
experiments wwait = 1.0 for all agents. If the agent arrives too late, its lateness tlate is measured from
the event time to the arrival at the destination. Similarly to the early arrival, tlate is added to the ott and
then multiplied by the lateness modifier wlate. In all our experiments wlate = 2.0 for all the agents. In
case an agent never arrives at the destination, the penalty computed is based on the assumption that the
agent chose the worst transportation mode at the time of the event and arrived too late. In this case, the
maximum estimated travel time ettmax is obtained by computing the ETT from origin to destination for
each mode using SUMO, and then selecting the maximum. The penalty is then computed by doubling
the ettmax and multiplying it with the lateness modifier wlate.

OTTCoord The last reward model is based on OTT but introducing an additional penalty based on
how many of the other event-goers arrived too late. ROT TCoord is defined as

ROT TCoord = ROT T ∗wcoord

and is initially computed using ROT T , and then multiplied by the penalty wcoord ∈]0,1] defined as

wcoord =


1
1

Nagents
i f ∑Aearly +∑Aontime = 0

1
∑Aearly+∑Aontime

Nagents

otherwise
(1)
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and representing all the agents that arrived late (or never). In the equation, Nagents is the number of 
agents, Aearly is the number of agents that arrived early, and Aontime is the number of agents that arrived 
on time. If every agent has a viable plan, and there are no late agents, wcoord = 1 and there is no penalty.

4.3 Mobility Scenario
The mobility models provided by SUMO allow us to configure different behaviours based on the vehicle 
type in use. With SUMO’s sub-lane model, [36] it is possible to have smaller vehicles (e.g., bicycles and 
motorbikes) seeping through the rest of the traffic. For p edestrians, we use SUMO’s s triping model11, 
where people walk on sidewalks and pedestrian crossings, and are capable of interacting with vehicles, 
increasing congestion, and delaying each other.

11SUMO Wiki: Striping Model definition https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Simulation/Pedestrians.html#model_striping Last  
access: February, 2022
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(a) SUMO Network (b) Mobility plans generated with SAGA.

Figure 2: SUMO Random Grid scenario

We configured a mobility scenario based on a random grid topology that would not serve the 1000
agents we use in training without optimization of the load among the available transport modes and a
staggered departure time for each agent. In Figure 2a, the roads are mapped in black, and the blue box
in the middle represents the venue, with its main entrance in the middle. The yellow/green boxes are bus
and metro stops. We introduced two metro lines and three bus lanes. The coverage is uneven by design,
and the buses share the road with the other vehicles. We have the capability of introducing variations to
the public transportation infrastructure depending on the requirements of different experiments. Figure
2b presents the background mobility generated with SAGA [37], an activity-based multi-modal traffic
generator for SUMO. Based on the default activity chains provided by the tool, we generated 24-hours
of background mobility for 20K people. In red, the moving vehicles are composed of bicycles, cars,
taxis, PTW, and public transport. The green line shows all the people riding in or driving a vehicle (taxi
drivers and public transport drivers are not included). All the people waiting for a ride are the bottom
line in blue. Finally, all the people that are walking are shown in purple. As a reference, the black
vertical line is at 9 AM, the start of the event. We increased or reduced the number of parking spaces
depending on the experiments’ requirements. Given that the cars and PTW may need to park, delays
due to cruising for parking and then walking to the destination are introduced.

4.4 MARL Environment and Agent Initialization

The MARL environment is initialized for each training run, and the agents are re-initialized for each
episode. Every agent has the same destination (the venue’s location) and expected arrival time (the
event’s start time). Their origins are randomized and uniformly distributed over the map. The possible
actions (including the transport modes) are the same for all the agents; however, the usable modes may
differ based on their origin, and the agents need to discover which of the possible modes are viable by
exploring the environment.

Given that the agents need to learn how long they should wait before departure, we evaluated three
different Pareto start-time distributions. The three distributions are tuned to vary the minimum possible
competition (hence, coordination) required to achieve the goal.
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• 30minα=3: every agent has a minimum 30-minute time window before the expected arrival time.
With this distribution, it may not be possible to have everyone arrive on time, and the competition
for transportation resources is at its highest.

• 45minα=4: everyone has a minimum time window of 45-minutes to reach the event.

• 60minα=5: the minimum time window is 60 minutes. With a longer time before the event, the
exploration takes longer, but there is the least possible competition, and the agents have a higher
chance to spread their departures over time.

5 Evaluation and Results
This section shows how agents can learn coordinated multi-modal trip plans by exploring the transporta-
tion environment. The metrics we used to compare the different experiments are travel time, waiting
time at destination, lateness, and the the distribution of transportation mode usage. In the following
sections we present a representative subset of the experiments we ran during the study. The complete
set of graphs is available on GitHub12. Due to the use of SUMO, the environment reflects the differing
characteristics typically observed for different transportation modes (e.g., relative speed/immunity to
congestion). Intuitively, the plans discovered by the agents should respect these differences facilitating
the interpretation of the results.

DRL is notoriously unstable during training [38]. Once learning is finished and the reward has
converged to a stable outcome, we select the best policy from the last 25 training runs to collect the
metrics used for comparison. Each selected policy is then evaluated by averaging its outcome, defined
as the sum of the rewards collected by each agent in a single episode, over ten episodes. The best policy
is the one with the highest average total reward.

5.1 Preliminary Experiments
We conducted extensive initial experiments to gather the insights used to direct the study and to produce
the baselines required for comparison purposes.

Naive solution We implemented an algorithm for naive trip planning based on people’s common
behavior [39]. Depending on the origin and destination, the estimated travel time for each of the (pre-
ferred) modes is computed using SUMO. The estimation is used to decide the departure time, taking
into account a possible delay due to unforeseen congestion. The naive solution baseline is computed av-
eraging over 100 simulations with a population of 1000 people, each with a random origin and the same
destination, the venue. For each simulation, the preferred transportation mode distribution is selected
randomly from a pool of six. One distribution presents balanced use of all the available modes, and the
other distributions are skewed towards a preference for one specific mode. The actual weight associated
with the preference is initialized each time, drawing from a Gaussian distribution. Additionally, each
person has a personal buffer time estimation used to allow for unforeseen delays. This buffer time is
randomly initialized and uniformly distributed between 5 and 15 minutes. For each simulation, we col-
lect the same metrics we use in training and evaluation: travel time, waiting time, and lateness. These
metrics are then averaged and used in all the relevant figures as the naive baseline for comparison.

DRL Baselines We initially evaluated the three reward models (Simple, OTT, and OTTCoord),
with all of the actions (wait, walk, bicycle, public transport, car, and PTW) being available to every
agent. Each of the above-mentioned start-time distributions (30minα=3, 45minα=4, and 60minα=5) are
compared, and the resulting transportation mode distributions are shown in Figure 3. The Simple reward

12Results: https://github.com/lcodeca/results/Persuasive-training Last access: February, 2022
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Figure 3: Mode Distribution for the base experiments.

model, in blue, does not take into account observed travel times, and the outcome is that it rewards
the reliability provided by walking and using public transport (in a world practically devoid of other
means of transportation generating congestion and delays). Once we introduce the observed travel time
penalty (OTT, in red, and OTTCoord, in green), we can see that walking and public transport are not the
most suitable choice anymore, and smaller and faster vehicles such as bicycles and PTW become more
appealing. PTW are as fast as cars, and can filter through traffic congestion. Bicycles, although slower,
have similar filtering capabilities in traffic, and being smaller, they seep through other vehicles more
efficiently than PTW. Additionally, the start time distribution (thus, the competition among the agents)
has a major impact on the mode choice. With 30minα=3, where the competition is higher and the
possibility of distributing departure over time is very limited, bicycles and PTW are the clear winners.
In 60minα=5, where the departure time can easily be spread, the clear winners are the faster modes:
cars and PTW. Nonetheless, the presence of explicit coordination seems to favour the car and balance
between the modes. The balanced mode usage is more explicit in 45minα=4, where the mode choice is
spread with explicit coordination (OTTCoord, in green), but the mode choice is completely skewed in
favour of PTW where the only coordination is implicit and due to the limited resources (OTT, in red).

Background traffic For completeness, we run some experiments with the background mobility
generated using SAGA and tuned to present a peak in demand around 8:30 AM, with the event starting at
9 AM. However, due to the complexity of the scenarios, we ran all other variations without background
traffic in order to isolate the specific behaviors that we wanted to study. A selection of those run with
background traffic is shown in Figure 4. Here we compare the OTTCoord model implementation used
in the DRL Baseline, with (in blue) and without (in red) background traffic, to investigate if the results
are significantly different. For these scenarios the start time distribution changed over the course of
learning, starting with a 30-minute window and moving to the 60-minute one. The left plot in Figure
4 shows that the lateness and the travel time distributions with (in blue) and without (in red) traffic are
comparable. The main difference is in the waiting time before the event. Due to the rush-hour traffic,
the agents needed to depart in advance to arrive on time, resulting in increased waiting time before the
event. The right plot in Figure 4 shows the transportation mode distribution. Although the trends are
comparable, the few differences are intuitive. The public transportation capacity is more limited due to
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Figure 4: Impact of background traffic on the DRL Baseline experiment based on OTTCoord reward
model.

Figure 5: Mode Distribution for the starting distribution of 60m α = 5.

the background traffic, and the additional vehicles on the road are slowing the buses. PTW filtering is
impacted by the additional congestion, making it less appealing and spreading the load to other modes
such as cars and bicycles.

5.2 Ablation Study

To study the capabilities and limitations of the DRL approach, we performed an ablation study where
starting from the insights provided by the DRL baselines, we systematically removed or changed modes
of transport (actions) to assess whether the resulting policies matched our intuitions. Additionally, we
evaluated the impact of uncertainty over the learned policy by forcing cars and PTW to find a parking
spot, and we added hard constraints based on vehicle ownership. The impact of all the above-mentioned
experiments on the transportation mode distributions is shown in Figure 5.

The following three experiments are focused on removing specific modes or changing the meaning
of an action to verify that the resulting policy reflects the intended change. We evaluated all combina-
tions of the reward models and the start time distributions. In the following paragraphs, we focus on the
OTT and OTTCoord models, without background traffic, and the 60minα=5 start time distribution.
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carOnly The first experiment removed access to all vehicles except for cars, limiting the available
actions to wait, walk and car. The carOnly column in Figure 5 shows the comparison between the trans-
portation mode distributions with implicit (in red) and explicit (in blue) coordination. The expectation
is to see a preference for the car (low travel time) with the departure time spread over time. This actually
happens with the OTT reward model, but the presence of explicit coordination in OTTCoord balanced
out the mode usage. This effect is due to the penalty paid by everyone if other agents are late, combined
with the reliability of walking.

noPTW In the second experiment, we removed the PTW from the transportation modes by removing
the associated action. In this case, the expected outcome is an increase in the usage of the car (for
their speed) and bicycles (due to filtering capabilities). The noPTW column in Figure 5 shows the
results. With the OTT reward model (in red), the expectation is met, with more agents choosing to
walk (similarly to carOnly), a balanced spread between car and bicycles, and few public transportation
options. However, the explicit coordination implemented in the OTTCoord reward model (in blue) again
emphasised the travel time and reliability requirements as seen in the previous experiment, reducing
bicycles and public transportation to a negligible use.

metroOnly In the third experiment, we changed the public transportation composition, removing
the buses and leaving only the metro. Given that the buses are sharing the road with the rest of the
vehicles, removing them from the public transportation infrastructure leaves only the metro, improving
its reliability. In this experiment, all the transportation modes are available to the agents. The expectation
is that the additional reliability introduced to public transportation would make it a more favourable
option. The resulting transportation mode distribution is shown in the metroOnly column of Figure 5.
In this case, the expectations are not met. Leaving the option of using the PTW, in conjunction with
the increased road capacity, skewed the mode selection in favour of the PTW once more. Although
in the presence of explicit coordination (in blue), the rest of the modes are comparatively more used
than in OTT (in red), public transportation is still not a favourable option. As future work, we intend to
investigate additional changes aimed at increasing public transports reliability and usage.

5.3 Increasing Uncertainty
In reality, private vehicles need to be parked, introducing delays and decreasing the effectiveness and
reliability of the mode. For this experiment, we changed the meaning of the action associated with
the selection of cars and PTW. Once the mode is chosen, the target destination changes from the event
location to the parking area closest to the final destination, and the ‘last mile’ is walked. If the closest
parking area is already full, the agent will cruise for parking (based on the SUMO parking area reroute
mechanism13). Building upon the knowledge obtained from the previous experiment, we expected to see
a decrease in the use of cars and PTW in favor of other more reliable modes. More precisely, we expect
to see a shift from the car and PTW to bicycles due to their capability of filtering through congested
vehicles and their reliability. The results of this experiment are shown in the wParking column of Figure
5. In this case, the expectation is met for both OTT (in red), and OTTCoord (in blue), and the impact of
implicit or explicit coordination is negligible.

5.4 Constraints
In reality, not all people have access to every transportation mode. For this reason, we introduced hard
constraints regarding the ownership of a vehicle modelled as the probability of each agent owning one.

13Wiki SUMO: Parking Area Rerouters definition https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Simulation/Rerouter.html#rerouting_to_an_ 
alternative_parking_area Last access: February, 2022
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Figure 6: Lateness: late arrival distribution.

Following the National Household Travel Survey 2017 (reported on December 2018)14 conducted by
the Irish National Transport Authority (NTA), we configured the agent with the following probabilities:
89% of agents own a car, 35% own a bicycle, and only 10% own a PTW. In this experiment, all the
actions are available to the agents, but they need to learn if they can use (own) a vehicle or not. With
this experiment, we wanted to make sure that it was possible for the agents to learn a policy based
on variable hard constraints. The expectation is that with the enforced limit over the PTW and the
congestion generated by the presence of too many cars, the agents are able to learn how to distribute the
load over the other modes. The comparison between the resulting mode distributions is shown in the
Ownership column of Figure 5. In this experiment, the expectation is met with both reward models, and
the hard constraints are respected. The cars are capped not by the defined ownership but by capacity
constraints, and the other modes such as walking, bicycles and public transportation are used to spread
the load.

5.5 Metrics
To measure the goodness of the stochastic policy the agents learnt over time, we evaluated the distribu-
tion of late arrivals, waiting time at destination, and observed travel time. Although departure time is
not meaningful on its own due to its dependency on the resulting transportation mode distribution, it is
useful to understand the other metrics.

Given the capacity constraints imposed by the problem at hand, finding the optimal set of trip plans
able to maximize just-in-time arrival while minimizing late arrival may not be possible. Based on the
reward models we implemented, the penalty for late arrival is higher than for waiting at the destination,
increasing the chance that in case of unstable traffic congestion closer to the event’s start time, the
preferred option may incur higher waiting times.

Lateness The first metric we discuss is lateness, measuring the late arrival distribution of the agents.
The late arrival is computed as the elapsed time between the event’s start time and the agent’s arrival

14National Household Travel Survey https://www.nationaltransport.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/
01/National_Household_Travel_Survey_2017_Report_-_December_2018.pdf Last access: February, 2022
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Figure 7: Departure time distribution.

at the destination. The box plots in Figure 6 show the late arrival distribution for all the experiments
previously discussed. In the graph, the x in black shows the mean, and the empty black dots represent
outliers. The black line is the naive solution’s baseline (around 12 minutes), and it shows that every
stochastic policy we learnt improves on it significantly. Nonetheless, there are no visible trends emerging
from the difference between the OTT and OTTCoord reward models.

Departure The departure time metric on its own is not representative of the goodness of the policy.
Nonetheless, it allows us to make some observations in conjunction with other metrics. Figure 7 depicts
the departure time distributions for all the experiments discussed. The black line marks the naive solu-
tion baseline (around 8:45 AM). The figure shows that the agents learnt a more conservative strategy,
expecting last-minute delays, hence leaving earlier. This is an additional reason why the lateness metrics
are lower than in the naive baseline.

Waiting The higher penalty for the late arrival has a direct impact on the distribution of the waiting
time at the destination. The waiting time is measured from the time of arrival at the venue until the event
starts. Figure 8 shows the box plots associated with the waiting times for all the experiments. The naive
baseline is marked by the black dashed line (about 7 minutes), and it shows that all our solutions require
more waiting at the destination. Nonetheless, the solid black line represents the 15-minutes mark that we
use to establish if the agents achieved their goal. Here we can see that all the DRL Baselines experiments
performed for the initial start time distributions of 30mα=3 and 45mα=4 achieved the goal; for 60mα=5,
experiments such as Simple, OTTCoord carOnly, OTT wParking, and OTTCoord wOwnership achieved
it too. Although the presence of coordination does not provide a clear trend in the results, it interesting
to notice how its presence drastically decreases the waiting times in the carOnly experiment, while the
departure time distributions are not significantly different. The same can be said for the noPTW and
wOwnership experiments, and to a lesser extent, to metroOnly too.

Travel Time The final metric we consider is the observed travel time, measured between the de-
parture time from the origin and the arrival time at the destination. Figure 9 shows the travel time
distributions for each experiment. The solid black line marks the naive solution baseline (around 18
minutes). Apart from the Simple reward model (that does not take into consideration the travel time),
in all the other experiments, we see an improvement. Similarly to the departure time, the actual travel
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Figure 8: Waiting time at destination distribution.

Figure 9: Travel Time distribution.

time is not a significant metric on its own due to its strong correlation with both the transportation mode
distribution and the congestion levels. Like the previously discussed metrics, it is not possible to find
a significant trend concerning the impact of coordination, leaving it on an experiment by experiment
basis.

In summary, with the extensive evaluation presented in this section, we show that it is possible to
use DRL to tackle the problem of coordinated multi-modal trip planning with limited transportation
capacity. Through the exploration of a simulated transportation environment, it is possible to discover
its features and learn viable plans. In all the variations discussed, the stochastic policy learnt is able to
reduce late arrivals and travel times while keeping reasonable waiting times at destination for most of
them. Finally, it is possible to learn a policy that takes into account hard constraints while providing
reasonable trip plans.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the implementation and evaluation of a MADRL framework to study the
problem of coordinated multi-modal trip planning with constrained transportation capacity using a mi-
croscopic mobility simulator. The proposed solution leverages the distributed orchestration provided
by RAY, the state-of-the-art ML algorithms implemented by RLlib, and RLlib SUMO Utils, a general-
purpose connector to SUMO that enables the implementation of OpenAI Gym-like learning environ-
ments. All the software and infrastructure previously discussed is open-source and available on GitHub.

The use case presented is a large-scale social event, where the event-goers are assumed to have at
their disposal an application provided by the venue that generates coordinated trip plans for just-in-time
arrival at the event based on user requirements (if any). The DRL algorithm that we configured is the
state-of-the-art implementation of PPO provided by Reinforcement Learning library (RLlib). Enabled
by the general-purposes APIs definition, the learning environment we implemented for the case study is
independent of the learning algorithm.

In this paper, we evaluated multiple learning environments with a combination of reward models
(tied to travel time and coordination), availability of transportation modes (hard constraints such as
ownership of a vehicle), and environmental factors (such as parking requirements).

The results showed that it is possible to use Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and microscopic
mobility simulations to study the problem of coordinated multi-modal trip planning with constrained
transportation capacity. The stochastic policy learnt is able to reduce the late arrival and minimize the
travel time. Additionally, the trip plans discovered by trial and error through the exploration of an
unknown transportation environment are intuitive and easy to motivate, increasing the trust in DRL with
microscopic mobility simulations as a viable option.

As future work, we intend to study the impact of soft constraints (i.e., user preferences) on coor-
dinated trip plans. With the need to take into account user preferences concerning the transportation
mode to use, the solution space increases drastically, and based on the distribution of the preferences, a
solution may not exist. Finally, we intend to scale up the training from the 1000 agents in a controlled
simulated environment to real numbers of event-goers in a realistic mobility scenario. Initial studies
have been started using the Monaco SUMO Traffic (MoST) Scenario [14] and the Monaco stadium as
the target venue.
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Abstract 
While there are several published studies for modelling pedestrian behavior at signalized 

crossings in SUMO, the behavior of pedestrians crossing a road at a location other than a designated 
crossing, has not been considered to date. This work looks at how to represent pedestrian agents 
selecting to cross a road at arbitrary locations along the length of the road. The pedestrian agents 
utilize a gap acceptance model that represents how a pedestrian decides when to cross a road, 
based on the frequency and speed of approaching vehicles, while considering the spacing between 
them. Furthermore, the gap acceptance model allows the pedestrians to choose to cross all lanes in 
one go, when safe to do so, known as Double Gap or one stage crossing. Alternatively, if an 
agent is identified as a risk-taker, they may choose to cross lane by lane, sometimes waiting in the 
middle of the road, known as Rolling Gap or risk-taker crossing behavior. The inclusion of these two 
crossing behaviors allows for situations where urgency plays an important role in behavioral 
decision making, such as in emergencies, rush hour or in crowd management events. The 
outlined pedestrian crossing model is attained by integrating the pedestrian model EXODUS with 
SUMO, via the TraCI API.  

1 Introduction 
The interaction between pedestrians and vehicles in urban environments is a common occurrence, 

as such numerous studies exist on pedestrian safety issues in urban transportation, mainly focusing on 
pedestrian behavior at designated pedestrian crossings (Brosseau et al., 2017, Xin et al., 2014). 
However, a person may not be willing to walk longer distances to a designated crossing location if 
crossing the road from their current location will give them convenient and direct access to their 
destination (Islam et al, 2014, Zhao et al., 2017, Akyol et al., 2019). 

Computer models such as LEGION (LEGION, 2017), VISSIM (Han et al., 2005) and MATSIM 
(Lämmel et al., 2009) can represent pedestrian interaction with vehicles. However, they consider 
pedestrians crossing only at designated locations, such as unsignalized or signalized pedestrian 
crossings. These models do not consider the possibility of people crossing at non-designated locations, 
as suggested by Wang (Wang, 2012). SUMO has supported an intermodal pedestrian-based simulation 
since 2010. This was extended by Erdmann and Krajzewicz (Erdmann and Krajzewicz, 2015) to 
simulate pedestrians in more detail, however, this still only allowed pedestrians to cross at designated 
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locations. Other researchers have looked at modelling pedestrians at traffic lights (Akyol et al., 2019) 
and the coupling of SUMO to external pedestrian models (Flötteröd et al., 2019) but neither these 
approaches allow for pedestrians to cross a road on non-designated locations.  

Here a method of coupling a pedestrian simulation tool, namely EXODUS (Galea et al. 1996), with 
SUMO via the TraCI (Wegener et al. 2008) interface is outlined. The proposed model can represent 
midblock crossing behavior of pedestrians at arbitrary locations along the street. The work builds on 
research carried out by Wang (Wang, 2012) by implementing both one-stage and two-stage pedestrian 
crossing behaviors, to cater for two different pedestrian crossing traits.  

One-stage crossing behavior is used when a pedestrian may choose to cross all vehicle lanes in one 
go, when safe to do so. This behavior is selected by non-risk-taking pedestrians. The two-stage crossing, 
or double gap behavior, is chosen when a pedestrian chooses to cross lane by lane, sometimes waiting 
in the middle of the road, if necessary. This behavior is also known as rolling gap (Brewer et al., 2006) 
or risk-taker crossing behavior (Song et al., 2003). These crossing behaviors allow for urgency, a 
psychological factor, to be represented, where a pedestrian in a hurry may be more willing to take risks 
while crossing a road, for example, during rush hour, or maybe in an attempt to catch a bus which is 
about to depart. Also, urgency is a key factor when considering emergency situations where people 
might be evacuating from a large building, such as a transportation hub, shopping center or tower block 
and inevitably interacting with the surrounding traffic. 

This paper tries to address the research question – 

Is it possible to represent pedestrian agents crossing vehicle lanes in SUMO at arbitrary midblock 
locations, taking into consideration traffic levels and different crossing behaviors? 

This paper will outline the key behavioral developments required to model pedestrian crossing 
behavior, together with the technique utilized to interface EXODUS (Galea et al., 1996 and 2017) to 
SUMO (Lopez et al., 2018). It will then demonstrate the pedestrian crossing behavior and vehicle 
interaction, by modelling a crowd of people exiting from a large building to reach a point of assembly, 
positioned across a busy road. This example is chosen to examine how different types of crossing 
behaviors can impact the time for people to reach a destination and their impact on local traffic. The 
demonstration scenario could be considered as either representing a precautionary emergency 
evacuation or simply people exiting from the building heading towards a major event. 

2 Methodology and Road Network 

SUMO is a well-established open source, highly portable, microscopic and continuous road traffic 
simulation package designed to handle large road networks (Lopez et al., 2018). SUMO also includes 
its own pedestrian movement model, however this model is based around lanes and areas (Erdmann and 
Krajzewic, 2015) and it cannot represent people in buildings or exiting from them. Also, the lane-based 
nature of the model restricts pedestrians to just two directions of travel which limits its application in 
representing urban scale pedestrian movement. A possible solution to overcome these limitations and 
to include more complex and comprehensive pedestrian behaviors is to link SUMO via the TraCI 
(Wegener et al, 2008) interface to an external pedestrian model. One such model is EXODUS (Galea 
et al., 2017), which has been continuously developed by the University of Greenwich, since 1994.  
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EXODUS is an agent-based model capable of representing pedestrian movement for a variety of 
modelling domains such as building, maritime, aviation and rail (FSEG, 2021). EXODUS utilizes a 
hybrid spatial approach. This approach allows pedestrian movement to be represented at a macroscopic 
level, utilising coarse regions (i.e., a flow-based model), and at the microscopic level utilizing either a 
fine node grid, where pedestrian agents move on a discrete grid of nodes, or a continuous spatial 
representation (Chooramun et al., 2017). These different spatial representations are utilized depending 
on what data is available regarding pedestrian behavior, the type of expected interactions or travel 
speeds over a given terrain, or whether optimization is required due to the scale of the model. For 
example, at the urban scale, EXODUS would typically utilize coarse regions and/or a fine node grid to 
cater for large-scale models.  

Within EXODUS the simulated pedestrians are characterized by various agent attributes grouped 
into four main categories (Galea et al., 2017). The first category comprises all physical attributes such 
as age, gender, mobility and unimpeded walking speed. Further, EXODUS simulates psychological 
attributes such as response time and patience. Their individual sojourn time in the environment, the 
total travelled distance, or the cumulative time that the agent has spent waiting in a queue or congestion 
are categorized as the agent’s experiential parameters. Finally, pedestrian agents’ hazard parameters 
measure the physical impact of fire hazards and the accompanying toxic gases on the condition of each 
individual. 

To ensure that EXODUS and SUMO utilize the same road information, EXODUS has been adapted 
to import the SUMO road network file directly. In this way the naming and locations of all road edges, 
lanes and junctions are consistent. If desired by the user, EXODUS can automatically add sidewalks of 
a user definable width around the imported SUMO road network., see  Figure 1. 

Figure 1: The EXODUS Fine Node Mesh representing pedestrian space around a road and junction 
network. Green squares represent EXODUS nodes. The black lines between nodes represent connected arcs, 

the large black areas represent roads, the red section is a junction and blue lines indicate traffic lanes. 
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The sidewalks are modelled in EXODUS utilizing a fine nodal mesh (Galea et al., 1996) consisting 
of an interconnected grid of nodes, with a typical spacing of 0.5 meters. Adjacent nodes, which can be 
travelled between, are connected by arcs representing the travel distance, see Figure 1. Only one 
pedestrian agent can occupy a given node at any given time in the simulation. 

While pedestrian agents move using the EXODUS fine node model on the sidewalks, when crossing 
the road, they move using a continuous spatial movement algorithm (Chooranum et al., 2017). A 
continuous spatial pedestrian movement algorithm was selected for the road area as it consists of a well-
defined region, providing greater flexibility for crossing at arbitrary locations and angles and allows for 
more accurate interaction with the vehicles. As the pedestrian agents need to be aware of approaching 
vehicles and other pedestrians on the road, a traffic lane-based collision avoidance algorithm, tied to 
the road network, is also utilised. In contrast, the fine node model is optimised for checking for 
pedestrian collisions (Galea et al., 1996) only within the locality of adjacent nodes, which is around 0.5 
to 0.7 metres and thus its use on sidewalks. Furthermore, a typical vehicle can travel the distance of 
several fine nodes during a single EXODUS time step when travelling at a speed higher than 6m/s 
(21.6km/h), which prevents the utilisation of the node mesh for the road network without an increase 
to the EXODUS clock rate. This would in turn require recalibration to the fine node conflict resolution 
algorithm (Galea et al., 1996). However, the continuous spatial approach is not limited by these factors 
and was thus chosen.  

3 Pedestrian Crossing Behavior 

When a pedestrian agent encounters a road on their way to their destination and when their next 
move could take them onto the road surface, a probabilistic gap acceptance model is used to determine 
if and when the agent will attempt to cross the road. The gap acceptance model utilizes data from a 
number of previous studies (Wang, 2012, Schroeder, 2008, Yannis et al., 2010), see Section 3.1. The 
gap acceptance model allows the pedestrian agent to choose to cross all lanes, when safe to do so, in 
one go, known as Double Gap (Song et al., 2003) or one Stage Crossing (Paul et al., 2014). 
Alternatively, if the agent is identified as a risk-taker, they may choose to cross lane by lane, rather than 
crossing all lanes in one go, sometimes waiting in the middle of the road, known as Rolling Gap (Brewer 
et al., 2006) or risk-taker crossing behavior (Song et al., 2003). The risk-taker attribute is user defined 
in EXODUS, which can be either assigned at the individual pedestrian level or specified as a global 
percentage of the current pedestrian population.  

At the start of the simulation EXODUS automatically divides the sidewalk into a number of equal 
sized regions as close as possible to 10 meters in width, called Pavement Cells, see Figure 2. These 
Pavement Cells are used to decide where a pedestrian will reattempt to cross the road, after a previous 
failed attempt. If the agent decides not to cross the road, they will continue along the sidewalk in a 
direction which takes them nearer to their target destination, i.e., D in Figure 2. They will then reattempt 
to cross if they enter the next Pavement Cell or if they cannot continue further along the sidewalk, for 
example, by being blocked by other pedestrians or have reached the end of the sidewalk. The gap 
acceptance model will then “fire” again to evaluate if it is now possible for them to cross the road.  
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The approximate width of 10m for the Pavement Cells, was chosen based on research by Wang 
(Wang, 2012), who modelled where pedestrians chose to cross a 100m section of road with a zebra 
crossing. It was also identified by Song (Song et al. 1993) as representing a distance of not too far from 
a pedestrian crossing where a person may decide to either cross at a designated crossing or not. 

3.1 Gap Acceptance (When to Cross) 
The gap acceptance model deals with the behavior of how a pedestrian selects a gap in the traffic 

when crossing a road. Since the pedestrians have a choice to accept or reject a gap in the traffic the 
implementation is based on a Cumulative Logistic Distribution Function (Balakrishnan, 1992). 

Figure 3: Gap acceptance parameters (two-way) Figure 4:  Gap acceptance parameters (one-way) 

When an agent decides to cross the road, they consider vehicles in the near and far lane. In this 
model, only the nearest vehicle in the near lane and the first two vehicles in the far lane are considered. 
The key parameters for perpendicular road crossing are shown in Figure 3, for two-way traffic, and in 
Figure 4, for one-way traffic. The TvA parameter is the time gap, measured in seconds, between vehicles 
A and B in the far lane, called the second far gap. The parameters TvC and TvB are the times in seconds 
for vehicles C and B to reach the agent’s crossing location, called the first near and first far gaps, 
respectively.  

The pedestrians will use the Double Gap Model if they are identified as risk-averse; hence, will try 
to cross only when safe to cross both lanes in one go. This is when both the times to cross the first lane 
(tP2) and the second lane (tP1) are less than the vehicle gap in the near lane (TvC) and in the far lane 
(TvB).  If this condition is met plus a safety margin (S) of 1.5 seconds per a lane (Serag, 2014), a 

Figure 2: The Sidewalk is divided up into approximately 10-meter-wide Pavement Cells. 
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probability to cross is calculated, discussed later, as to whether the pedestrian accepts it and attempts to 
cross. 

The Rolling Gap Model is used when the agent is considered a risk-taker. The agent will access the 
time to cross the first and second lanes considering TvC and TvB. Therefore, they will accept the gap 
on the first lane if tP2 < TvC + S  and the time to cross the second lane if tP1 < TvB -tP2 + S. However, 
if this gap is not accepted, the agent will consider the second gap far (TvA). They will then accept the 
gap if tP1 < TvA-tP2 + S and tP2 < TvC + S. If either of these gaps are accepted, the agent will cross 
the first lane, then when they reach the middle of the lanes, the gap in the far lane is reassessed. Hence 
the behavior being modelled, is where the agent will cross the first lane, and then optionally, wait in the 
middle before continuing if in the second instance the far gap is not accepted. 

If a pedestrian agent, waiting on the sidewalk to cross the road, fails to cross within the time specified 
by their patience attribute (uniformly randomly assigned between 1-30 seconds) (York et al., 2011) they 
will reassess where to cross and may choose to move further along the sidewalk and attempt to cross at 
a different location (i.e., choosing a different Pavement Cell).  

Both models, Rolling and Double Gap, utilize a probabilistic model to assess if the pedestrian agent 
will accept a given viable gap in the traffic, which is a Cumulative Logistic Distribution Function (CDF) 
(Balakrishnan, 1992), as shown in Equation 1.  

𝐶𝐷𝐹 =
1

1 + e−
𝑥−µ

𝑠

Equation 1 

In Equation 1 x is a time gap parameter. For the Double Gap model x is equal to TvC +TvB, with 
TvC the near gap and TvB the far gap at time t+Δt, where Δt = tP2. The parameter tP2 is the time to 
cross the first lane, see Figure 3. For the Rolling Gap, x is simply equal to TvC, the near gap.  The s, 
parameter in Equation 1, is the scale parameter and is a function of the standard deviation in x. During 
the simulation, each time the CDF function is evaluated, s is assigned a random value between 0.992 
and 1.221. This range is based on data collated by a number of researchers (Brewer et al., 2006, 
Schroeder, 2008, Yannis et al., 2010, Wang, 2012, Kadali, 2013, Serag, 2014, Pawar, 2014). The critical 
time factor , for the Double Gap model is calculated as tP1 + tP2, where for the Rolling Gap model it 
is simply tP1, the time to cross the near lane. A safety margin of 3 s, and 1.5 s is included in the Double, 
and Rolling Gap calculation, respectively, which are added to the   value. These safety factor values 
represent the Safety Margin as defined by (Song et al. 1993).  

Currently, the crossing behavior has only been developed for up to two lanes. For single lane roads 
the risk-takers and risk-averse pedestrian agents use the same one-stage crossing behavior, based on the 
Double Gap Model, without the consideration of a second lane TvB value. Crossing behavior for three 
or more lanes is left for further research.  
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4 Vehicles Yielding to Crossing Pedestrians 
The topics related to pedestrian gap acceptance, vehicle yielding, and car-following, have been 

studied and analyzed separately (Zheng et al., 2015). Although, work has been conducted to investigate 
the decision-making process of pedestrians and vehicles, it is still not possible to describe a precise 
picture of the vehicle-pedestrian interaction phenomenon at locations outside marked crosswalks. 

In the previous section the gap acceptance model for pedestrians’ crossing behavior was described. 
However, a limitation of the gap acceptance model is that it only considers the current speed of any 
approaching vehicles and does not factor possible vehicle acceleration or deacceleration. Therefore, 
once a pedestrian has started to cross, any approaching and accelerating vehicle travelling in the same 
road lane, may need to adjust their speed to avoid a collision. Furthermore, if a crossing pedestrian is 
delayed, by having to avoid other pedestrians crossing the road or due to congestion on the opposite 
sidewalk, it may be necessary for an approaching vehicle to stop and wait, to allow the pedestrians to 
pass.  

To accommodate the modeling of vehicles yielding to crossing pedestrians, EXODUS places a 
SUMO pedestrian (Erdmann and Krajzewic, 2015) agent into the SUMO simulation and on a given 
road lane if the presence of the agent crossing the road will impact the movement of the vehicles. The 
condition for this to be performed is if the distance between the crossing pedestrian and the near vehicle 
approaching the pedestrian is within twice the stopping distance of the vehicle’s current speed. The 
stopping distance is calculated as s = 𝑣𝑡 + 𝑣2

2𝑑
 where v is the vehicle's speed, t the driver’s reaction time, 

and d the maximum deceleration rate. It should be noted that the driver’s reaction time t will be 
dependent on several factors, such as age and gender. However, for simplicity, a mean reaction time of 
0.89 seconds is utilized here, which is based on a study of vehicle reaction times in 13 provinces in 
China (Lui et al., 2002).  

The SUMO representation of the crossing person remains stationary, located in the middle of the 
lane in question. This is until EXODUS deems that the crossing pedestrian has cleared the vehicle lane. 
At that point, the crossing pedestrian is removed from the SUMO simulation. This functionality allows 
the SUMO car following model to determine whether the vehicle should slow down or where and when 
it may need to stop.  

It should be noted that if there is a group of pedestrians crossing a given lane, then only the 
pedestrian nearest to the approaching vehicle or vehicles is represented in SUMO. However, if the 
person which is nearest to the approaching vehicles, reaches the opposite sidewalk while other 
pedestrians are still crossing the road then the next person closest to the approaching traffic is added to 
SUMO as blocking the lane. 

The vehicle yielding model described here is a first implementation developed for demonstration 
purposes that ensures that the vehicles slowdown or come to a standstill, without colliding with the 
pedestrians. However, this model can be replaced by a more sophisticated model at a later date, such as 
the models described by Zhao et al, 2020.  
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5 SUMO and EXODUS Integration 

As mentioned previously, EXODUS links to SUMO via the TraCI API (Wegener et al, 2008). 
EXODUS operates as the main controlling application having knowledge of all people, vehicles, and 
model geometry, such as buildings and road network. The SUMO model data is initially limited to 
vehicle and road network information. When necessary, EXODUS will inform SUMO about certain 
crossing pedestrians, which may impact the movement of vehicles, and generate a pedestrian in SUMO, 
if necessary, as outlined in Section 4. A summary of how EXODUS and SUMO are synchronized is 
provided below and is shown in Figure 5: 

1) The EXODUS simulation starts SUMO and defines the time step interval. This is typically a 6th

of a second, which is the pedestrian movement time step utilized by EXODUS (Galea et al.,
1996).

2) At each clock tick EXODUS updates the movement of the agents and advances the SUMO
simulation by the same amount of time thus achieving synchronization.

3) EXODUS retrieves the updated position of the vehicles from SUMO via the TraCI API and
represents them in EXODUS.

4) Pedestrian agents use the vehicles’ current positions and speed for assessing their crossing
decisions.

5) If a pedestrian agent is crossing a given lane and is identified by EXOUDS as possibly
impacting any approaching vehicle’s travel speed, a SUMO pedestrian agent is added to the
lane that the pedestrian is currently crossing, see Section 3. If there is a group of pedestrians
crossing a lane, only the pedestrian nearest to the approaching vehicle or vehicles is represented
in SUMO (i.e., not all agents are explicitly modelled within SUMO).

6) As a result, vehicles in SUMO become aware of people in lanes when necessary, and can adjust
their speeds accordingly (i.e., slow down/stop).

7) Changes in vehicles’ speed and location are then sent back to EXODUS, where they are again
used by agents in their decisions to cross the roads etc.
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EXODUS SUMO

Initialize
Simulation

Start SUMO

SUMO Ready to run simulation

Perform pedestrian movement
Assess decision where and when to cross 

Send initial vehicle positions and speeds

Advance SUMO simulation by same time step

Request vehicle positions and speeds

Send vehicle positions and speeds

Assess if any crossing pedestrian 
may impact vehicles movement

Send locations of pedestrians which may
 impact on traffic movement

Remove crossing pedestrians represented in SUMO 
that have completed crossing behavior

Simulation loop

While active pedestrian
agents in the simulation

Process Simulation
 Results

Terminate SUMO

Send SUMO configuration file name

Remove SUMO
Pedestrians

Add SUMO 
Pedestrians

Figure 5:  Sequence Diagram showing messages passed between the two applications. 
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6 Demonstration Case 
To demonstrate the proposed crossing model, a scenario where a crowd of people are leaving en 

masse from a station is outlined. The scenario involves a full-scale evacuation where people must reach 
a place of refuge located across a main road, see Figure 6. To highlight the crossing behavior no 
designated pedestrian crossing is provided. This is so the simulated pedestrians are forced to select a 
location along a section of the road and attempt to cross it, utilizing the gap acceptance model. To 
highlight the proposed behaviors on traffic flow and pedestrian movement, there are four different 
scenarios considered. The objective of these scenarios is to establish the time for the people to assemble 
and therefore, determine how the assembly process is affected by the presence of traffic and pedestrian 
vehicle interaction. 

• Scenario 1 No interaction between the vehicles and pedestrians. In this case the pedestrians
cross the road with no regard to vehicles on the road. Vehicles and pedestrians pass through
each other, so collisions do not take place in the simulation. While unrealistic, this scenario is
used as a base case for comparisons and to highlight the impact of representing pedestrian and
vehicle interactions, enabled, in the next scenarios.

• Scenario 2 Interaction between vehicles and pedestrians is enabled. All pedestrian agents are
risk-averse, so will cross both lanes of the road in one go, when deemed safe to do so.

• Scenario 3 Interaction between vehicles and pedestrians is enabled. All pedestrians are
assigned as risk-takers, so will cross lane by lane, when safe to do so, sometimes waiting in
the middle of the road, if deemed necessary.

• Scenario 4 Interaction between vehicles and pedestrians is enabled. Here the split between
risk-averse and risk-takers is evenly split at 50%. Therefore, depending on the pedestrian type
they will use one of the crossing behaviors described in Scenarios 2 and 3.

Figure 6: Station area being evacuated. The red circles indicate where people are initially located, who head 
through the main exit to the assembly point, marked with a red cross. Road shown in gray. 

In all four scenarios, there are 2098 people placed within the circled areas shown in Figure 6. This 
population size is hypothetically based on assuming a maximum density within the circled areas of 1 
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person per 4m2. In addition, the population is assigned a response time of between 60 and 90 seconds. 
The response time defines the time at which a pedestrian starts to evacuate the station and heads towards 
the assembly area. Furthermore, to eliminate the impact of different response times on the variability 
between simulations, each pedestrian responds exactly at the same time in all four scenarios and 
repeated simulation runs.  

The vehicle generation rate in all simulations is also identical to minimize impact of traffic 
variability on results. The vehicles are generated at a rate of between 12 to 24 vehicles a minute, which 
represents a vehicle every 2.5 to 5 seconds, which represents a medium traffic level as defined by Hine 
(Hine, 1996). A bi-directional two-way road with vehicles driving on the left, as in the UK, is used for 
demonstration purposes. Furthermore, the SUMO’s default car following model Krauss (Sumo, 2021) 
is utilized in all scenarios with a sigma value of zero, i.e., no randomness, to minimize variability.  

The setting up of the scenarios is such that variability between the scenarios and simulation runs is 
artificially limited to emphasize the effect that the proposed crossing behavior has on the assembly 
process and how it is affected by the presence of traffic and pedestrian vehicle interactions. 

7 Results and Discussion 

In Table 1 the overall simulation results from the four scenarios are presented, which include the 
time for the pedestrian agents to assemble at the assembly location shown in Figure 6.  Each Scenario 
was run multiple times until an estimated accuracy of within 5% was achieved on the mean assembly 
time (Grandison, 2020) and shown in the column labeled “Number of Repeated Simulations” in Table 
1. As expected, the time to assemble for the pedestrians is considerably quicker, in Scenario 1, since
the pedestrians do not have to judge where or when to cross the road. Scenario 3 which included only
risk-takers, pedestrians crossing lane by lane, was the next quickest (11% slower than Scenario 1),
followed by Scenario 4, which had 50% risk-takers and 50% risk-averse people (55% slower than
Scenario 1). As expected, Scenario 2, which only included risk-averse people took the longest time to
assemble (85% slower than Scenario 1).

To highlight the differences in behaviors and the variability of the results, the assembly time graphs 
for the four scenarios are presented in Figure 7. The graphs in Figure 7 shows the average assembly 
time graph for each scenario together with minimal and maximal ranges. 

Scenario Average Assembly 
Time (s) 

Standard Deviation (s) Number of Repeated 
Simulations 

1 - No Interaction 302.9 2.18 10 
2 - All Risk Averse 560.6 64.57 121 
3 - All Risk Takers 337.3 20.40 21 
4 – 50% Risk Takers 469.7 109.43 168 

Table 1: Pedestrian Results 

To
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The graph in Figure 7A , highlights the lack of variabilty between the repeat simulations in Scenario 
1. This is because the only variability in the results comes from the pedestrian-pedestrian interaction
(Galea et al. 1996) in the EXODUS model, which in this scenario is very limited. Therefore, not
modelling the pedestrian-vehicle interactions considerably removes significant human behavioral
factors, such as when and where to cross and interaction with approaching vehicles.

The variability in assembly times for the risk-averse, Scenario 2, is shown in Figure 7B. As the 
pedestrian agents are risk-averse they are taking longer to find acceptable gaps in the traffic. If the 
probability model rejects an acceptable gap, the risk-averse pedestrian agents will take a longer time 
than the risk-taker agent to find an alternative acceptable gap. This is because a risk-taker only needs 
to consider vehicle gaps on one lane, whereas the risk-averse pedestrian needs to consider the gaps 
across both lanes of traffic, simultaneously. In fact, in Scenario 3, Figure 7C, the varibility is 
significantly less when compared to scenarios 2 and 4, i.e., Figures 7B and 7D, respectively, but larger 
than the non-realistic Scenario 1. Before going into detail as to the reasons behind this difference in 
variability between the four scenarios, it is necessary to look at vehicle behavior, which is discussed 
next. 

It should be noted that the same SUMO vehicle trip file, which specifies the vehicles’ generation 
time, route, and characteristics, is used in all scenarios and across all simulations. The trip file was 
generated using a custom python script that generated vehicles travelling on both lanes, with a time gap 
between vehicles being randomly assigned a value of between 12 to 24 seconds, representing 2.5 to 5 

(A) Scenario 1 No Interaction (B) Scenario 2 All Risk Averse

(C) Scenario 3 All Risk Takers (D) Scenario 4 50% Risk Takers
Figure 7: Assemble time graphs for the four Scenarios, the shaded area represents the minimum and 

maximum average assembly ranges. 
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vehicles a minute. Since the same trip file is used for all simulations and the default SUMO car 
following model with a sigma value of 0 is utilized, this effectively eliminates randomness from the 
vehicle model. Therefore, the only stochastic variability between simulations comes from the EXODUS 
conflict resolution algorithm (Galea et al., 1996) and the gap acceptance model described in this paper. 

To highlight the impact of pedestrian crossing behaviors on traffic flows, Table 2 lists the total 
number of vehicles exiting from either end of the road during the simulations with the standard deviation 
shown in brackets. The standard deviation values are of interest here, since without pedestrian vehicle 
interaction the variation in assembly times between the simulations is limited. The inclusion of 
pedestrian crossing behavior impacts not only how long the assembly process will take, but also the 
variability of the data in relation to the total time for the pedestrians to assembly and the flow of traffic 
out of the system. 

Scenario Total Average 
Number of 

Vehicles 

  Average Number of 
Vehicles 

Travelling to the Right 
Upper Lane 

Average Number of 
Vehicles 

Travelling to the Left 
Lower Lane 

1 - No Interaction 53.55 (2.06) 28.44 (1.33) 25.11 (0.94) 
2 - All Risk Averse 126.79 (19.10) 64.97 (9.03) 61.81 (10.07) 
3 - All Risk Takers 58.95 (11.79) 29.82 (10.23) 29.14 (2.17) 
4 - 50% Risk Takers 112.11 (25.57) 58.12 (11.733) 54 (13.83) 

Table 2: Vehicle Exiting Results. Note the standard deviation is shown in brackets. 

 As expected, the scenarios that took the longest for the pedestrians to assemble had the greatest 
number of vehicles modelled. Therefore, to get some insight into the impact of pedestrians crossing 
behavior on traffic flow, the average exit flow rate of vehicles from either lane is shown in Figures 8 
and 9, for all four scenarios. Looking at the risk-taker, Scenario 3, and more specifically at Figure 8C, 
the flow rate of the vehicles exiting the left side of the road starts to drop at around 200 seconds. This 
drop takes place sooner compared the other scenarios and is caused by the crossing pedestrians on the 
road, slowing down as the opposite sidewalk becomes congested. Consequently, the pedestrians on the 
road start to block the oncoming vehicles. As the vehicles start to slowdown or even stop to avoid 
colliding with these pedestrians, more people have the opportunity to start crossing the road, hindering 
further the vehicle flow, see Figure 10C. The flow rate then only picks up again once the congestion on 
the opposite sidewalk eases, therefore allowing the pedestrians to also clear the road. 
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(A) Scenario 1 – No interaction

(B) Sceanrio 2 – All risk-averse

(C) Scenario 3 - All risk-takers

Figure 8:  Vehicle Exit Flow Rates, Scenarios 1 to 3 
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(D) Scenario 4 - 50% Risk-averse and 50% Risk-takers

Figure 9:  Vehicle Exit Flow Rates – Scenario 4 

 For comparison, snapshots from all four scenarios are shown in Figure 10, at around the 3-minute 
mark. As expected, there is a greater number of people waiting to cross in the case when all pedestrians 
are risk-averse, Figure 10B. In Figure 10D, it can be observed some pedestrians standing in the middle 
of the road, waiting for a safe gap in the lower lanes traffic before continuing to cross the final lane. 
Then in Figure 10C, as mentioned previously, risk-taker pedestrians are blocking the flow of traffic and 
crossing between the stationary vehicles. 

In Scenario 1, where the interaction between the vehicles and pedestrians was not considered, very 
little variation between repeated simulation runs is observed and crossing pedestrians do not have an 
impact on the traffic flows. It should be noted, while pedestrians and vehicles do not interact in Scenario 
1, some road crossing behaviors still take place, thus when the pedestrians reach the road, some delays 
occur as the agents negotiate the crossing of the road. In Scenario 2, the assembly of agents takes 
considerably longer compared to the other four scenarios. This is because the pedestrians are risk-averse 
and utilize only the Double Gap crossing behavior. Therefore, waiting longer before choosing when to 
cross compared to the other three scenarios. Hence, having less impact on the traffic flows than 
scenarios 3 and 4.  

The simulation where all agents were risk-averse, Scenario 2, the pedestrian took 85% longer to 
assemble when compared to Scenario 1, where pedestrian vehicle interaction was not modelled. When 
comparing Scenario 1, with the risk-taker Scenario 3, there was only a 11% increase in assembly time. 
Therefore, while it is important to model pedestrian vehicle interactions as this improves realism of the 
scenario, a key component that must also be considered, is the crossing behavior of the pedestrians as 
this affects the overall movement of the pedestrians and the vehicles. Therefore, being able to quantify 
the impact that crossing behavior has on the pedestrian and traffic movement is an important factor 
when planning for mitigation strategies for crowd management. 
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EXODUS 

Scenario 1 - No pedestrian vehicle interaction Scenario 2 - 100% risk averse 

SUMO 

(A) (B) 
EXODUS 

Scenario 3 -100% risk takers Scenario 4 - 50% risk takers/risk averse 
SUMO 

(C) (D) 
Figure 10: Snapshots of the examined scenarios at the 3-minute mark showing varying levels of pedestrians 

in the road. From none as in Scenario 2 (B), people waiting in the middle of the road Scenario 4 (D) and Scenario 
3 pedestrians blocking vehicle and taking advantage of stationary traffic (C). The images at the top are from 

EXODUS while the images at the bottom from SUMO. In Scenario 3 you can see the Sumo vType person, the 
green circles, blocking the traffic in the upper lane. Red dots at the back of the vehicles indicate stopped vehicles. 

The colors of the individual pedestrians represent their age category, light blue ones are aged under 30, Orange 
30 to 50 and Dark Green over 50.   

In Scenario 3, where all the pedestrians are risk-takers and choose to utilize the Double Gap crossing 
behavior, a significant number of pedestrians choose to cross the road simultaneously. Therefore, 
considerable congestion can build up on the opposite sidewalk and along the center of the road, where 
pedestrians may choose to wait before attempting to cross the second lane of traffic. This congestion 
prevents other crossing pedestrians reaching the opposite sidewalk or central section of the road, 
resulting in pedestrians blocking the lanes of traffic. Then as the traffic slows and starts to stop, this 
then allows more of the pedestrians waiting to cross, the opportunity to do so. The less variability 
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observed in the assembly time for Scenario 3, over scenarios 2 and 4, is because once the crossing 
pedestrians block the traffic flow, the only thing preventing them from reaching the assembly location 
is the congestion of pedestrians in the vicinity. The delay caused by the pedestrian congestion is 
considerably less than the variation in the delay caused by waiting to cross safely two traffic lanes.  

In Scenario 4, where there is a 50% mixture of risk-taker and risk-averse pedestrians, the variability 
in assembly times is the greatest and the overall assembly time is similar to Scenario 2. This is because 
in parts of the simulations the risk-taker pedestrians may block traffic flows, where on other occasions 
this does not occur. When risk-takers slow or bring the traffic to a standstill, this provides opportunities 
for risk-averse pedestrians to cross. However, towards the end of the simulation, the risk-averse 
pedestrians will struggle to cross the road, as the traffic then starts to flow unhindered.  

8 Conclusions and Final Remarks 
A method of how SUMO can be connected to a third-party pedestrian model, namely EXODUS, to 

model pedestrian crossing and interaction at midblock locations was demonstrated. The presented 
model allows the user to evaluate people crossing outside designated areas using two different 
pedestrian crossing styles, namely Double or Rolling Gap. The ability to include a psychological risk-
taker or risk-averse pedestrian attribute allows the user to consider the urgency of the pedestrians, which 
could be of benefit when modelling rush-hour or emergency situations, such as an evacuation from a 
large transportation hub.  

The outlined crossing behavioral algorithm combines research from several studies to derive a 
unique Gap Acceptance Model, to accommodate the Double or Rolling Gap pedestrian crossing styles. 
To represent vehicles yielding to crossing pedestrians, a simplistic approach was taken, which relies on 
SUMO’s inbuilt car following model. This simplistic approach is only a first step and research into a 
more suitable approach is ongoing. Therefore, it should be noted that currently this work provides a 
framework for experimental evaluation only, as further calibration and sensitivity of the model crossing 
parameters is required, before carrying out possible validation. Additional research is ongoing, looking 
at pedestrian choices and urgency and how this relates to the decision to use a marked pedestrian 
crossing (Lawrence et al. 2020). The presented demonstration case looked only at a two-way road 
scenario, a possible further study could be to compare these results with a two lane one-way road to 
identify what impact this proposed crossing behaviours may have. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we assess the effects of different shares of autonomous vehicles (AVs) on the 
traffic flow and, in particular, on the maximum possible capacity at signal-controlled 
intersections. For this purpose, all signal-controlled nodes in the traffic network of the 
Düsseldorf metropolitan area were systematically simulated and evaluated using the mi-
croscopic traffic simulation tool SUMO.

The analysis shows that defensively parameterized AVs – as envisaged in the umbrella 
project of this research – may decrease the maximum possible traffic at signal-controlled 
intersections. Moreover, the simulation runs indicate that capacity at these intersections 
decreases almost linearly with a growing share of AV. In a second part of this analysis, a 
freeway section was simulated with the same varying shares of CV and AV to investigate 
free-flow traffic. In this case, the simulation results of the maximum traffic flow can be 
approximated by a third-order polynomial fit. The minimum capacity is found for the 
uniform share of both vehicle types (i. e. 50 % AV and 50 % CV).

The overall intent of this project is to provide an approach to determine system-wide and 
long-term effects of AVs from local microscopic observations. To this end, the SUMO 
microscopic traffic simulation will be utilized to derive realistic flow capacities for signal-
controlled intersections. In a next step, these capacities will be transferred to a mesoscopic 
traffic simulation. Subsequently, flow capacities can be systematically adjusted in this 
network-wide mobility simulation to parameterize the influence of future infrastructure and 
vehicle technologies.

1 Introduction
Autonomous driving is gradually becoming an operational technology today. This development 
is anticipated to radically change the transportation sector in the coming years (ref. [1]). A 
number of expectations are associated with this process. As autonomous vehicles (AVs) are 
equipped with a variety of sensors and communication technologies, they are now assumed to 
further increase road safety compared to human-controlled conventional vehicles (CVs). At the 
same time, the overall traffic efficiency and thus traffic flow i s  p rojected t o  b e  i mproved d ue to 
the more homogeneous driving style of AVs compared to human drivers.

Currently, car manufactures are testing their Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) 
as the first l e vel o f  a u t omation a n d  –  i n  s o me c a s es –  e v en p r o totype v e h icles o f  h i gher levels 
of automation1. Partially, these pilot tests have already been carried out on publicly accessible

1https://www.sae.org/news/press-room/2018/12/sae-international-releases-updated-visual-chart-levels-of-driving-

automation
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roads. For this purpose, test fields with intelligent infrastructure have been set up in a  number 
cities and regions2.

However, there are still some open or not fully resolved issues that are subject of current 
research. A lot of work is spent on validation and verification o f AVs [ 2, 3 , 4 ]. I n particular, 
this involves analyzing the artificial intelligence (AI) components, which are expected to replace 
human drivers as decision-makers in the future [5, 6]. In addition, aspects of cyber security in 
general or for specific components are also being intensively investigated [ 7, 8 , 9 ]. On the side 
of (legal) regulations, there is also still a certain need for conclusive and complete regulations 
with regard to AVs [10, 11].

In particular, the ability of AVs to communicate with traffic infrastructure is expected to 
enable an “intelligent” and holistic decision-making process for traffic control. In the past, 
several algorithms for an optimized intersection control have been proposed in the literature 
[12, 13, 14, 15]. However, in the transition phase with mixed mode traffic, the capacity of 
roads and especially of intersections does not necessarily increase. Examples of mixed traffic 
can be found in the literature, in which AVs drive defensively with larger headways and thereby 
significantly reduce traffic flow and thus capacity at  intersections [16] and on  freeways [17].

There is still no clear picture of how traffic capacities will develop in the future, especially 
during the transition phase with an increasing share of AVs. For this reason, the paper inves-
tigates the flow c apacities a t s ignal-controlled i ntersections o f a  r eal-world r oad n etwork o f a 
metropolitan area with different shares of AV and CV in a systematical manner. This analysis 
is part of an approach to determine system-wide and long-term effects of AVs from local mi-
croscopic observations. For this purpose, the microscopic simulation “SUMO” [18] is integrated 
in a framework with the mesoscopic agent-based mobility-simulation “MATSim” [19] to derive 
realistic flow capacities for t raffic s ignal-controlled intersections for different shares o f CV and 
AV. This framework is applied to systematically adjust and parameterize the effect of future in-
frastructure and vehicle technologies in the network of the greater Düsseldorf area in Germany, 
which is part of the German national test field for automated and connected driving3.

2 Scenario overview
The following section illustrates the analyzed road network and lists all required components 
to build and simulate the virtual representation of the scenario.

2.1 Simulation network

As the basis for this research, a raw OSM (openstreetmap4) road network of the greater Düssel-
dorf area was imported into SUMO. Due to the dimensions of this network (area: approximately 
900 km2, total length of all edges: about 13700 km, number of signal-controlled intersections: 
1637), post-processing and quality control were generally omitted. Figure 1 on the facing page 
shows the network and its expanse. The city of Düsseldorf can be recognized by the close 
meshed road network in the center of the picture.

2For an overview of the situation in Germany cf. e. g. https://www.bmvi.de/DE/Themen/Digitales/AVF-
Forschungsprogramm/Projekte/avf-projekte (German language only).
3https://komodnext.org/ 
4https://www.openstreetmap.org
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Figure 1: Dimension of the simulation network under investigation. The city of Düsseldorf is
situated in the center of the network. The broad, curving and road-free band running vertically
through the network is the river Rhine.

2.2 Driver models parameters

For the present analysis, the SUMO implementation of the Krauß model was used for simu-
lating the vehicle behavior due to its simplicity and reliability. This model, as documented in
[20], is used as the default car-following model in SUMO. It is a space-continuous model based
on a safe speed definition. As an advantage, the model needs only a moderate set of input
parameters in comparison to other car-following models, e. g. the Wiedemann model used in
VISSIM [21] or the standard model of the MITSIM simulator [22].

For the analysis, CVs were simulated using SUMO’s default parameter set for passenger cars
(cf. the second column of Tab. 1). As shown in the third column of this table, the parameters
for the AV were adapted appropriately. For technical reasons, the deceleration of AV in normal

Table 1: Parameter set for modeling CV and AV. CV corresponds to the SUMO default pa-
rameter set and is only displayed for easy comparison. All other model parameters not listed
in this table correspond to their respective SUMO default values.

Parameter CV (default) AV (adapted)

decel 7.5 3.0

tau 1 1.5

sigma 0.5 0.1

speedFactor 1 1

speedDev 0.1 0
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mode is limited to b = 3.0 m/s2. Note that there is another emergency breaking mode for AVs, 
which allows a much higher braking deceleration. The driver’s desired (minimum) time headway 
τ refers to the net space between leader back and follower front. AVs were simulated rather 
conservative with a time headway of τ = 1.5 s reflecting the specifications used in  the umbrella 
project. Note that τ may possibly decrease by several orders of magnitude as technology of 
AVs advances and the regulatory environment changes. However, the regulatory framework 
is still not fully defined. The d river imperfection σ  r eflects small de viations and de fects that 
human driver usually introduces into car-following mode due to variations in perception or 
concentration. A value of σ = 0 denotes perfect driving without any deviations. The value 
of σ = 0.1 is again chosen rather conservative and reflects t he o ccurrence o f l atencies i n the 
internal signal processing modules of AVs. The parameters speedFactor and speedDev indicate 
the mean and variance of a possible speed deviation, i. e. whether drivers generally exceed or 
fall below the defined l ane s peed. According to Tab. 1 , AVs drive a lways with the intended or 
permissible speed.

Any other vehicle classes – e. g. motorbikes, buses and trucks – were neglected in the investi-
gations. Lane changing is also not integrated into the analysis, as the aim was to study vehicle 
flow i n a  s ingle driving o r turning l ane i n f ront o f s ignal-controlled i ntersections. I n addition, 
no V2X communication or other AV concepts such as platooning etc. were applied, as their use 
is also not planned in the umbrella project.

2.3 Simulation setup

The road network contains 1637 signal-controlled nodes, which in turn are divided into 17653 
driving or turning lanes. The traffic signals in this network were modeled as traffic actuated 
units. In this way, the traffic signals react to the magnitude of the respective traffic flows. 
Each lane at these traffic signal-controlled intersections was simulated separately in SUMO 
with different shares of CV and AV to determine the maximum possible traffic flow. For this 
purpose, the SUMO interface TraCI (traffic control interface) was used, which allows interacting 
with a running traffic simulation and modifying objects and their behavior.

In a first s tep, t he n etwork was l oaded a nd p arsed w ith t he Python module s umolib. All 
signal-controlled intersections were identified and their IDs were stored in a  l ist. Internal inter-
sections (i. e. the waiting positions within the intersection) were ignored. The actual determi-
nation of capacities was then performed iteratively using a Python script and TraCI for each 
of the previously stored intersection IDs. This involved looping through each possible lane of 
each identified intersection ID and creating a  route file with a vehicle flows for  a variable share 
of CV and AV. The overall traffic volume was set to 2000 veh/h for that specific l ane ( sum of 
CV and AV share). Respective “e1”-detectors with a frequency of 1 sec were defined in SUMO 
for this connection. Finally, the simulation was run for one hour using the route and detector 
files g enerated a bove a s i nputs. To e nsure a  f aster p rocedure, t he l ist o f i ntersections t o be 
processed was divided and manually distributed to the available CPU cores of a server. The 
size of the road network and thus the required working memory played an important role and 
limited the number of possible parallel runs.

The detector outputs, resulting from all the simulations performed, had all their file names 
corresponding to the connections they were scrutinizing. Subsequently, an R-script was devel-
oped to extract the data from all of these detector output files, determine the t raffic volumes 
relative to an hour, and summarize the results.
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3 Relationship between road capacity and headways
The following section gives a brief description of the relationship between road capacity q, speed
v and headways T in the vehicle flow. The capacity c generally corresponds to the maximum
traffic flow qmax that a traffic flow can reach at a given road section under defined environmental
and traffic conditions. The traffic flow q is defined as the number of vehicles per unit of time.
The smallest possible unit of q is the inverse gross headway Tg of a vehicle:

q =
1

Tg
=

v

v · T + l
. (1)

The gross headway Tg itself is defined as the space d = v ·T + l that is occupied by a car; where
T is the net time headway and l is the generalized car-length, i. e. physical length of the car
plus the additional free space occupied in a jam.

The traffic flow q as a function of the speed v is a monotonously increasing function, as
shown in Fig. 2. Eq. (1) can be rewritten into the more familiar v(q)-form:

v(q) =
q · l

1− q · T
. (2)

This corresponds to the congested arm of the FD (rf. [23]). The free arm is a declining function
of speed v versus demand q, at least for heterogeneous car-fleets with different preferred speeds
of the vehicles:

v(q) = vfree

(
1− q

q0

)
. (3)
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Figure 2: Monotonous increasing capacity q vs. speed v curve.
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Note, eq. (3) can be simplified for homogeneous fleets as follows:

v(q) = vfree. (4)

Therefore, the full definition of the FD as a combination of eqn. (3) and (4) reads:

v(q) =

{
vfree

(
1− q

q0

)
if v > vc

q·l
1−q·T if v ≤ vc

. (5)

The capacity versus speed curve in Fig. 2 is valid under the assumption that all vehicles
in a given traffic stream follow each other with the optimal distance v · T . Of course, this
would require that the distance T is independent of the velocity v. However, the validity of this
assumption is not guaranteed.

Eq. (1) can be easily generalized or adapted to a fleet of different vehicles; where each vehicle
type i is characterized by its length li, the headway Ti and a respective share pi (

∑
i pi = 1).

This results in a more complex formulation of Eq. (1) as follows:

qc =
v∑

i pi (v · Ti + li)
. (6)

The assumption that AVs follow each other (if this information is distributed via V2V com-
munication) at a shorter distance, but increase their headway in case of CV as leading vehicle,
can be modeled with a similar approach. At least three different distances are introduced then:
Taa, Tah, Thx; where the first index denotes the following and the second index the leading
vehicle. If θ denotes the share of AV, Eq. (6) can be rearranged as follows (assuming one
generalized vehicle length l):

qc =
v

l + v
(
θ2 · Taa + (1− θ)

2
Thh + θ (1− θ) (Tah + Tha)

) . (7)

4 Results
This section presents the maximum possible capacities observed at the signal-controlled inter-
sections in the simulations for the greater Düsseldorf area. For this analysis, the share of AV 
was increased by 10 % steps reaching from 0 % up to 100 %. CV and AV were parameterized 
and modeled according to Tab. 1 in subsection 2.2.

4.1 Signal-controlled intersections
Fig. 3 on the next page gives an overview of the determined maximum capacities q on all lanes 
of all signal-controlled intersections in vehicles per hour for the 11 different shares of CV and 
AV. In general, the distributions obtained correspond to the expected assumptions, especially 
for the case of pure CV traffic (cf. the dashed blue curve in Fig. 3). The mean value for 
100 % CV equals q = 1131 veh/h, the minimum value is qmin = 24 veh/h and the maximum value 
reaches qmax = 1766 veh/h. There is a total amount of 20 cases (i. e. lanes of signal-controlled 
intersections) with unrealistic low values of q < 100 veh/h. These values are caused by network 
errors in the unprocessed OSM network. Fig. 4 a on the facing page contains an example for 
an intersection with partial lane defects that significantly impact t raffic fl ow. Fo r th e ca se of 
100 % CV, the traffic flow exceeds a value of q > 1600 veh/h for 369 lanes. Such high values at
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Figure 3: Density curves of the theoretical maximum traffic flows for all lanes in front of all
1 637 traffic signal-controlled intersections in the study area. The different penetration rates of
AVs are reflected by different colors and line types. Note that higher percentages of AVs are
shown as solid lines, while lower AV rates (and thus higher rates of CV) are drawn as dashed
curves.

(a) Network defects (b) Different/ high priorities

Figure 4: Example of an intersection with network defects and thus significantly reduced traffic
flows (a). Example of traffic lights at a junction of roads with different priorities or road
categories (b). Link indices 1 to 3 on the northbound main road have a higher priority and
therefore a potentially higher traffic flow.
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urban intersections are not quite unrealistic. Generally, these values represent special cases of
intersections with different road categories. Fig. 4 b shows an example where vehicles traveling
northbound on the three-lane main road can simply continue straight ahead at normal speed
when the traffic light is green. These vehicle do not have to reduce their speed, as is the case
at other intersections, e. g. when turning left or right.

Fig. 5 shows the range of the peak values (1000 veh/h < q < 1200 veh/h) of the density curves
of Fig. 3 in greater details. With an increasing share of CV traffic (dashed lines in Fig. 5), the
peaks shift to the right side into the area of higher capacity resp. traffic flow. This effect can
be observed even better in Fig. 6 on the facing page.
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Figure 5: Detail of the peak values of the density curves of the theoretical maximum traffic 
flows for all lanes in f ront of all 1637 traffic s ignal-controlled intersections in the study area.

This diagram presents a linear fit of the class means of the maximum traffic flow rate q for 
the 11 analyzed distributions of CV and AV. The x-axis represents the share of CVs in the 
simulated traffic flows. The s hare o f AVs i s c orrespondingly r eciprocal. O bviously, t he class 
means of the maximum traffic flow rate q  increase almost linearly with a  growing share of CVs. 
Only the class mean for the uniform distribution of both types of vehicle (i. e. 50 % AV and 
50 % CV) deviates slightly from this linear relationship. This behavior may be caused by the 
maximum degree of disruption in traffic flow introduced by the two different driving regimes of 
AV and CV. The class means of the maximum traffic flow r ate o f 100 %  AV ( q =  1010 veh/h) 
and 100 % CV (q = 1170 veh/h) differ noticeably by over 10 %.

As a consequence, this means that road capacities decrease as the number of AVs increases. 
This finding i s in l ine with an analysis of Mattas et al. [ 24] who conducted a  s imulation study 
for AVs and connected autonomous vehicles (CAV) using a model proposed by Shladover et 
al. [25]. This study evaluates effects of connectivity and automation on the Antwerp ring road 
in Belgium. The results demonstrate that AVs can have a negative impact on the traffic flow q,
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Figure 6: Linear fit of the class means of the peak capacities for the analyzed distribution of
CV and AV at signal-controlled intersections. The x-axis denotes the share of CV, the share of
AV is correspondingly reciprocal to it.

depending on the overall traffic demand. The connectivity and the exchange of traffic messages
through CAVs have emerged as key elements for achieving higher network capacities. As a
result of the reduction in capacity due to AVs, travel times for motorized individual transport
also increase. Accordingly, individual transport would become less attractive overall due to the
potentially greater volume of congestion. This should ultimately affect the modal split in the
study area.

However, it must be pointed out that the study was concerned with the maximum possible
flow. In reality, traffic is not at the limit at all times and in all places. Also, the quite con-
servatively dimensioned vehicle parameters of the AVs only represent a current interim status
and not the final technological development. In this direction, further improvements are to be
expected in the future. In addition, it must also be taken into account that there is currently
no conclusive legal framework that bindingly outlines a safe parameter range for AVs.

4.2 Freeway

The situation described in the previous section is characterized by very high traffic demand at
signal-controlled intersections. The traffic flow is interrupted at more or less regular intervals
by the necessary activation of the transverse direction. Free traffic flow and thus car-following
only occurs in certain intervals of time.

For this reason, the capacity impact of the 11 evaluated distributions of CV and AV was
investigated for a car-following situation on a freeway section in the test area. The selected
road section was the approx. 5.5 km long segment of the BAB 57 between the interchanges
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“Meerbusch” and “Kaarst” in the west of Düsseldorf. The autobahn has three lanes, and the
maximum speed is 100 km/h. The terrain is very flat, the road gradient is less than 1%.

According to the HBS (German “Handbuch für die Bemessung von Straßenverkehrsanlagen”)
[26], the maximum traffic flow on a comparable road section within metropolitan areas and
without heavy duty traffic is qmax = 5700 veh/h. The Swiss “Bundesamt für Strassen” calculates
with qmax = 5800 veh/h for equivalent road sections and circumstances [27]. Therefore, this road
section was simulated with the same shares of AV and CV, the same model parameter sets
according to Tab. 1 and a traffic demand of q = 5800 veh/h. In accordance with Fig. 6, the class
means of the determined maximum traffic flow rate q are presented in Fig. 7 for the freeway
scenario. Again, the x-axis denotes the share of CVs in the simulated traffic flows. The share
of AVs is correspondingly reciprocal.
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Figure 7: Third order polynomial fit of the class means of the peak capacities for the analyzed
distribution of CV and AV for freeway traffic. The x-axis denotes the share of CV, the share
of AV is correspondingly reciprocal to it.

In contrast to the case of the signal-controlled intersections, the resulting point cloud of
class means of the maximum traffic flow q can be approximated by a third-order polynomial
fit in a reasonable way. The uniform distribution of both vehicle types (i. e. 50% AV and 50%
CV) leads to a minimum traffic flow of q = 5096 veh/h.

The maximum traffic flow rates can be observed for both AV-only and CV-only t raffic. The
maximum class mean for 100 % AV is only very slightly higher (q = 5806 veh/h) compered to 
100 % CV (q = 5796 veh/h). Note that the class means of the maximum traffic flow q  themselves 
and consequently the fitting c urve a re n ot s ymmetric. This i mplies a  l arger i ncrease i n road 
capacity resp. traffic flow r ate q  with a  growing share o f AV than f or the case o f an increased 
CV rate. Thus, a quadratic fit of the resulting point c loud only achieves a  worse coefficient of 
determination (R2 = 0.8642 ) than a third order polynomial fit (R2 = 0.9013). The reason for
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this can be assumed to be the smoother traffic flow with a higher share of automated vehicles
exhibiting a well defined and uniform driving behavior. The simulation of the free-flow traffic
on the freeway segment shows that the larger headways of the AVs lead to decreased road
capacities only in conjunction with the disrupted traffic flow at signal-controlled intersections.

5 Conclusion
The aim of this study is to assess the effects of different shares of AVs on the traffic flow and,
in particular, on the maximum possible capacity at signal-controlled intersections. Therefore,
all signal-controlled nodes in the traffic network of the Düsseldorf metropolitan area were sys-
tematically simulated and evaluated using the microscopic traffic simulation tool SUMO.

This analysis is the basis for an approach to determine system-wide and long-term effects
of AVs from local microscopic observations. The microscopic transport simulation SUMO is
utilized to derive realistic flow capacities for signal-controlled intersections. These capacities are
transferred to the mesoscopic transport simulation MATSim and then systematically adjusted
to parameterize the effect of future infrastructure and vehicle technologies.

The analysis shows that defensively parameterized AVs – as foreseen in the umbrella project
of this research – may decrease the maximum possible traffic at signal-controlled intersections.
Moreover, the simulation runs reveal that capacity at these intersections decreases almost lin-
early with a growing share of AV. The observed class means of the maximum traffic flow rate
of 100% CV (q = 1170 veh/h) and 100% AV (q = 1010 veh/h) differ noticeably by over 10%.
Similar results can be found in the literature, e. g. in [16].

Because the traffic flow at signal-controlled intersections is interrupted at more or less regular
intervals, car-following can only occur at specific, relatively short time intervals. For this reason,
a freeway section was analyzed with the same varying shares of CV and AV in the second part
of this analysis. The traffic flow corresponded to the theoretical maximum traffic volume of
qmax = 5800 veh/h for a comparable road section without heavy goods traffic. In contrast to
signal-controlled intersections, a minimum traffic flow rate q = 5096 veh/h is found for a uniform
share of both vehicle types (i. e. 50% AV and 50% CV). The maximum traffic flow rate
(q ≈ 5800 veh/h) emerges for both AV-only and CV-only traffic; the deviations between these
configurations are negligible. The simulation results of the maximum traffic flow q can be
approximated by a third-order polynomial fit.

As a next step, it is planned to model intelligent traffic infrastructure concepts directly in
SUMO and transfer adapted capacities to the mesoscopic simulation MATSim. This allows for
an improved investigation of such technologies and provides the basis for an economic evaluation
of an infrastructure roll-out. With access to the national test-field in Düsseldorf, we also plan
to test some of these intelligent infrastructure concepts in practice and validate the obtained
simulation results.
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Abstract 
Transit Signal Priority (TSP) has long been seen as a cost-effective way to reduce bus delays at 

intersections. With Connected Vehicle (CV) technology, speed advisory system guides buses to pass 
intersections in an energy-saving way. The integration of TSP and speed advisory may reduce bus 
delays and enhance energy consumption performances. This study proposed a system of integrating 
eco-driving speed advisory on TSP under CV environment. A TSP strategy based on intersections 
passing probability is designed. In addition to signal priority, this study designed and implemented an 
eco-driving speed advisory algorithm. A real electric bus route in Tainan City, Taiwan is used for the 
case study. Intersection layout and traffic related parameters are established in microscopic traffic 
simulation software SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) to verify the effectiveness of the 
proposed model. The results provide an insight of how cooperation between signals and vehicles 
can enhance performances of energy consumption and signal-incurred traffic delays. 

1 Introduction 
In metropolitan cities, transit vehicles serve as a type of transportation means to move a large 

number of passengers efficiently. Increasing transit system ridership has also been viewed as one of the 
potentially effective ways to diminish traffic congestion. Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is a collection of 
techniques that provide transit vehicles moving through signalized intersections smoothly. A TSP 
system has been seen as a cost-effective method to improve regional mobility. With the adjustment of 
signal settings, TSP not only reduce the delay of transit buses but enhance operation reliability (Smith 
et al., 2005).  

In the past decades, many studies have proposed various TSP strategies. In general, they can be 
classified into two types: passive control or active control. Based on off-line information of bus routes 
and ridership patterns, passive TSP is a fixed time signal plan that favors bus operation. The objective 
functions of such system include maximizing the progression band or minimizing total bus delays. Most 
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Passive TSP strategies are developed for high bus volume systems such as Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
since frequent TSP requests may have negative impacts on side street traffic and negate the benefits of 
priority control (Ma et al., 2007, Cheng et al., 2015, Kim et al., 2019). Active TSP (ATSP) requires the 
placement of detectors to track bus real-time location information and calculates the adjustment of 
traffic signal plans accordingly. ATSP control can be further divided into two categories: unconditional 
and conditional. Unconditional ATSP conducts green time extension or red time truncation without any 
condition (Lee et al., 2005). Despite the effectiveness of the unconditional ATSP on improving bus 
efficiency, it may disturb original signal plan and deteriorates non-prioritized traffic dramatically if 
limitations on the amount of priority time are not considered. Thus, some studies deal with the problems 
by limiting activation times of TSP upon frequent request or buses ahead of schedule condition (Dion 
et al., 2002, Lee et al., 2005).  

It is noted that two-way communications between buses and Road Side Units (RSUs) installed on 
traffic signals are established under Connected Vehicle (CV) environment. In such communication On-
Board Units (OBUs) can give bus driver speed guidance to coordinate traffic signal plan. Deployment 
of TSP system with CV technology in BRT system is presented in a previous study (Wang et al., 2014). 
However, the study only provides signal count down information for drivers.  To decrease the times of 
priority requests, a study that integrates Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory (GLOSA) into TSP 
strategy is proposed (Seredynski et al., 2019). The performance results indicate that GLOSA can 
partially replaces TSP under certain traffic conditions. However, the study assumes buses riding on 
exclusive lane, the effects of mixed traffic circumstance remain unknown.  

With the advent of electric vehicles, electric buses have gradually been adopted due to the 
advantages of low noise and air pollution. However, in most cases, electric transit vehicles can charge 
electricity only when returning to their terminals. It would be a problem if the vehicles run out of energy 
during operation. Therefore, approaches to enhance the efficiency of electric energy consumption are 
important. Two previous studies compare the efficiency of electric consumption of two electric bus 
routes (Institute of Transportation, 2014; Institute of Transportation, 2016). One is riding on expressway 
and the other is on general road. The results show bus riding efficiency on expressway is better than on 
general road due to less traffic disturbances from traffic signals. In general road, traffic signals are key 
control facilities which can dramatically affect the efficiency of traffic operation. This study proposes 
a Cooperative ATSP method (ATSP-C) which contains ATSP and eco-driving speed guidance. The 
objective is to improve electric transit vehicles’ riding efficiency and energy consumption. This study 
formulates TSP and eco-driving speed advisory model respectively. A microscopic traffic simulation 
software Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) is applied to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
models. 

This study is organized as follows: The assumptions and the key features of ATSP-C in the next 
section, followed by description of ATSP-C flow chart and model formulation. The simulation platform, 
simulation case study and evaluation results are then presented. Finally, conclusions and suggestions 
are discussed in the last section. 

2  Methodology 

2.1 Control framework of ATSP-C 

The flow chart of ATSP-C is presented in Figure 1. The whole control framework contains three 
components. After the system detects buses are approaching, as shown in component I, the RSU 
computes intersection passing probability according to predicted bus arrival time. If the probability is 
less than the threshold, TSP calculation will be activated. Finally, the signal timing information will 
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send to OBUs to perform eco-driving speed advisory computation in component II. Both RSU and OBU 
perform once for one bus. OBU gets latest signal timing information to perform eco-driving speed 
calculation. 

Figure 1 The flowchart of ATSP-C 

2.2 Assumptions 

For model simplicity, the following assumptions are made in this study: 
1. All transit vehicles are installed with On-Board Units (OBUs).
2. All traffic signals are installed with Road-Side Units (RSUs).
3. Overtaking and lane-changing behavior are not taken into consideration.
4. Bus drivers fully comply with the advisory driving speed guidance.
5. One bus request can be served per cycle on a first-come, first-served basis.
6. The effects of dwell times at bus stop are not taken into consideration.

2.3 Calculation of transit vehicle’s passing probability at an intersection 
The make TSP control and eco-driving advisory effective, precise prediction of buses arrivals at 

intersections is essential. Since transit vehicles run under mixed traffic circumstance, the prediction 
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results may be biased if a simple calculation of arrival time (i.e. distance to the intersection divided by 
bus current speed) is adopted. To take the uncertainty nature of arrival time into consideration, this 
study assumes the arrival time of bus 𝑏𝑏 at intersection 𝑖𝑖 is a random variable 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 , which follows a 
normal distribution with standard error 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖.  

This idea is demonstrated in Figure 2. At time 𝑡𝑡0, there is a bus 𝑏𝑏 with a speed 𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏 riding towards 
intersection 𝑖𝑖. We assume the bus will maintain its speed to the stop bar, thus the mean value 𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵 ) is 
calculated by the distance to intersection 𝑖𝑖 (𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖) divided by bus current speed (𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏). The standard error 
(𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ) is a function related with bus current distance to stop bar. Hence, we can calculate passing 
probability with cumulative density function of normal distribution by integrating green duration. 

Figure 2 Concept of bus arrival formulation 

2.4 TSP strategy 
As shown in Figure 3, a rule-based TSP strategy is proposed. According to the arrival time range, 

the arrival of each bus is classified into four cases. For transit vehicles that arrives before start time of 
green phase, they are classified as case 1. Case 2 and 3 are buses that earliest and latest arrival time are 
in different phases. Case 4 refers to those arrive after green phase. The planning horizon is two cycle 
length. 
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Figure 3 Cases of TSP strategies 

As shown in Figure 4, two phase adjustment technique are used: green extension of intersection i, 
phase j and cycle k (𝑦𝑦i,j,k𝐼𝐼 ) and red truncation of intersection i, phase j and cycle k (𝑦𝑦i,j,k𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ). For case 1 and 
2, the TSP adopts red truncation. For case 3 and 4, both green extension and red truncation are used.  

Figure 4 Types of phase duration adjustment 

The process of determining priority values is listed as follows: 
Step 1: The system produces arrival time range and identify the case. 
Step 2: Initialize 𝑦𝑦i,j,k𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  and 𝑦𝑦i,j,k𝐼𝐼  as 0. 
Step 3: Increment 𝑦𝑦i,j,k𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  or/and 𝑦𝑦i,j,k𝐼𝐼 . 
Step 4: Compute passing probability. 
Step 5: Repeat Step 3 to Step 4 until one of the following conditions is fulfilled: (1) Passing 
probability is larger than a threshold or (2) priority value equals maximum priority value (𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). 
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Step 6: If priority value equals maximum priority value (𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) but passing probability does not 
fulfill the threshold, minimization red duration strategy, which truncates red duration 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 seconds, is 
adopted.  

2.5 Eco-driving speed advisory 

Eco-driving speed advisory aims to provide a driving speed advisory that minimizes acceleration 
and deceleration. The logic is formulated as a decision tree demonstrated in Figure 5. At the beginning, 
the OBU calculates passing probability based on signal timing plan and expected arrival time. If the 
probability is larger than threshold, then the system will recommend maintaining its current speed (𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐). 
Otherwise, it will compute eco-driving speed. If any solution exists, it will provide recommended eco-
driving speed (𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟), or it will give a continuous slow down speed (𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓). 

Figure 5 Flow chart of Eco-driving speed advisory 

The detail of the algorithm is show in Algorithm 1. The goal is to find a speed 𝑣𝑣 which fulfills the 
threshold of passing probability. Line 1 is initialization of variables. Note that maximum passing 
probability is initialized as passing probability threshold. Line 2 to line 3 is the process of enumerating 
speed variable for speed list (i.e. [0.7𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚, 1.1𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚]). The lower and upper bound of speed list are set as 
70% and 110% multiple road speed limit (𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚). Through line 4 to 6, the passing probability of each 
speed is computed and replace maximum one if the value is larger than it. In line 7, the recommended 
eco-driving speed (𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟) is returned. 
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If Algorithm 1 fails to find a feasible eco-speed, the system will implement “slow-down speed” 
strategy (Case 2 in Figure 5). With bus initial speed (𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏), slow-down speed (𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏, 𝑡𝑡 

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) at time t can be 
calculated through equation 1 to 3.  

𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 = 𝑣𝑣𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 +
1
2
𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡2 (1) 

𝑎𝑎 =
(𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 − 𝑉𝑉0𝑇𝑇) ∙ 2

𝑇𝑇2
(2) 

𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏, 𝑡𝑡 
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏, 𝑡𝑡−1

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 + 𝑎𝑎 (3) 

3 Experiment design 

3.1 Simulation platform and settings 
This study chooses Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) as simulation platform (Lopez et al., 

2018). A real intersection located in Tainan City, Taiwan is adopted. It’s a four-leg intersection with 
left-turn bay (Figure 6). The signal is four phases including a protected left-turn phase. The phase order 
and respective direction is illustrated in Table 2. There are two electric bus routes riding through the 
intersection: Bus 1 and Bus 2. The headway of Bus 1 is 900 seconds, and Bus 2 is 1200 seconds. 
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Figure 6 Layout of the intersection 

The traffic volumes (veh/hr) are listed in Table 1. To test the effectiveness under different traffic 
congestion level, two different V/C ratio (i.e. 0.5 V/C ratio and 0.9 V/C ratio) are designed. Background 
signal timing settings are listed in Table 2. The green duration is 34, 11, 43, 12 seconds with respect to 
phase 1, 2, 3 and 4. The yellow and all-red time are 3 and 2 seconds. 

Table 1 Traffic volume of each direction 

Movement (veh/hr) A B C D E F 
V/C = 0.9 45 543 83 80 1147 131 
V/C = 0.5 23 272 42 40 574 66 
Movement (veh/hr) 𝐺𝐺 𝐻𝐻 𝐼𝐼 J K L 
V/C = 0.9 82 530 161 129 814 55 
V/C = 0.5 41 265 81 65 407 28 

Table 2 Signal timing parameters 

Phase ∅1 ∅2 ∅3 ∅4 
Movement A, B, H, G C, I D, E, K, J L, F 
Green (sec) 34 11 43 12 
Yellow  (sec) 3 3 3 3 
All-red  (sec) 2 2 2 2 
Cycle length (sec) 120 

The parameters of the electric buses are listed in Table 3. SUMO supports electric vehicle settings 
and energy consumption model. With these parameters set as input, this study retrieves corresponding 
energy consumption results. 
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Table 3 Parameters of electric transit vehicles 

Parameter Value 
Length (m) 12 
Width (m) 2.55 
Height (m) 3.5 
empty weight (kg) 11800 
Full-loaded weight (kg) 16000 
Average power (Kw) 206 
Nominal electric capacity (Kwh) 200 

3.2 Experiment scenarios 
Two experiments are designed in this study: 

1. Activation of TSP and eco-driving speed advisory.
2. Sensitivity test of maximum priority time.

The purpose of the first experiment is to evaluate the results of various combination of activation 
on TSP and eco-driving speed advisory. Here we design four scenarios: Background signal plan 
(Disable TSP and Disable OBU), ATSP-C with only eco-driving speed advisory (Disable TSP and 
Enable OBU), ATSP-C with only TSP (Enable TSP and Disable OBU), ATSP-C with both TSP and 
OBU (Enable TSP and Enable OBU). “Background signal plan” scenario serves as the baseline. The 
second experiment is the sensitivity test of maximum priority time. The study designed two cases: Weak 
TSP and Strong TSP (i.e. weak and strong maximum priority time) to evaluate the effects. The 
maximum priority time of Weak TSP is set as 10 seconds, and Strong TSP is set as 20 seconds. Both 
experiments are tested under two V/C ratios: 0.9 and 0.5. The simulation time of each scenario is 2 hour 
and 5 times run, excluding 5 minutes warm-up time. A random seed is set as 8. 

3.3 Performance measures 

Four intersection-based performance measures are introduced: average Delay of Transit Vehicles 
(D-TV), average Delay of Main-street Vehicle (D-MV), average Delay of Side-street vehicle (D-SV) 
and average Delay of All Vehicle (D-AV). These measures aim to evaluate the operation efficiency of 
the intersection. Two measures are designed for bus riding: Average Electric Energy Consumption 
(AEEC) and Comfort Index of Bus Riding (CIBR). AEEC is the average electric energy usage of each 
transit vehicle. CIBR is calculated by averaging absolute acceleration and deceleration rate of each bus, 
which is used for indicating the level of comfort.  
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4 Results analysis 

Figure 7 illustrates the results of weak TSP experiment under 0.9 V/C ratio. Compared to baseline, 
the delays of transit vehicles (D-TV) decrease 10.05% in “Enable TSP and Disable OBU” and 17.6% 
in “Enable TSP and Enable OBU” under 0.9 v/c ratio, both are statically significant at p-value < 0.5. 
An increase in D-TV (10.2%) is presented in “Disable TSP and Enable OBU” scenario. One possible 
reason for the result is that effects of queueing vehicle is not involved in the speed advisory algorithm, 
OBU may give less precise speed advice under near-saturated traffic and results in the increase in D-
TV. Also, the increase is not statically significant at 0.5 p-value.  

Note: Error bars show 95% confidence intervals 

Figure 7 Simulation results - Weak TSP with 0.9 v/c ratio 
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For 0.5 v/c ratio case shown in Figure 8,  significant decreases in D-TV are presented in “Disable 
TSP and Enable OBU” scenario. In contrast to 0.9 v/c ratio, the D-TV decreases from 10.02% to -2.00%. 
This represents the eco-driving speed advisory has greater positive effects on decreasing delays under 
lighter traffic volume. The change in D-TV is -23.60% in “Enable TSP and Enable OBU” scenario, 
which is more than the changes in 0.9 v/c ratio (-17.60%). At the same time, the delay changes in side-
street vehicle (D-SV) remains nearly unchanged. The results indicate the cooperation between TSP and 
OBU can enhance delays of transit vehicles without dramatically deteriorating non-prioritized traffic 
under 0.5 v/c ratio.  

Note: Error bars show 95% confidence intervals 

Figure 8 Simulation results - Weak TSP with 0.5 v/c ratio 
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Figure 9 demonstrates the results of Strong TSP experiment under 0.9 v/c ratio. Delays of transit 
vehicles in“Enable TSP / Disable OBU” decrease from -10.05% to -20.37%, and “Enable TSP / Enable 
OBU” decrease from -17.60% to -20.93% compared to Weak TSP experiment. It is evident that strong 
TSP can significantly improve delays of the transit vehicles. However, negative impacts on side-street 
traffic (i.e. D-SV) of “Enable TSP and Disable OBU” increase from 2.5% to 12.22%, while “Enable 
TSP / Enable OBU” decrease from 17.20% to 6.53%. With facility of larger priority time, TSP can 
enhance delays of buses but deteriorate the delay performances of non-prioritized traffic. However, due 
to speed guidance provided by OBU, it ameliorates the negative impacts of TSP without increase delays 
of transit vehicles, which brings about the decrease in D-SV in “Enable TSP / Enable OBU” scenario.  

Note: Error bars show 95% confidence intervals 

Figure 9  Simulation results - Strong TSP with 0.9 v/c ratio 
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For 0.5 v/c ratio shown in Figure 10, D-TV decreases from -10.8% to -31.74% in “Enable TSP / 
Disable OBU” and from -23.6% to -33.85% in “Enable TSP / Enable OBU” compared to Weak TSP 
(Figure 8), while D-SV has little changes compared to baseline (only about -0.7%). This shows that in 
medium traffic volume, since TSP provides sufficient favors for buses, the delays of transit vehicles are 
near the same regardless of the activation of OBU. 

Note: Error bars show 95% confidence intervals 

Figure 10 Simulation results - Strong TSP with 0.9 v/c ratio 

5 Conclusions 
This study proposed an integrated system named ATSP-C, which focuses on exploring the potential 

benefits on integrating eco-driving speed advisory system and transit signal priority. This study assumes 
electric transit vehicles riding under mixed circumstance traffic and designs several performance 
measures and simulation-based experiments to evaluate proposed model. Experiment results indicate 
ATSP-C can enhance electric consumption efficiency and riding comfort in all cases. In near-saturated 
traffic, standalone eco-driving advisory yields worser delays of transit vehicles because of inaccurate 
arrival time prediction. In comparison to only TSP strategy, a significant amelioration of the adverse 
impacts on side-street traffic can be found when both TSP and OBU are applied, which shows great 
benefits of the signal-vehicle cooperative control.  

Some limitations of the study may improve in future works. For eco-driving speed advisory model, 
the experiment results suggest that speed advisory may worsen delay performance during near-saturated 
traffic since levels of traffic congestion and queue saturation time are not taken into consideration. 
Future studies can involve traffic queueing such as Webster delay model into the algorithm to enhance 
the performance.  The assumption of bus drivers fully comply with the speed guidance is hard to 
implement real world, more research on the effects of rates of compliance should be done. Finally, this 
study adopts rule-based TSP strategy, which may not be optimal in different traffic scenarios. Future 
studies can make detailed exploration on TSP designs.  
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Abstract

The present paper shows how a novel autonomous vehicle (AV) algorithm can be tested
and evaluated by multiple simulations with different levels of refinement.

As the first AVs will appear on our roads (possibly) within the upcoming decade, novel
traffic problems, like parking lot assignment, will also emerge. Parking is that kind of activity
that will fundamentally change. Today drivers attempt to find parking places close to the
destinations to minimize the walking time. The autonomous vehicles will drop off passengers at 
their very destination, and then, on their own, will seek even a distant parking place. Such change will 
affect human activities, city traffic, and the parking infrastructure.

To investigate this problem we need an abstract city model, because an attempt to create a detailed 
model of the city traffic from the perspective of decades may be misleading and may lead to false 
emergent conclusions. We report on such an abstract model and the obtained conclusions in the paper.

A question remains how genuine is the introduced future city model. To validate it, we propose to 
confront it with a detailed microscopic traffic simulation on a road network borrowed from an existing 
city of corresponding layout and complexity. To this end, we use Eclipse SUMO simulating the traffic 
of an expansive Budapest district, and show that the results obtained with the simplified abstract 
mathematical model stay valid.

1 Introduction

The analysis of transportation in future cities is a challenging task. The principal difficulty is
how to set up simulations of the future traffic when little if any may be known about it, besides
futuristic assumptions and visions.

As the penetration rate of autonomous vehicles (AVs) is foreseen to reach a considerable
level within the next 20-40 years, we aimed at this horizon in our research. The arising changes
in vehicle ownership, technological advances, and changing habits made it hard to estimate
the future traveling demands. The practical and important question was whether it is safe
to use the existing microscopic traffic simulation platforms, set up for a detailed reproduction
not of the future but of the existing traffic and city road networks. With such platforms, one
consequently risks that the simulation results may become a mixture of emerging plausible and
difficult to discern spurious phenomena.

Our research tackled, in particular, the parking problem of AVs based on their communi-
cation and assumed intelligent decision-making capabilities. To this end, and because of the
above doubts, we created a semi microscopic but much more abstracted mathematical city
model. Assuming that the basic city structure (including historical downtowns, buildings, util-
ity infrastructures, etc.) will not change in the future, an abstract city model can describe
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future cities as well as cities of today. It can obscure the yet unknown details (like specific road
networks), but it can provide sufficient information for qualitative comparisons. With such a
city model we found interesting phenomena about the parking behavior of AVs. However, the
most important question was whether such a model is acceptable. In an attempt to clarify these
doubts, we deploy an analogy to the downward refinement consistency of [6]. More precisely, a
phenomenon discovered on the abstract level shall also be observable in a more refined model
when modeling the physical reality on different levels of abstraction. However, it might not be
true the other way around.

Figure 1: Overview of the validation process applied to the parking problem of AVs.

Thus, the point is that a more refined model permits the validation of a less detailed one. A
feasible choice of such validating model of a city may be one of the available traffic simulation
platforms. The open-source microscopic traffic simulation tool Eclipse SUMO [18] seems to be
an efficient choice for lower-level validation tasks. To make both models comparable, the Eclipse
SUMO model should describe a real city with dimensions and complexity similar to that of the
abstract model. Figure 1 shows the interaction of the two models when applied to the same
simulation task. In the following, in Section 2, we present why and how the AV parking problem
might be discussed. After that, Section 3 contains a brief overview of the works already done
in the topic of city modeling, then, in Section 4, we shortly review the auction-based parking
assignment method used as a pilot problem. Then in Section 5 the composition and results
obtained with the abstract mathematical model are presented. In Section 6 we set up the
comparable SUMO simulation, and in Section 7 the results obtained with the two models are
compared.

2 Autonomous Vehicles, Parking, and the Advantages of
an Abstract City Model

One of the fundamental questions facing a private car owner is where to park. Traditionally
most drivers attempt to minimalize the walking distance when looking for a suitable parking
place. Therefore, spiraling around the destination with an increasing radius [17] might be an
effective strategy. Unfortunately, it can also be quite time-consuming [20] as well. The AVs,
by definition, will drive without any human supervision, so they may find a suitable place to
park on their own after delivering passengers to their destinations. Here, an important issue
regarding the ownership and the utilization of the future AVs pops up. It was supposed earlier
that AVs would be shared as a Mobility as a Service (MaaS) solution. However, due to the
experience of the pandemic, with social distancing and disinfection problems, moreover, due
to other current trends [21], a significant part of the AVs is now expected to become private
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property, at least for a time. Hence, we assume in our research that the AVs will be either
privately owned or shared among a socially closely related group of people. The parking problem
of such AVs differs greatly from the MaaS solution. After dropping off the last passenger, a
privately owned AV is not speeding to the location of the next order but seeks a place to wait
for being resumed, somehow optimizing the actual and the future traffic exposure. Finding an
optimal parking lot is thus a kind of intelligent decision that has to be studied profoundly. As
a solution to this problem, an auction-based method was proposed in [3].

To obtain a clear picture of the efficacy of the proposed parking strategy, a simple but
expressive mathematical city model is sufficient. The parking infrastructure, the traveling
activities, and the destination geolocations are the most relevant aspects to be modeled. Any
more details (e.g. modeling the traffic flow, the interaction of the vehicles, and specific road
network-related effects) would only obscure the results.

The abstract model guarantees that statistically similar city models (e.g. with similar shape
and dimensions, with alike parking facility placement) can be easily defined and generated, mak-
ing the human activity patterns and the temporal parking lot usage comparable by analyzing
statistical averages and variances.

3 Related Literature

There are plenty of reasons to model cities. According to the short but comprehensive summary
of [8], one of the most important reasons is economic research, including housing costs and firm
localization. City models are also necessary for numerous engineering principles, e.g. city
planners use models to evaluate new development decisions. With the emergence of powerful
computers, three dimensional (3D) models also got available. Usage of 3D models ranges
from shadow-casting estimations through energy demand forecasting to analyzing radio-wave
propagation [9].

The level of detail of such city models depends on applications and covers a wide range.
For fundamental economic research, mathematical formulas may describe a city [5]; meanwhile,
there are 3D models that cover a whole city and have centimeter precision [15]. The level of
detail of microscopic traffic simulations, such as Eclipse SUMO [18], is in-between. They may
not be mathematically formalized, yet they abstract many unnecessary details.

A recent trend in microscopic traffic simulation is to model drivers or AVs as intelligent
agents, and traffic simulators were extended or coupled to suitable artificial intelligence (AI)
system components (e.g. Eclipse SUMO [18] was coupled to JADE, a multi-agent experimental
platform [22], furthermore as an open-source program, SUMO supports the integration of intel-
ligent agent simulators, like e.g. in [4]). Such tools may require considerable computing power
[16] and were used in the practical research usually limited to simple AV scenarios based on
single road segments, ramps, or intersections, aiming at the local operational decision making,
like car following, simple platooning, etc.

Evaluating decision making spanning the whole city and 24 hours of activities, including e.g.
repeated looking for parking lots, demands more complex scenarios. In the paper, we use two
models to evaluate an extensive auction-based parking assignment scenario. The first model
is abstract, using only mathematical formulations to simulate a city. The second is a detailed
model, a concrete SUMO scenario consistent with the first model. SUMO is involved in many
studies (e.g. [10] or [14]) focusing on optimizing classical, human-driven vehicle parking. The
PyPML toolkit [14] even makes SUMO more convenient to assess parking-related problems.
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4 Auction-based Parking Lot Assignment

The pilot problem was to optimize parking decisions of the autonomous vehicles. As we assume,
after delivering passengers, AVs will not be allowed to remain in the traffic circulation; therefore,
AVs seek parking lots. However, the selected parking lot shall not be too far to guarantee in-
time returning to the passengers. As [3] points out, coordinated parking lot assignment can be
advantageous, as it reduces the number of required parking lots and shortens the time and the
distance traveled until finding a suitable parking place.

Here we focus on the validation of an auction-based parking lot assignment method intro-
duced in [3] and elaborated in [2]. We summarize it shortly in the following. For simplicity, we
assume that every simulated vehicle is an AV, they are (as mentioned earlier) privately owned
and each AV participates in the proposed parking assignment mechanism. An AV shall take
part in the auction mechanism after it has delivered its passengers to their destinations.1 An
AV shall participate in rational auctions. An auction for a parking lot is rational if the bid
parking lot is closer than the cheapest or cheaper than the closest alternative.

Every parking lot shall act as an auctioneer, selling its free places. Starting prices can
be set by either the parking lot operators or the municipalities. At each auction round, the
parking prices increase by a small amount. The auctioneers, the parking lots, are asking the
participants, a set of AVs, in every auction round whether they bid or not. AVs calculate the
ui utility value for the ith parking lot, according to equation (1), to determine their answer.

ui = cfp · pi + 2 · (1− cfp) · di (1)

An AV shall consider the di distance and the pi monetary costs to park at the ith parking
lot2. Here, pi includes the (current) parking fee as well as the distance-related costs to get to
this parking lot (fuel or energy prices, amortization, etc.). The free-cruising parameter cfp is
a weighing factor between the di and pi components3. By adjusting the cfp ∈ [0..1] value, an
AV-owner can decide whether the AV shall favor the cheaper parking alternatives or park closer
to the owner. The latter has the theoretical advantage of a shorter waiting time when the AV
is being recalled. It also implies a reduced impact on the traffic flow, as the AV uses a smaller
portion of the road network.

By introducing precise rules, see [3], it is achievable that an AV may win at most one auction.
If an AV is the winner at an auction, it occupies the won parking place. Otherwise, the AV shall
return to its home garage, where an AV can park for free. At the auctions, a small, discrete
parking price increment was applied. The maximal amount that an AV was allowed to spend
on parking was 15000 Hungarian forint (HUF) per day.

5 Working with an Abstract City Model

To test the effectiveness of the mentioned auction-based assignment mechanism, an abstract
mathematical simulation environment was created. This environment represents an abstract,

1In our experiments, we defined a three-minute look-ahead time. Hence, if an AV arrives at the destination of 

its passengers, within three minutes, it shall participate in the auction mechanism.
2Moreover, the auction mechanism (by modifying the utility function) can also take other factors (e.g. access 

to an electric charging station) into account when selecting a vacant parking place.
3In our research, we used Hungarian forint (HUF) as currency. The current rate of HUF makes the distance 

(measured in meters) comparable to monetary costs. For other currencies, a new coefficient might be introduced to 
make monetary costs and distances be in the same range.
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circular city model with a radius of R = 5 km. If the parking lot assignment method is found
to be effective in this environment, it is worth carrying out more detailed tests.

Using a traditional parking lot seeking algorithm4 as a baseline, we consider a parking lot
assignment mechanism effective if the following statements hold:

1. Average parking prices are not increased unacceptably (e.g. the increment is less than
20%).

2. Sufficient number of parking lots are still used (e.g. at least 30% of the original amount).
Too low usage rate would indicate that an assignment method causes too much conflicts
between the AVs. Therefore, instead of negotiating the sharing of the parking lots, AVs
would prefer a conflict-free parking alternative, e.g. going to their home garage.

3. Average vehicle kilometers traveled is not increased by more than 50%.

As the defined test metrics are relative, it is enough to build a qualitative model5. In the
following sections, we present a brief overview of the abstract simulation environment, together
with the obtained results.

5.1 Derivation of the Abstract Model

To test a parking lot assignment method, the most fundamental components to simulate are
the parking lots. We model two parking lot types: curbside parking lots and (park-and-ride,
P+R) parking houses. The two types, along with parking charges, differ in capacities as well
as in location distributions.

We also generate a synthetic population with simple, home-based trip chains. For simplicity,
we assume that the simulated population uses solely AVs to travel. After carrying passengers to
their destinations, the AVs will seek parking lots. As the empty cruising can generate significant
traffic, we assume that municipalities will introduce an empty cruising distance regulation (dr)
to limit it.

5.1.1 Modeling Distances

The distance plays a crucial role in the evaluation of costs and many metrics describing the
traffic. Using the dE Euclidean or the dM Manhattan distance between two points of a city
would be a simplistic approach. Unfortunately, road networks are seldom that simple. No left
turns, curved streets, one-way roads, and col-du-sacs modify the actual dd driving distances.
Hence, we introduce an s (see equation (2)) parameter, which describes how regularly a city is
shaped. In our experiment, we draw s values from a Gaussian-distribution s ∼ N (1.3, 1.8). The
parameters of that distribution were calibrated by driving distances measured between various
points on the map of Budapest, Hungary, see equation (2) (these values are also compatible
with similar findings summarized in [19]). After the reformulation of equation (2), we obtain
formula (3) for driving distances between two points of the simulated abstract city. Formula (3)

4The parking lot searching method begins after arriving at the destination. To this end, the parking lots
are listed by the order of their distance. (It is analogous to spiraling around the destination with an increasing
radius.) During the search, the AV visits each parking lot in the order of their distances until it can find a free
spot.

5Quantitative models would require more involved knowledge, more detailed data, and numerous surveys.
However, precise quantitative models might be useful in industrial development and in engineering work, a
qualitative model is sufficient for current research purposes.
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also ensures that no driving distance between two points can be shorter than their Euclidean
distance.

s =
dd − dE
dM − dE

(2)

dd = max{dE , dE + s(dM − dE)} (3)

5.1.2 Modeling Parking Lots

Nowadays, there are two fundamentally different types of paid parking lots. The first type is
the curbside parking lots. They are close to the destination of the travelers and usually have an
hourly price. (With AVs, the billing can have finer granularity, e.g. billing per seconds instead
of billing per minutes or hours.) We can observe that curbside parking lots have a decaying
density as we move farther from the city center. Hence, we model curbside parking lots with
Gaussian distributions, described in Table 1. As streets can have various lengths and layouts,
curbside parking lot capacities are modeled with a uniform distribution; for details, see Table 1.

The other parking lot type is the parking house. In the last decades, (park-and-ride, P+R)
parking houses are often built at the perimeter of the cities to support efficient modal change.
Table 1 describes their modeled locations6 as an annulus around the city center with randomized
radius and width. Their capacity is more frequently predetermined than that of curbside parking
lots; therefore, we use constant capacity values for each parking house.

Relatively high parking charges and nearby parking places make curbside parking feasible
for shorter activities, e.g. for daily shopping. We expect that AVs will prefer to park in cheaper
but more distant parking houses during the more prolonged activities of their passengers.

We model parking charges for the baseline evaluation, according to Table 1. At the beginning
of the auctions, those parking fees act as starting prices as well. Curbside parking is considered
more expensive, if the dc distance of the parking lot from the city center is smaller. Hence,
a decaying function is used to approximate the parking fees. An example of a generated city
model can be seen in Figure 2.

Moreover, many shops and working places provide free parking lots for their customers and
workers. The usage of such alternatives is subject to special conditions; hence, they are out of
scope of this research.

Curbside Parking Houses

Location coordinates x ∼ N (0, R) r ∼ N (0, 0.6R) + 2R

(R is the city radius) y ∼ N (0, R) θ ∼ U(0, 2π)

Capacity per facility [vehicles] U(1, 10) const. 300

Parking fees max{140, 400 · e−.00009·dc

N (1200, 600) · d tp
24·60·60 e[HUF] for tp seconds of parking + N (0, 70)} · d tp

60·60 e

Table 1: Parameters of the simulated parking lots in the abstract city model

6For parking houses, it is more expressive to use polar coordinates instead of Cartesians.
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Figure 2: Locations and parking charges of different parking lot types in a generated abstract
city model with radius R = 5 km

5.1.3 Modeling Trip Chains

In the previous sections, we described the structural aspects of the abstract city model. Now, we
will focus on the dynamic components of the simulation, i.e. on the activities of the inhabitants
of the abstract model. These activities form activity chains. We model the most frequent
activity chains according to [7]. As numerous activities are undistinguishable at the abstract
level, some simplification was applied:

• Working and education: Working and education activities are similar in various ways
(e.g. both last for longer periods, normally neither requires transportation during the
activity); consequently, we created a joint working (w) category.

• Shopping and leisure: Moreover, shopping and leisure can be similar as well, as they
are likely to last for a shorter time. Hence, a common shopping (s) activity type represents
them in our simulations.

With these simplifications, the most frequent activity chains and their distribution is given
in Table 2. [1] surveyed shopping habits in Switzerland and summarized that most commonly,
shopping time ranges from 20 to 120 minutes. We can model it with a properly scaled beta
distribution, as shown in Table 3. We assume that two types of working activities exist. The
first is the usual working activity that has an average duration of 8 hours per day. However, this
working time is uncommon among e.g. businessmen or tradesmen. Hence, we model interrupted
working activities that consist of two shorter, averagely 4 hours activity. Working times are
modeled with Gaussian distributions, with these expected values, together with some random
variance, as Table 3 describes them.

The trip chains of the simulated persons begin and terminate at home locations, evenly
distributed in the city, see Table 4. People are likely to start their activity chains in the
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Activity chain w s ws ss wws sss

Probability 38.60% 44.15% 3.70% 7.64% 5.70% 0.21%

Table 2: Activity chains and their probability

Activity Length in hour (h)
Shopping N (0.5 h, 0.22 h) + β(3, 7) · 2 h
Working (interrupted) N (4 h, 0.28 h)
Working (usual) N (8 h, 0.28 h)

Table 3: Activity lengths

morning, as shown in Table 4. The AVs transport passengers to their destinations, and after
that, they shall always look for a suitable parking place. For example, to serve the activity
chain of ws (going to work, then doing some shopping) an AV will have to take the following
actions:

1. Leave home in the morning.

2. Transport passenger to work.

3. Seek for parking.

4. Stay there for about 8 hours.

5. Return and pick up passenger at work.

6. Transport passenger to a shop.

7. Seek for parking.

8. Stay there for about 1 hour.

9. Return and pick up passenger at the shop.

10. Transport passenger to home.

In abstract simulation, we did not intend to experiment with traffic flows. Hence, we applied
time offsets between each activity in an activity chain to represent traveling times.

5.2 Simulation Results

When experimenting with a new mechanism, we needed answers to some crucial questions.
The most important is whether the proposed algorithm is capable of fulfilling its task. If the
method seems promising, we shall check how the free parameters can influence the obtained
results. And finally, we may try to fine-tune these parameters to optimize our goal functions.

The described abstract, mathematical city model is intended to answer the first two ques-
tions. In Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 we present a brief overview of the results. How-
ever, parameter fine-tuning requires more detailed simulations. For that reason, we applied
Eclipse SUMO, see Section 6 for details.
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Parameter Distribution

Time of leaving home N (7:30 am, 0.54 h)

Travel time offset N (0.17 h, 0.1 h)

Home locations x ∼ U(−2R, 2R)

(in the function of R city radius) y ∼ U(−2R, 2R)

Activity locations x ∼ N (0, R)

(in the function of R city radius) y ∼ N (0, R)

Table 4: Miscellaneous stochastic values for simulating trip chains

5.2.1 Comparison Between the Traditional Parking Lot Seeking and the Auction-
based Parking Lot Assignment Mechanism

The proposed parking lot assignment mechanism was compared to the traditional method with
a simple simulation. At the beginning of every simulation run, we draw random values from
the previously described distributions to create a new abstract city representation. It includes
recreating parking lot locations and capacities, together with generating new trip chains. Each
run simulates the trip chains of a whole (working) day by 180 s time steps. We ran 10 simulations
for both parking strategies.

The size of the simulated population was 3000. To supply the parking demand, 350 curbside
parking lots and 5 parking houses were placed in the model.7 We have two free parameters for
the auction mechanism. The first one is the free cruising parameter cfp. We set cfp = 0.5 in
this phase of the study, implying that monetary costs and vehicle distance traveled are valued
evenly. The other free parameter is the municipal empty cruising distance limitation dr. The
role of this parameter is to limit empty cruising of the vehicles; therefore, limit their adverse
effect on the city traffic. We used dr = 2R = 10 km, as it statistically makes 95% of parking lots
reachable, due to the empirical law. We applied a 50 HUF

hour bid increment during the auctions.
For the comparison of the two parking strategies, we evaluate the following metrics:

• Total parking prices: cumulated parking prices that AVs spent on parking.

• Parking lot occupancy rate: Portion of parking lots that was occupied during a day.

• Empty cruising distances: cumulated distance that AVs traveled to and from parking
places.

We have already concluded [3] that the auction-based parking lot assignment mechanism
has many advantages compared to the traditional parking lot searching method. According to
Figure 3, parking lot assignment significantly reduces the empty cruising distances as the AVs
know precisely where to find a free parking place.

There are periods when the applied auction mechanism reaches even higher parking lot
occupancy rates than the traditional method, see Figure 4. Meanwhile, the highest mean
occupancy rate difference is about 50% (with the traditional method, AVs occupy approximately
32% of the parking lots; and with the auction-based mechanism it is around 16%).

Total parking prices are also reduced due to the lower occupancy rate, as it is shown in
Figure 5. So, if we double the total parking prices for the auction-based case, we will get a fair

7350 curbside parking lots have the expected capacity of 350 ·5.5 = 1925 vehicles. 5 parking houses provides
parking for 5 · 300 = 1500 vehicles. Hence, the expected parking lot capacity is 3425 vehicles in this case.
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Figure 3: Comparing cumulated empty cruising distances between the case of an auction-based
parking lot assignment and the traditional method

hour

Figure 4: Comparing parking lot occupancy rates during a day between the auction-based
parking lot assignment and the traditional method

upper estimate for the parking prices. It means an average total parking price of 7 · 106 HUF 
for the auction-based mechanism. Compared to the traditional method (6 · 106 HUF), it is a 
16.7% increment.

As an initial result, we conclude that the proposed auction-based mechanism is capable of
effectively assigning parking lots to AVs. Therefore, we shall carry out further tests.

5.2.2 Testing Sensitivity to the Settings of the Free Parameters

As the second question, we studied the auction-based assignment mechanism sensitivity to the
settings of its free parameters. We increased the size of the simulated population to 10000. The
auction bid increment step was decreased to 10 HUF .
     Holistic tests were performed by adjusting the cfp ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} free cruising 
parameter and the dr ∈ {500 m, 2500 m, 4500 m, 6500 m, 8500 m} municipal empty cruising
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Figure 5: Comparing total parking prices between the auction-based parking lot assignment
and the traditional method

distance regulation. 5 simulation runs were conducted with each (cfp × dr) parameter pair. At
the beginning of the simulation runs, as discussed earlier, a new abstract city representation
was generated. We focus on the total parking prices and empty cruising distances again.

Figure 6: Cumulated empty cruising distances at different cfp and dr levels measured in abstract
simulations

As we can see in Figure 6, empty cruising distances have a local minimum between 2500—
3500 m of dr. Hence, to minimize the additional load of the road network, the municipality shall
select the dr empty cruising regulation value from this range. At lower levels of dr, many AVs
are unable to find a suitable parking place; hence, they have to return to their home garages.
Returning trips were not prohibited in our simulations, and in these cases, they resulted in
higher empty cruising distances. At higher levels of dr, more and more parking lots get into
range. Therefore, AVs can choose cheaper alternatives instead of closer ones. Moreover, as
expected, the cfp free cruising parameter has a moderate positive correlation with the empty
cruising distances. We may presume, it worth keeping cfp ∈ [0.0, 0.8) interval to prevent
reaching too high empty cruising rates. Around cfp = 1.0 only the (continuously changing)
parking charges count when determining which parking lot is suitable, see equation (1). It may
lead to unstable parking lot preference lists, causing more unsuccessful auctions. Consequently,
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Figure 7: Total parking prices at different cfp and dr levels measured in abstract simulations

fewer parking lots are occupied, and AVs will have to cruise farther. As expected, a higher
cfp free cruising parameter will reduce the total parking prices for the same dr empty cruising
regulation level, see Figure 7.

6 Detailed Simulations with Eclipse SUMO

The presented abstract model intendedly lacks many details. For example, traffic flow is not
represented at all. To validate the results and to verify their efficacy we will now conduct
measurements with a more detailed model, involving a concrete road network and microscopic
traffic simulation. To this end, to make additional tests, we will use Eclipse SUMO.

6.1 Creating a Proper Scenario

Recently, many complex scenarios have appeared for SUMO. We were looking for a proper
scenario that is comparable with the abstract model. Hence, the selected scenario shall have
approximately 10 km× 10 km dimensions.

We checked some publicly available scenarios for SUMO8. Unfortunately, Monaco [12] has
many individual features. As it is located on the coast, it significantly differs from the presented
abstract, circular city model. Luxembourg [11] would have both appropriate size and shape.
However, this scenario does not include parking lots.

As these scenarios were not appropriate for our research, we created a new scenario. We
extracted the road network of Budapest 11th district from OpenStreetMap (OSM). It resulted
in a rectangular network with a diameter of approximately 10 km. There are numerous P+R
parking facilities in the perimeter of this district, see Figure 8. As they were marked in OSM,
netconvert tool of SUMO was able to recognize them as parking areas with higher capacities.
The netconvert tool also recognized some smaller parking facilities.

For trip chain modeling, we used SAGA [13] to obtain activity and home locations. Instead
of cross-validating the abstract model with SAGA, our goal was to test the auction-based
parking lot assignment mechanism. Hence, we kept only starting positions (let us call them
home locations, analogously to the above mentioned) from the output of SAGA. For each home
location, we added roadside parking lots to the corresponding edges. Activity generation is

8In November 2020.
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Figure 8: The simulated road network of 11th district of Budapest. The historical downtown
area is brick red. High density residential areas are darker, while low density residential areas
are lighter green. The yellow area is mainly occupied by industry and services. White areas
either have other functionalities or are unreachable. P+R parking lots, with capacity for at least
100 vehicles are depicted by letter Ps in blue circles. The central point for curbside parking
pricing is at the red polygon.

similar to the one presented in Section 5.1.3. The only difference is that we draw activity
locations evenly from edges containing parking areas.

This setup is like the abstract model of Section 5.2.2 as it covers an approximately identical
area. They have almost the same expected vehicle parking capacity: the abstract model provides
parking space for 10700 vehicles, meanwhile the Budapest 11th district scenario offers parking
lots for 9857 vehicles.

Finally, we defined the center of the map at the intersection of Budafoki and Irinyi streets,
as indicated in Figure 8. Moreover, we can use driving distances provided by SUMO.

6.2 Running Simulations with Eclipse SUMO

Our simulation setup contained a backend, a Jupyter Notebook, that controlled the running of
the tests and carried out non-SUMO-specific tasks. Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) provided
the connection between the backend and Eclipse SUMO.
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The road network with its additionals (i.e. parking lots) was identical within each simulation
run. However, the trip chains were regenerated at the beginning of each run. In this case, we
used cfp ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} free cruising parameter and the dr ∈ {500 m, 1500 m, 2500 m,
4000 m, 7000 m, 10000 m} empty cruising distance regulation pairs. Again, we simulated a
whole working day within each simulation run.

The backend, which had a 180 s timestep, controlled the SUMO simulation; conducted
the actions, and also registered the occupancy of the parking lots. In every backend step, we
collected the actual beginning and terminating activities. To perform each of these activities,
a new vehicle was inserted into SUMO via TraCI. Its origin was either its home location or
the parking lot it had won in the previous auction. Its destination was the position of the
terminating activity. When a vehicle picks up its passengers at these locations, it transports
them to their next activity.9 After an AV has carried out these tasks, it terminates. When a
passenger has additional activities, new vehicles will be inserted to serve this travel demand.

In the simulations, besides the cumulated distances and total parking prices, the following
values were measured:

• Average speed: Average speed of the vehicles in the simulation, calculated as follows. The
cumulated distance that AVs traveled was measured together with the cumulated travel
times. The ratio of these two metrics results in the average speed.

• Cumulated waiting times: The total amount of time that AVs spent waiting (i.e. the time
in which the vehicle speed was below or equal 0.1m/s10). This metric helps understanding
how free parameters influence the traffic flow.

We emphasize that our measurements are intended to provide qualitative results only.
Therefore, in our experiments with Eclipse SUMO, we did not differentiate the empty cruising
for parking from the effective movements (when AVs are carrying passengers) when calculating
the cumulated distances. As the activity chains have identical distributions, effective move-
ments are considered to cover the same route lengths on the average. The true variance is
caused by the parking lot assignment mechanism in the cumulated distances. Hence, effective
movements are only an offset to the cumulated distance data.

Unfortunately, the simulation runs require a significant amount of time on an average PC11.
Therefore, simulation runs were repeated for 3 times for each given (dr × cfp) pair.

6.3 Results of Experiments with SUMO

Firstly, total parking prices, obtained by SUMO measurements, are similar to that we have
seen by the abstract model, see Figure 9. It only implies that consistent distance metrics do
not influence the auction method. We can also notice that parking prices are significantly lower
when dr < 2500 m. It is in agreement with the conclusion of Section 5.2.2, as too strict empty
cruising regulation makes numerous parking lots out of range.

On the other hand, the curves of cumulated distances are not alike as we would expect
because smaller cfp free cruising parameters seem to enlarge them. To understand this phe-
nomenon in Figure 10, we shall investigate the traffic flow related parameters as well. As
Figure 11 shows it, average speeds are also lower when the cfp is lower (at higher dr cruising
regulation levels). Higher waiting times, see Figure 12, indicate congestion forming in these

9If the activity is the first in the activity chain, we consider that the passenger and its AV are at their home
location. Hence, we do not simulate the picking-up movements.

10https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Simulation/Output/TripInfo.html [accessed: August 14, 2021] 11Intel Core 
i5 4200H CPU with 8 GB of RAM.
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Figure 9: Parking prices for different cfp and dr levels measured in SUMO simulations

cases. As the simulated vehicles try to optimize their travel times, they are likely to take detours
to avoid getting congested. That naturally results in higher traveling distances.

Figure 10: Cumulated distances for different cfp and dr levels measured in SUMO simulations

We suspect that this congestion has a principal cause. The low cfp parameter forces AVs to
find parking lots closer to the destination of their passengers. As human activities are likely to
be concentrated in small areas, many AVs try to park there, thus forming congestion. When
AVs can or have to12 go further for parking, the vehicle density in the road network will be more
balanced. Therefore, we conclude that cfp shall have a minimum value too, e.g. cfp ∈ [0.2, 0.8).

12Because, for example, there are not enough parking lots within range.
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Figure 11: Average speeds for different cfp and dr levels measured in SUMO simulations

Figure 12: Cumulated waiting times for different cfp and dr levels measured in SUMO simula-
tions

We may see another difference between the abstract and the SUMO based results in Fig-
ure 10. Namely, smaller dr values do not necessarily cause higher cumulated distances. As
parking lots are likely to have a higher density around frequented activity locations in real-
world cities, it is more likely that an AV can find an empty parking place within a smaller area.
However, it is still true that many parking facilities might be out of range when the empty
cruising regulation is too strict (dr is too small).
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7 Conclusion and Further Research Aims

In this paper, we presented the usage of Eclipse SUMO to test an auction-based parking lot
assignment mechanism developed in an abstract city model. The results of SUMO helped to
analyze aspects oversimplified in the abstract simulations.

As the downward refinement consistency empirically holds for the obtained abstract and
SUMO results, broadly speaking the two models are consistent for the investigated problem.
However, further validation of the abstract, mathematical model may be necessary for the
future research. Luckily, more and more publicly available SUMO scenarios have appeared
recently. By using a variety of these scenarios, we would be able to test the abstract model
more profoundly. For example, we may make hypothesis testing of the mentioned metrics (i.e.
empty cruising distances, total parking prices). Then, unless being able to reject it, we shall
consider the abstract model valid.

The scenario of Section 6.1 also lacks some details. E.g. the transit traffic through the
11th district of Budapest was not modeled here. As a qualitative test, instead of optimizing the
traffic flow, we focused on how the cfp and dr parameters form the traffic for parking. In this
interpretation, the parameter set that is less likely to cause (local) congestion is more favorable.

Our further research covers studying machine learning algorithms connected to parking lot
seeking. To keep the generality of the results, and to minimize the calculation times, a more
detailed mathematical city model formulation is required. When the developed method is
mature enough in the abstract world, we will also test it by publicly available SUMO scenarios
to show its efficacy.

Finally, we would like to point out that city planners will have to prescribe cruising lim-
itations carefully. As we saw in Section 5.2.2, if the dr value is too small, AVs will not find
a suitable parking place. A similar precaution is advised when tuning something like the cfp
free cruising parameter. A small cfp value13 is more likely to cause (local) congestion. On
the other hand, a higher cfp can increase empty cruising distances, more vehicle kilometers
traveled, consequently more energy usage. Therefore high cfp values are also to be avoided.
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Abstract

Communication networks are becoming an increasingly important part of the mobility 
system. They allow traffic participants to be connected and to exchange information related 
to traffic and roads. The information exchange impacts the behavior of traffic participants, 
such as the selection of travel routes or their mobility dynamics. Considering infrastructure-
based networks, the information exchange depends on the availability of the network 
infrastructure and the quality of the communication links. Specifically in urban areas, 
today’s 4G and 5G networks deploy small cells of high capacity, which do not provide 
ubiquitous cellular coverage due to their small range, signal blocking, etc. Therefore, the 
accurate modeling of the network infrastructure and its integration in simulation scenarios in 
microscopic traffic simulation software is gaining relevance.

Unlike traffic infrastructure, such as traffic lights, the simulation of a cellular network 
infrastructure is not natively supported in SUMO. Instead, the protocols, functions and 
entities of the communication system with the physical wireless transmission are modeled in 
a dedicated and specialized network simulator that is coupled with SUMO. The dis-
advantage of this approach is that the simulated SUMO entities, typically vehicles, are not 
aware which portions of the roads are covered by wireless cells and what quality the wireless 
communication links have.

In this paper, we propose a method for modeling the cellular infrastructure in SUMO that 
introduces a cellular coverage layer to SUMO. This layer models cell sites in a reg-ular 
hexagonal grid, where each site is served by a base station. Following commonly accepted 
guidelines for the evaluation of cellular communication system, the method fa-cilitates 
standardized and realistic modeling of the cellular coverage, including cell sites, antenna 
characteristics, cell association and handover. In order to ease the applicability of the 
method, we describe the work flow to create cell sites. As a representative case, we have 
applied the method to InTAS, the SUMO Ingolstadt traffic scenario and applied real data for 
the cellular infrastructure. We validate the approach by simulating a Cellular V2X system 
with sidelink connectivity in an urban macro cell environment by coupling SUMO enhanced 
by the proposed connectivity sublayer with ARTERY-C, a network simulator for Cellular 
V2X. As a proof-of-concept, we present a signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR) coverage 
map and further evaluate the impact of different types of interference. We also demonstrate 
the effect of advanced features of cellular networks such as inter-cell interference 
coordination (ICIC) and sidelink communication modes of Cellular V2X with dynamic 
switching between the in-coverage and out-of-coverage mode.
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1 Introduction

Communication networks are becoming an increasingly important part of the mobility system.
They allow vehicles, roadside infrastructure and vulnerable road users to be connected and to
exchange information. A great number of applications exist, such as online route guidance,
safety hazard warnings or traffic light information. While many applications are already inten-
sively used today, they are expected to considerably improve the road traffic efficiency and safety
in the future. Also, the communication support future autonomous driving by the exchange of
massive amount of sensor data and of messages for maneuver coordination.

The communication impacts the aggregated road traffic flows and the individual behavior
of the traffic participants because the reception of the information changes their behavior and
interaction, locations, distance and time headways, as well as velocity and acceleration. For
example, online route guidance helps drivers to bypass traffic jams. A safety-related hazard
warning forces a driver to break, or the reception of the traffic light status may prompt a
driver to adapt the speed. For accurate modeling of road traffic, it is therefore indispensable
to consider communications.

For a macroscopic representation of aggregated road traffic flows, simplifying assumptions for
the communication can be made. For a microscopic model, vehicles and other traffic participants
need to be modeled individually along with their specific dynamics. One possible approach is to
enhance existing microscopic road traffic models and adapt their parameter settings. However,
the communication strongly depends on the capabilities of the communication system and the
quality of the communication links. Specifically, today’s 4G and 5G networks deploy small cells
of high capacity in urban areas, which do not provide ubiquitous coverage due to their short
range, signal blocking etc. Also, recent developments in cellular networks facilitate a direct
communication among end devices (sidelink) extending the conventional data transmission via
the cellular infrastructure (up- & downlink), referred to as Cellular-V2X, which is particularly
suitable for the exchange of V2X messages [2]. Therefore, the microscopic representation of road
traffic requires a detailed modeling of protocols, functions and entities of the communication
system with abstraction of the physical transmission. Specifically, we regard the communication
infrastructure as integral part of a modern road traffic infrastructure similar to traffic lights.

In the microscopic road traffic simulator SUMO [11], the modeling of the communication
system and the simulation of the information exchange are not natively supported. Instead,
for studying scenarios with realistic mobility and communications, a dedicated, specialized
communication network simulator is coupled with SUMO via the Traffic Control Interface
TraCI [17]. The limitation of this approach is that routable SUMO entities, typically vehicles,
are not aware which portions of the roads are covered by wireless cells and what quality the
wireless communication links have.

In this paper, we propose an approach to model the cellular infrastructure in SUMO. We
describe a generic workflow to create cellular sites (each served by a dedicated base station)
containing real world data about the cellular infrastructure. Following ITU-R guidelines [5]
for evaluation of wireless communication technologies, the method facilitates standardized and
realistic modeling of the cellular coverage, including cell sites, antenna characteristics, cell
association and handover. For validation we carry out link level simulations of a Cellular
V2X system enabled with sidelink connectivity. This is done by coupling InTAS, the SUMO
Ingolstadt traffic scenario, enhanced by the proposed connectivity sublayer with ARTERY-C,
a network simulator for Cellular V2X.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: After a review of related work in
Section 2, Section 3 provides background on Cellular V2X, the network simulator ARTERY-
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C and modeling of communication aspects. Section 4 describes the modeling of the cellular
infrastructure and wireless coverage in SUMO. Section 5 presents selected simulation results as
proof-of-concept and Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Considerable research work has been carried out using SUMO in order to develop real world
scenarios to simulate vehicular communication. Some of the best scenarios include - Luxem-
bourg SUMO traffic LuST, TAPAS Cologne and Monaco SUMO traffic MOST, which model all
aspects of road traffic, public transport and building structures.1 Furthermore, the Ingolstadt
traffic scenario InTAS [10] considers additional parameters such as traffic light conditions and
also analyzes real-world data and defines a realistic traffic demand method that fits the dataset.
However, the above mentioned scenarios do not model the cellular network infrastructure, which
plays a major role in identifying, whether roads or road segments have cellular coverage nor
provide information about the link quality. The authors believe that the introduction of the
cellular coverage aspect to InTAS is a first major step towards developing a real world scenario,
where V2X communication is natively enabled in SUMO.

Existing simulation frameworks for vehicular applications are capable of supporting complex
vehicular traffic models along with online re-configuration and re-routing features. The hybrid
simulation frameworks iTETRIS [7] and Veins [15] couple SUMO with the network simulator
ns3 and OMNeT++, respectively. Several advanced simulators for V2X communications have
been developed on the basis of ns3 or OMNeT++, such as Artery, Artery-C, Cellular-VCS,
OpenCV2X, Simu5G and SimuLTE [14, 3, 6, 12, 16, 13]. They can be coupled with SUMO,
either using SUMO ’s TraCI interface directly or exploiting a simulation framework, such as
Veins. Cellular V2X -specific simulators such as OpenCV2X [12] and Artery-C [3] are capable
of supporting various application scenarios of V2X communication using the above mentioned
SUMO-based scenarios.

However, in all the above approaches the cellular network infrastructure is modeled inside
the communication network simulator (i.e., OMNeT++ or NS-3 ) and only the vehicle-related
information is exchanged between the communication network simulator and SUMO. This cor-
responds to the assumption that vehicles already know that cellular coverage is available. An
approach to model various types of cellular environments for e.g. urban macro cell directly in-
side SUMO serves as a step forward towards setting up a close-to-real simulation environment
where the vehicle is completely unaware of the availability of cellular network coverage when it
enters the simulation.

3 Coupling of a Network Simulator with SUMO

This section presents some of the relevant Cellular V2X concepts such as communication inter-
faces namely - uplink (UL), downlink (DL) and sidelink (SL), an introduction to the network
simulator along with protocol stack description, channel description and a brief overview of
types of interferences that we have taken into account.

1See https://sumo.dlr.de/docs/Data/Scenarios.html
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3.1 Cellular V2X for Backend and Sidelink Communications

V2X communication based on cellular networks enables the continuous exchange of informa-
tion among vehicles, roadside infrastructure and other road traffic participants. It facilitates
the conventional communication between vehicle and network (V2N) to provide backend ser-
vices and, in addition, realizes direct communication among end devices, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication. The
direct communication, also referred to as device-to-device (D2D), allows two physically close
end devices to use a sidelink without sending the data via the cellular access and core network.
Compared to the regular cellular communication via up- and downlink, the sidelink shortens
the latency, which is a critical aspect of use cases for vehicle safety and automation [9]. For
road traffic efficiency and safety applications, various message types, such as the cooperative
awareness message (CAM), the decentralized environmental notification message (DENM), vul-
nerable road user awareness message (VAM), can be transmitted over Cellular V2X links [1].

3.2 Artery-C for Network Simulation of Cellular V2X

For simulation of the Cellular V2X system, we use the network simulator Artery-C [3] and
couple SUMO with it. Artery-C models both the control and the user plane of Cellular V2X
and implements all layers as depicted in Figure 1. The top layer of the protocol stack is for
generation and reception of V2X messages. Artery-C shares the same upper V2X messaging
layer as implemented in Artery [14].

Figure 1: Implementation design of the Cellular V2X stack in Artery-C [3]

The protocol stack implementation in Artery-C is further enhanced by ITU specified
stochastic channel models in order to carry out simulations for validation of the cellular network
coverage model implemented in SUMO. The user plane is directly linked with the SUMO traffic
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model via the TRaCI API in order to continuously track the position of the vehicle and iden-
tifies whether it is located in the region of cellular coverage or not. The cellular base stations
(eNodeB in 4G LTE) and road side units (RSUs) are modelled as stationary modules whereas
the vehicles are modelled as dynamic modules. For details of the protocol stack modeling we
refer to [3]. The vehicle user equipment (UE) in the simulation have been categorized into two
types based on their connectivity to the base station and their geographical location namely
(i) in-coverage and (ii) out-of-coverage. This classification of the vehicles directly corresponds
to the two operational resource allocation modes in sidelink – in-coverage and out-of-coverage,
which are also referred to as mode 3 and 4 in Cellular V2X specifications.

In-coverage mode. The vehicles which are inside the cellular coverage region can dynami-
cally connect to the nearby base station which are in turn connected to the enhanced packet core
(EPC). From Figure 4 it can be inferred that vehicles in overlapping cell regions have an option
to connect to any of the eNodeBs. A vehicle measures the wireless signal strength from all pos-
sible eNodeB and eventually chooses to associate with the eNodeB with the best value. Vehicles
communicate to the eNodeB using the up- and downlink interfaces. The sidelink interface is
used when two vehicles want to directly communicate with each other. In the in-coverage mode
of operation, the eNodeB manages the wireless resources and exchanges control information
with the UE; however, the vehicle exchange application data directly via the sidelink [3, 2].

Out-of-coverage mode. In case road segments do not have cellular coverage, Cellular V2X
enables vehicles to communicate autonomously with each other using the sidelink interface.
The resource allocation mode is configured as unmanaged, where the UE dynamically selects its
resources from a pre-defined pool of resources. We note that the received signal-to-interference-
noise ratio (SINR) at the cell borders are also regions where vehicles can operate in out-of-
coverage mode because the signal strength from the eNodeB might not be sufficient for reliable
V2X communication. The decision to switch to the out-of-coverage mode on such road seg-
ments is determined by measuring the SINR, assessing the data traffic load and continuously
monitoring the radio resource utilization of the wireless link.

3.3 Channel Modeling

Typical channel models consider multipath propagation and fading for narrow band radio com-
munication where they assume that similar delays are experienced by the propagating waves;
for example in Artery-C, Rayleigh and Ricean fading models can be applied. Additionally,
the Artery-C simulator also incorporates the power delay profiles of multi-tap channel models
specified by ITU including the pedestrian A / B and vehicular A / B channel models [5]. The
power delay profiles along with the root mean square (RMS) delay spreads characterize the
frequency selectivity of the channel. In V2X communication, the fast movement of the vehicles
causes the channel to exhibit time variance (selectivity), which is further modeled as Jakes
spectrum. While adhering to the abstraction at link level, we consider the transmit/receive
power measured directly at the antenna terminals of base stations and UE.

While simplified channel models are sufficient to get an understanding of the overall statis-
tics of vehicular communications, it is important to consider the geometrical aspects in order
to study accurately the propagation characteristics in a complex vehicular network. Such ap-
proaches for geometry-based channel modeling can be classified into two categories – determin-
istic and stochastic.
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In the deterministic approach, the geometrical aspects of specific sites, including vehicles,
buildings, terrain and foliage, are taken into account. Although this approach is advantageous
in terms of accuracy, it consumes a lot of computational resources and the results are applicable
only to that specific site or geographical area. In order to simplify the computation for larger
scenarios such as InTAS, we consider a statistical approach to model the small scale and large
scale fading/propagation characteristics. The Winner II channel model [8] is a good choice for
geometry-based stochastic channel modeling, which considers both line-of-sight (LOS) and non
line-of-sight (NLOS) wireless propagation conditions for various types of environments. Owing
to non-homogeneity in the obstructions such as buildings, foliage and movement of vehicles in
the crowded part of the city, we have considered it as a NLOS scenario where the path loss is
calculated according to

PL = 44.9− 6.55log(hBS)log(d) + 34.46 + 5.83log(hBS) + 23log(fc/5) (1)

where hBS is the height of the base station and d is the distance between transmitter and
receiver for a given carrier frequency fc.

3.4 SINR Model

In order to study the effects of multipath propagation in a densely crowded urban environment,
we apply an SINR model which considers several factors, i.e., losses due to time-frequency
selectivity of channel, thermal noise and inter-cell interference. For the out-of-coverage mode
of Cellular V2X, we encounter only the effects of multipath propagation and thermal noise, but
in the in-coverage mode, the effect due to inter-cell interference needs to additionally be taken
into account.

(a) No inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) (b) With ICIC

Figure 2: Modeling of inter-cell interference in the network simulator

Inter-cell interference occurs when users in neighbouring cells attempt to simultaneously
use the same radio resources. This is caused by the fact that eNodeBs optimize the resource
allocation for the UEs in their cell and are not aware of the allocation in neighbouring cells,
which can be specifically harmful for UEs located at the border of overlapping cells: Figure 2a
shows that although the vehicles C and D use the same frequency f1, they do not experience
any interference because they are located close to the base stations and hence use low transmit
power. On the other hand, vehicles A and B experience interference on the same frequency
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f3. Figure 2b illustrates the use of inter cell interference coordination (ICIC), a standardized
mechanism in cellular networks, where eNodeBs are tightly time synchronized and exchange
information among each other about the resources utilized by their UEs. This helps to mitigate
the interference problem caused by spatial reuse of frequencies.

4 Modeling Cellular Coverage in SUMO

The concept of vehicular networking has lead to the need to establish reliable communication
between vehicles, infrastructure and other traffic participants. In addition to developing road
traffic models in SUMO to model vehicle and pedestrian behaviour, there also arises a need to
model network infrastructure. With a long term goal to study different application scenarios of
Cellular V2X communication in the city of Ingolstadt, we hereby extend the InTAS scenario by
modeling cellular coverage sites in one of the densely crowded area (the urban district Ingolstadt
Mitte), which is a good choice for modeling an urban macro cell environment. Specific reasons
to introduce the modeling of cell sites in a road traffic scenario are as follows:

• Get a clear understanding of the portions of the road covered by cellular network, i.e.,
which providers are operating, frequency bands, etc.

• Retrieve the number of vehicles currently served by a certain base station in a specific
cell. This information is helpful to study the occupancy of a cell at a given time during
the day and to further optimize the allocation of radio resources.

• Develop a better understanding of the cell coverage and interference characteristics at
different points in a cell site, e.g., within the cell close to base station, near cell borders,
overlapping regions etc.

The importance of having bi-directional coupling between the network simulator OMNeT++
and the microscopic traffic model in SUMO is well explained in [15]. Continuing with the same
architecture, the addition of the cellular layer helps us to generate a record consisting of mobility
events (interactions between road traffic participants and eNodeBs) for routable entities such as
vehicles and pedestrians that can be further utilized to analyse the vehicle behaviour, accuracy
of message transmission & reception in case of events taken place in the recent past. In the
following subsections, we further discuss about the structure of the cell sites, how to model
them in sumo environment and also the types of antennas deployed.

4.1 Cell Sites

For modeling of the geographic environment and for defining the application scenario, we rely
on [5], which defines detailed test environments for the evaluation of cellular networks, specifi-
cally for enhanced mobile broadband (emBB), ultra-high reliable and low-latency communica-
tions (URLLC) and massive MTC, namely (i) indoor hotspot-emBB, (ii) dense urban-emBB,
(iii) rural-emBB, (iv) urban macro-mMTC, (v) urban macro-URLLC. These test environments
correspond to the major application scenarios in the 3GPP specifications for 5G cellular net-
works and define define target key performance indicators for every scenario. In this paper, we
have developed a dense urban-emBB test environment which is characterized by high density
traffic load comprising of fast moving vehicles and pedestrians.

In the proposed cellular coverage layer in SUMO, each cell site comprises three transmission
reception points (TRxP) that are placed in a regular hexagonal grid (Figure 3). A cell site is

7
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Figure 3: Dense urban macro cell layout

served by a base station (eNodeB) covering three cells in the sector at an angle of 120 degrees.
The transmitter-specific parameters are defined in Table 1. We note that the inter-site distance
(ISD) is 500 m for an urban macro cell. A screenshot of the cell sites in InTAS is depicted in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Cell sites in the SUMO Ingolstadt traffic scenario InTAS

4.2 Generation of Cell Sites in SUMO

The workflow to create cell sites in a SUMO scenario is illustrated in Figure 5, using InTAS
with Ingolstadt.net.xml as an example. In general, the process of modeling cellular coverage
involves the following aspects:

• Definition of eNodeB as a Point-of-interest (POI). The geospatial coordinates of the
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eNodeBs (latitude, longitude) are obtained from the crowdsourcing database Cellmapper.2

• Creation of a hexagonal layout (Figure 3) utilizing the polygon feature in SUMO : With
the knowledge of the coordinates of eNodeB, we obtain the vertices of the hexagonal grid.

• Creation of boundaries to distinguish different areas such as cell borders and sectors: this
helps to distinguish among the lanes having varying degrees of cellular coverage.

• Assigning attributes to eNodeB and the corresponding cells in a .xml file.

SUMO additional-file XML schema

add eNodeB and cell
information as SUMO
generic parameters

convert vertices to 
SUMO polygon

definition

add lane IDs as
SUMO generic

parameters

create eNodeB and
cell information icons

as SUMO POI

load network with
sumolib

load eNodeB and cell
information from file

geo-coordinates to
SUMO network

coordinates

cellsites.csvingolstadt.net.xml

create cellsite 
vertices

cellsites.add.xml

get lanes within cell
coverage

sumolib.Net
object

eNodeB and cell
information

laneIdList

write XML file

cell vertices eNodeB
coordinates

Figure 5: Workflow for the creation of cell sites

In Figure 5, the first step is to create a cell information file (cellsites.csv) that consists of
the base stations and cell related attributes (refer to Figure 6a and 6b) . Then, we convert
the geospatial coordinates of the eNodeB into SUMO recognizable network coordinates. The
logic for the generation of cell vertices is written in a separate Python-based script, which takes
the coordinates of the eNodeB as an input parameter and generates the cell site vertices to
construct the hexagon grid (polygon) inside Ingolstadt.net.xml file. We use different colors
to indicate the cells, cell boundaries and sectors. We add the lane IDs of the lanes traversed
by the hexagonal cells as generic parameter because later this information is useful to obtain

2https://www.cellmapper.net
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the details of the vehicles, which are inside the cellular coverage area and their mobile event
log details w.r.t to the eNodeB. The eNodeB and cell information is subsequently written into
the cellsites.add.xml file, which gets loaded along with the intas.sumocfg file during the
start of simulation. This workflow allows the user to include any number of attributes possible
in the cellsites.csv file, generate the hexagon grid of appropriate cellular environment and
automatically generate the cellsites.add.xml file.

A screenshot of the specific parameters of the eNodeB and cells inside the SUMO environ-
ment is shown in Figure 6a and 6b respectively. In order to retrieve these attributes into the
network simulator, we use the TraCI interface in the POI scope.

In order to determine the data traffic load in each cell, we first retrieve the list of lane
IDs traversed by the polygon and subsequently obtain the list of vehicle IDs present in that
lane. Since vehicles can dynamically enter and exit the cellular coverage region, it becomes
important to monitor the road traffic flow in order to get an idea of the number of users
(vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) connected to a given base station and the radio resources utilized
by the users in the particular cell site.

4.3 Antenna Characteristics

Base station (BS) antennas are modeled having one or multiple antenna panels, where an
antenna panel is composed of one or multiple antenna elements placed vertically, horizontally
or in a two-dimensional array. An antenna panel has M ×N antenna elements, where N is the
number of columns and M is the number of antenna elements with the same polarization in
each column. The M ×N elements may either be single polarized or dual polarized.

The antenna bearing is defined as the angle between the main antenna lobe centre and a
line directed due east given in degrees. The bearing angle increases in a clockwise direction.
Figure 5 shows the hexagonal cell and its three TRxPs with the antenna bearing orientation
proposed for the simulations with three TRxP sites. The centre directions of the main antenna
lobe in each TRxP point to the corresponding side of the hexagon. The antenna parameters
for base station and end devices, i.e., eNodeB and UE, are listed in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Antenna-related simulation parameters

Parameter Equippment

eNodeB UE

Antenna gain [dBi] 18 0
Antenna profile Omnidirectional and anisotropic
Height [m] 25 1.5
Configuration (Tx, Rx) 4X4 2X4
Noise figure [dB] 7 5
Thermal noise level [dBm/Hz] -174
Mobility model Stationary Dynamic
Transmission bandwidth 20MHz, FDD

4.4 Cell Association and Handover

When the vehicles enter the regions of cellular coverage, they associate with the appropriate
base station dynamically by taking into account of two factors, namely (i) the distance from the
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(a) eNodeB specific parameters

(b) Cell-specific parameters

Figure 6: Cell site-related simulation parameters of the cellular coverage layer in SUMO

base station and (ii) the received signal strength on the downlink interface. The vehicle attaches
to the closest base station that has the highest received signal strength indicator (RSSI) value.
The test environment shown in Figure 4 supports simulating the mechanism of handover using
the direct interface among eNodeBs. In Figure 4, we can use different colors to depict the cells
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of different operators (e.g., blue color for Telekom and grey for Vodafone). The eNodeB and the
cell-specific parameters are periodically retrieved from the simulation as the vehicles move from
one cell to another. It is observed that in regions of overlapping cells and along the borders,
the handovers are reported to be more frequent.

5 Proof-of-Concept

In order to extend the InTAS scenario for Cellular V2X communication, we have simulated a
V2V sidelink broadcast communication network, in which both the sidelink modes – in-coverage
and out-of-coverage – are operational and a vehicle can dynamically switch between these modes
based on the availability of cellular network coverage. In the first step, we develop an SINR
coverage map and further evaluate the impact of different types of interference in a given cellular
network coverage area.

5.1 Vehicular Network Model

In the scenario, the road traffic flow with cars, buses and other vehicles is modeled according
to the routing optimization methodology presented in the original InTAS scenario [10]. We set
the speed of the vehicles to be in the range of 20 − 50 km/h and do not consider pedestrian
and other slow moving traffic. The smallest unit of simulation step is one millisecond, which
corresponds to one transmit time interval (TTI)/subframe in the 3GPP standards for LTE.
The simulation parameters related to the vehicular network model are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Simulation parameters related to the vehicular network model

Use case V2V sidelink broadcast
Mobility Both Tx and Rx are moving
Interfaces Up-/Downlink Uu and sidelink PC-5
Velocity [kmph] 20 to 50
Sidelink modes In-coverage (mode 3) & out-of-coverage (mode 4)
Mode switching Up-/downlink ↔ sidelink (in-coverage),

in-coverage ↔ out-of-coverage
Carrier frequency V2I: 5.9 GHz, V2V: 5.9 GHz
Channel model Winner II
Selectivity Time-frequency selective
Inter-cell interference Only in-coverage mode

When a vehicle is located inside the region of cellular coverage, previous studies [4, 3] have
shown that in-coverage mode is the preferred mode for sidelink communication. The reliability
of packet reception is influenced by the quality of received signal strength from the associated
base stations. The first step of validation aims at analyzing the received signal strength for
an UE at various locations in a cell site – within the cell (inside the hexagon borders), at the
cell borders and in the areas of overlapping cell borders. The factors influencing the signal-to-
interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) are distance between transmitter and receiver, multipath
propagation and fading effects and inter-cell interference.

Based on the antenna characteristics for a single element antenna configuration and the
chosen pathloss model from Winner II, we generate an SINR map as shown in Figure 7. We can
observe that the regions with the maximum signal strength are the places in close proximity
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to the base stations along the antenna boresight angle. The red and the orange regions of the
map indicate a value of SINR of around 10 to 15 dB. The blue shades correspond to areas with
SINR in the range of 5 dB to -5 dB. The areas without any color on the map represent regions
where SINR is below -5 dB threshold.

Figure 7: SINR for a single antenna element

(a) In-coverage mode (b) Out-of-coverage mode

Figure 8: SINR analysis for sidelink modes for different vehicle speeds and considering ICIC

Based on the data collected from simulations, we generate plots to study the effect of SINR in
the presence of Doppler shifts for both sidelink modes considering the boundary conditions listed
in Table 2. For in-coverage operation, the vehicle has to associate with the base station and
obtain radio resources for sidelink communication. The uplink (UL), downlink (DL) and sidelink
(SL) SINRs play a significant role in the calculation of SINR for the in-coverage operation. The
results in Figure 8a indicate that as the distance from the base station increases, the SINR
experienced by the vehicles starts degrading. Especially at distances greater than 400 m, the
vehicles experience inter-cell interference caused by neighbouring base stations. The overlapping
of the cellular sites can be observed in Figure 7. When there is no inter-cell interference
coordination (ICIC) employed, we observe that SINR reduces as low as -15 dB thereby making
it difficult to associate with the base station and establish communication with other vehicles.
By employing suitable ICIC mechanisms as proposed in SimuLTE [16] we observe the average
SINR to be around −8 dB as indicated in Figure 8a.
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In out-of-coverage mode as depicted in Figure 8b, the effects of inter-cell interference is not
applicable. Here, we refer to the SINR computed on the sidelink interface in a V2V broadcast
scenario. By taking the average value of SINR experienced by the receivers of the sidelink
broadcast, we observe that when the distance between transmitter and receiver vehicle is greater
than 400 m, the average SINR at the receiving vehicles is reported to be around -15 dB for
vehicle speeds of 50 km/h and around -8 dB for vehicle speeds of 20 km/h. Although the effects
of inter-cell interference does not come into discussion for the out-of-coverage mode, owing to
losses due to multipath propagation in a dense urban environment with many obstructions such
as buildings, bridges, signboards etc, the quality of SINR is highly affected.

For an UE moving along the cell borders, it becomes a difficult decision to whether continue
operating in the in-coverage mode or switch to out-of-coverage mode because it is difficult to
associate with eNodeB owing to bad link quality (low SINR). By carefully examining certain
factors like distance from the transmitter, latency requirements of the V2V message and resource
pool availability for both the modes, the mode switch decision has to be accomplished.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a first approach to natively model an urban macro cell environ-
ment in SUMO. Unlike other approaches for coupling network simulators with SUMO, we have
introduced a cellular coverage layer in SUMO, which enables SUMO to be aware of the cellular
coverage and the link quality. The presented solution comprises a set of scripts to generate
the hexagonal grid and files with details of base stations, cells and providers. We have added
base station- and cell-specific parameters as attributes, which help to simulate different aspects
of V2X communications such as cell association, handovers, radio resource monitoring, allo-
cation, and utilization. We have coupled the Cellular V2X network simulator Artery-C with
SUMO enhanced by the cellular coverage layer. Artery-C realizes different types of stochastic
channel models which accurately calculate the SINR at various regions of the cellular grid.
Having studied a dense urban-emBB test environment in this paper, the scripts developed for
the generation of the hexagonal grid layout can be easily refactored to model other cellular test
environments such as rural-emBB and urban macro-mMTC. Also, they can be directly applied
to other existing SUMO road traffic scenarios. Last but not least, the proposed method can
model other types of network infrastructure than LTE or 5G as in this paper such as WLAN.
The cellular coverage layer in SUMO enables new ways for simulating microscopic road traffic
by directly incorporating cellular networks as a integral part of the road traffic infrastructure
comparable to traffic lights.
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1 Introduction

Demand responsive transport (DRT) has been increasingly tested and applied in recent years as
a new form of transportation that seeks to address mobility problems in cities and rural areas.
DRT seeks to serve trip requests from passengers using a fleet of vehicles without fixed routes.
Depending on how the system operates and which constraints are considered, different types
of DRT services can be given. For example, DRT can operate as a shared system, allowing
the passengers to share their trips. DRT has also been studied to support public transport,
being used as a transportation mode for the first or last mile. Depending on how the requests
are made and managed by the service, the DRT system can be online (requests arrive and are
managed in real-time), offline (requests are known in advance), or a mix of both [9].
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Abstract

Demand responsive transport (DRT) has been increasingly tested and applied in recent 
years as a new form of transportation that seeks to address mobility problems in cities and 
rural areas. The planning of DRT systems is a challenging task for transport planners since 
the performance of the service depends significantly on the demand, how the scheduling is 
made, and how the routes are computed. Transport simulations are a useful option to evaluate 
these systems. The paper presents a Python tool, which aims to simulate di-verse DRT 
services using the software package for microscopic simulations Eclipse SUMO (Simulation of 
Urban MObility) as a framework. The fleet and requests of the DRT are handled dynamically 
by the scheduling module of the tool. This module is also responsible for calling a solver 
algorithm for the Dial-a-Ride-Problem (DARP), processing its results, and dispatching the 
DRT vehicles according to them. The tool also enables easier imple-mentation of other 
methods to solve the DARP. To demonstrate the use of the tool, a DRT service operating in 
two central neighborhoods of the city of Brunswick (Germany) is presented. The tool is called 
drtOnline.py and is included in SUMO since version 1.9.0.
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Regarding the different forms of the DRT services, its planning is a demanding task for
transport planners. The use of micro-simulations, like the open-source Eclipse SUMO (Simu-
lation of Urban MObility) [2], constitutes an important tool for this aim. Since version 1.5.0
SUMO supports the simulation of demand responsive transport (DRT) via the taxi device.
Vehicles with this device can receive trip reservations from persons in the simulation. The re-
quests are processed by a dispatch algorithm that manages the route of each vehicle to serve the
larger amount of requests under certain constraints. This problem statement is referred to in
the literature as the Dial-a-Ride-Problem (DARP). SUMO counts with four different dispatch
algorithms (greedy, greedyClosest, greedyShared, and routeExtension). However, due to the
vast diversity of DRT services, these are sometimes not sufficient. The user has then the option
to implement their dispatch algorithms using the TraCI API.

The taxi device is under continuous development. Since this year in version 1.9.0, the TraCI
API enables the re-dispatching of taxis or DRT vehicles. This was an important step since it
allows simulating shared DRT with a dynamic dispatcher. If the dispatcher finds a better route
that can serve more requests, the vehicles can now change their route while driving.

In the literature, different methods to solve the DARP have been investigated. In [5] a
study of different models and algorithms used in the literature to solve the DARP is presented.
For large scenarios, finding an exact solution for the DARP can lead to long calculation times.
For these cases, approximate solution methods, like metaheuristics are advisable. In [8], three
different metaheuristics (Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search, Hybrid Bees Algorithm with
Simulated Annealing, and Hybrid Bees Algorithm with Deterministic Annealing) were com-
pared to solve a multi-depot and multi-trip heterogeneous DARP. [6] applies a multi-objective
optimization to solve the DARP with time windows, whereas [7] implements an online rejected-
reinsertion heuristics to solve a multi-vehicle DARP. Finally, other heuristics methods to solve
the static and dynamic DARP are presented in [10]. The performance results of the DRT can
depend significantly on the method used to solve the DARP, for which its election plays an
important role.

To simulate DRT not only a DARP solver is needed, but also a scheduling module for the
management of the fleet and reservations.

Based on this, a Python tool to simulate different types of DRT in SUMO was developed.
The tool uses the taxi device and TraCI to implement a scheduling module that calls a DARP
solver to simulate DRT services. The same scheduling module can be used with different DARP
solvers to simulate different DRT services. It also allows users to implement their dispatching
algorithms more easily and faster, and to compare their results with other methods. Since
the dispatcher algorithms that are currently included in SUMO are not well suited to simulate
shared DRT modes, a DARP solver to simulate these services is implemented as a first option.

In the next section, the tool and its modules are explained. After this, a user example is
shown and finally, the conclusion and further work are presented.

2 Methodology

The aim of the proposed Python tool is not only to simulate shared DRT services but to
allow the users to compare the performance of different DARP solvers and to enable easier
implementation of its solvers. The tool was written in Python3 and uses the TraCI API to
control the DRT requests and vehicles in real-time.

The tool consists of two modules: the scheduling module and the DARP solver. The inputs
are the standard SUMO files. The tool needs at least information about the DRT vehicles,
which are the ones equipped with a taxi device, and information about the requests, which are
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modeled as persons having a ride element with the DRT lines. The scheduling module starts
the simulation via TraCI and manages the DRT requests and fleet. This means that the module
detects when a new request arrives or requests are waiting to be served and it calls the DARP
solver to find the best route for each DRT vehicle. What makes a route the best, depends on
the model of the DARP solver. The solver returns the routes to the scheduling module and
dispatches the DRT vehicles with them. The tool has with a default DARP solver, which allows
it to simulate shared DRT services (persons can share a trip).

The tool also accepts adding the surrounding traffic and other SUMO elements to the
simulation. This allows obtaining more realistic results for the performance of the DRT service.

In the following sections, the scheduling module and the DARP solver of the tool are ex-
plained in detail.

2.1 Scheduling module

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the scheduling module. The first step is to call TraCI with the
given inputs. The required inputs are the SUMO network, and the DRT vehicles and requests.
As mentioned before, other SUMO inputs (e.g. surrounding traffic) can be given. The tool also
supports the use of SUMO configuration-files to manage the simulation options.

Once TraCI has been called, the simulation starts. For each simulation step, the tool checks
if new reservations have arrived or if some reservations from the last steps have not been yet
assigned to a vehicle. If this is not true, then TraCI calls the next step.

The new reservations are retrieved using the TraCI call ’traci.person.getTaxiReservations(1)’.
If new reservations have been made, the tool processes these and adds them to the reservation
pool. The process of a reservation consists not only in reading the minimal required parameters
(departure time and origin and destination edges) but also in adding new parameters that are
required for the simulation. At least four new attributes are added to each reservation element:

• direct attribute: the travel time from origin to destination taking a direct route,

• the vehicle attribute: includes the ID of the vehicle, when the reservation is assigned to
one, and

• the time windows for pick up and drop off: set the allowed times for the DRT vehicle to
pick up and drop off the person.

Depending on the DRT service, the definition of the requests may require other attributes.
This can be defined using SUMO GenericParameters. After a reservation is processed, it is
added to the reservation pool, which contains all current reservation elements.

Next, the DRT fleet is retrieved using ’traci.vehicle.getTaxiFleet()’. This retrieves the ID of
all vehicles in the simulation that are equipped with a ’taxi.device’.

As a further step, the module checks if reservations have been served or rejected during the
last step of the simulation and if so, these are removed from the reservation pool. The rejected
reservations or persons are then removed from the simulation. The remaining reservations are
then classified by:

• new: if the reservation has been made during the current simulation step,

• unassigned: if the reservation has not been yet assigned to a vehicle,

• assigned: if the reservation is included in the route of a DRT vehicle, and
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• picked up: if the reservation has already been picked up by a vehicle and it is on the route
to its destination.

The reservations that have been already picked up but not yet dropped off are retrieved
using the TraCI call ’traci.person.getTaxiReservations(8)’.

This classification plays an important role for the DARP solver, which is called in the next
step. The DARP solver finds the best routes for each vehicle, based on the DRT fleet, the
reservations, and the defined constraints.

It is possible that the DARP solver only finds all possible routes, with their respective costs,
for each DRT vehicle and then, the best routes should be found using an ILP (integer linear
programming). For this purpose, the Python LP solver PuLP 1 is included in the scheduling

Figure 1: Flowchart of the scheduling module

1https://coin-or.github.io/pulp/ last access 17. May 2021
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module. After calling the DARP solver, the module checks if an ILP is needed and if so, the
PuLP solver is called.

Once the best routes have been found, the module will compare them to the current ones.
This step is relevant since many DARPs are not solved with exact methods. As a result, the
new best route of a vehicle can contain the same reservations but with a different order, which
may not be better than the current one. To avoid this, the module compares the current route
of each vehicle with the new best route found. If the new route is better, then the vehicle is
rerouted using the TraCI call ’traci.vehicle.dispatchTaxi()’.

When a vehicle is dispatched with a new route, the ID of the vehicle is added to the attribute
’vehicle’ of the reservations that are on the route.

After all the found routes are checked, TraCI calls for the next step and the loop starts
again.

When the simulation step reaches the given end-time, the simulation is ended and TraCI is
closed.

2.2 DARP solver

Having a group of reservations and vehicles that should serve them, the DARP solver will
find the best route for each vehicle under certain constraints. There are different methods to
solve a DARP, starting with the differentiation of an exact or approximate method, to which
constraints should be considered (e.g., time windows constraints) and which objective should
be optimized (e.g. passenger waiting times and vehicles idle times). Depending on the solver,
the simulation results of the same DRT service can be different.

The goal of this tool is therefore not only to offer certain DARP solvers but also to allow
the user to implement its algorithms. To solve the multiple vehicle DARP, many methods find
as a first step all possible routes with their costs and then call an ILP solver to find the best
ones. For this, the ILP solver PulP has been included as an option in the scheduling module.

The tool counts with a default DARP solver that simulates shared DRT. The solver applies
the method of [1], which was also implemented in previous DRT studies [4, 3], but for solving
the static or offline DARP case. This means that all reservations were known in advance and
are not being processed in real-time or online, as is the case for the present tool.

The solver is called from the scheduling module and as input, the reservations, the DRT fleet,
and the constraints are given. The solver searches first for all possible combinations between a
vehicle and a reservation and between two reservations. A combination is possible if the pick-up
and drop-off time windows can be regarded. For example, if the origin of reservation 2 wants
to be paired with the destination of reservation 1, but the latest drop-off time of reservation
1 is at 10:00 and the earliest pick-up time of reservation 2 is at 10:05, then the pair is not
possible. Reservations that have already been assigned or picked up by a vehicle can no longer
be combined with another vehicle.

After searching all possible pairs, a pair-wise graph with each pair and its travel time is
saved. The travel time is calculated using the TraCI call ’traci.simulation.findRoute()’, which
considers the surrounding traffic for the calculation.

Next, the pairs of the mentioned graph are explored to find feasible trips for each vehicle.
This proceeds incrementally in trip size (i.e. number of stops), starting from the vehicle-request
pair. For each size, an exhaustive search is conducted. The time complexity of the algorithm
depends on the number of vehicles and requests, and their shareability. If all vehicles can serve
all requests and all requests can be combined with each other, the complexity will be O(mnv)[1].
To allow for a faster (but not exact) solution, a timeout for the search of trips of each size can
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be set.
A trip is primarily feasible if the requests are picked up and dropped off between the specified

time windows and if the capacity of the vehicle is not surpassed. Since the simulation of the
DRT is dynamic, this means that vehicles can be rerouted, other considerations have to be
made. If some reservations have been assigned to a vehicle in a previous step, then these
reservations have to be included in the new possible routes. Nevertheless, the order of the stops
may be changed and new reservations may be added.

Idle vehicles with the same current edge and capacity will have the same possible trips. To
avoid searching for the same trips multiple times, the exhaustive search will be performed only
once and then the trips will be transferred to the other vehicles. In scenarios with large fleets
and repeated origin or destination edges, this will speed up the simulation time notably.

Once all possible routes with their travel times are found, the best route for each vehicle
that optimizes the entire DRT service has to be found. This optimization problem can be solved
with an ILP solver. As the last step, the routes are written in a format that can be processed
by the ILP solver module PuLP and are returned to the scheduling module.

3 Application example

As a study case, a DRT service operating in the city center (Innenstadt) and in the Nordstadt
neighborhood of the city of Brunswick (Germany) was simulated. The operating area of the
DRT service is shown in figure 2. The demand and sumo network were adapted from the
publicly available Brunswick scenario 2, which simulates the motorized individual traffic in the
city for a typical working day. For the DRT simulation scenario, a simulation time window
between 6 a.m. and 10 a.m. was considered. An extra warm-up and cool-down time of 30
minutes each was adopted.

The requests to the DRT service stem from the demand of the Brunswick scenario. First,
only persons that have made all their daily trips inside the DRT operating area were considered
to use the DRT service instead of the private car in the simulation. For this, each of its trips
was written as a DRT request. Between 6:00 and 10:00 in the morning, 758 persons made
956 trip requests. Once the reservation is made, the person should be picked up in the next
15 minutes. If there is no DRT vehicle available for this, the reservation is rejected and the
person is removed from the simulation. In addition, to offer a trip with the DRT service, the
estimated travel time should not be longer than twice the direct travel time with the private
car (equivalent to a detour factor of 2) or surpass it by 10 minutes.

The DRT fleet consists of 50 vehicles with a capacity of 6 passengers each, allocated in
three different depots (see figure 2). When the simulation starts, the vehicles wait for the
requests at the given depot. The simulation step was set to 10 seconds, which means that the
reservations are also processed within this time-step. Figure 3 shows the simulation. The red
vehicles represent the DRT fleet and the blue points are the persons making the requests. The
surrounding traffic was hidden in the figure for a better overview.

The described simulation scenario was run 5 times. Since the proposed DRT tool only con-
trols the routing of the DRT vehicles and passengers via TraCI, all standard SUMO outputs (i.e.
trip-information, stop-information, and emissions output) can be generated. In the following,
some examples of the analysis that can be carried out with the tool are shown.

2https://github.com/DLR-TS/sumo-scenarios/tree/master/brunswick/miv last access 17. May 2021
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Figure 2: DRT operating area (background im-
age from OSM)

Figure 3: DRT sumo-simulation

3.1 Results

The results presented below were obtained from the simulation-log, trip-information, and stop-
information outputs. Table 1 shows the results regarding the performance of the simulation
and the DRT fleet for each time the scenario was run.

The five hours simulated (from 5:30 to 10:30) had an actual average duration of 95 minutes
(1.58 hours), which is equivalent to a real-time factor of 3.20. According to the results, not
all 50 DRT vehicles were used. The maximum number of vehicles used was 46 vehicles for the
third simulation run. The mileage of all DRT vehicles was on average 2765.78 km. The total
mileage of the first simulation run was 2757.73 km. The sum of the direct route lengths of
the passengers served in this run was 1534.19 km. Hence the mileage of the DRT service is
equivalent to 1.79 the mileage of the private cars. But the number of vehicles used is reduced
from 758 in the case of all passengers using the private vehicle to only 43 DRT vehicles. In the
five simulation runs, not all 956 trip requests were able to be served. This can be related to

Simulation run 1 2 3 4 5
Duration [min] 113.96 91.56 87.00 98.20 82.18
Real time factor 2.63 3.27 3.44 3.05 3.65
DRT vehicles used 43 42 46 43 41
Mileage DRT fleet [km] 2757.73 2709.89 2811.28 2799.67 2750.33
Max. passengers at same time 4 3 3 4 3
Requests served 871 835 869 876 884
Requests rejected 85 121 87 80 72

Table 1: Simulation performance and DRT fleet
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Figure 4: Simulation results for passengers as mean value of simulation runs

a longer than 15 minutes travel time from the depots to the pick-up of these passengers. But 
in the case of simulation run 3, where more requests were rejected, these extra rejections are 
most probably related to the ability of the proposed tool to find a compatible route (solve the 
DARP problem). This can be improve by setting a higher timeout to solve the DARP. The 
DRT vehicles have a capacity of 6 passengers, but as it is shown in the table, the maximum 
number of passengers at the same time was only 4.

Figure 4 shows the waiting time, route length, travel duration, and the direct route factor 
(relation between the travel duration with the DRT and the private car) for each passenger as 
box plots. The results for each passenger represent the mean value of the 5 simulation runs. 
The first plot shows the waiting time for the pick-up. As it was mentioned previously, this time 
should not exceed 15 minutes. Only in a few cases, this was not the case and it can be related 
to delays and congestion. On average the waiting time for pick up was 7.8 minutes. The direct 
route factor (last plot) was limited to a value of 2 or for the case of short routes, to 10 minutes 
longer travel time than with the private car. On average, the direct route factor was 1.28. But 
in some cases, it was greater than 2, which is related to the cases with short travel duration.

4 Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a SUMO Python tool to simulate Demand Responsive Transport (DRT) 
with a dynamic dispatcher using the SUMO taxi device and TraCI. The tool consists of two 
modules: a scheduling module, where the fleet and requests are managed and vehicles are 
dispatched, and a DARP solver module. The latter calculates the possible routes for the DRT 
vehicles by solving a Dial a Ride Problem (DARP).

The tool aims to simulate complex DRT systems and to make it easier for the users to 
implement their methods for solving the DARP.

The tool includes a DARP solver that enables the simulation of shared DRT. As an appli-
cation example, a DRT service operating in the Innenstadt and Nordstadt neighborhoods of 
the city of Brunswick was simulated. The DRT service consists of a fleet of 50 vehicles with a 
capacity of 6 passengers each. A total of 758 persons made 956 trip requests between 6:00 and 
10:00. The tool supports the global configurations and outputs that SUMO allows for persons 
and vehicles with taxi devices. For the application example, the surrounding traffic was consid-
ered in the simulation for a more realistic result. Only 43 of the 50 DRT vehicles available were
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used to serve 871 requests. 85 requests of the 956 (8.89%) had been rejected by the service.
The reason for the rejections is most probably related to the limited time of 15 minutes for the
pick-up. These results are only an example of the analysis that can be made with the proposed
DRT tool. The simulation time was on average 1.58 hours, which is equivalent to a real-time
factor of 3.20.

The current DARP solver is not a good solution when dealing with large scenarios, for
example, for the simulation of DRT services at a city scale. According to the literature, other
heuristics methods like Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) or Adaptive Large Neighborhood
Search (ALNS) are a better solution for this purpose. As further work, the implementation of
such methods, as well as the extension of the tool to manage other DRT options (e.g. first/last
mile DRT, multiple person booking) are planned.
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Abstract

There are already several tools available to generate traffic demand f or the microscopic simulation
suite SUMO. This paper f ocuses on setting up a simulation scenario f or the peak hour i n a small
conurbation when there are vehicle counts available f or the major streets. We describe tools which are part
of SUMO or available as open source and compare their results with the real traffic counts as well as with
the outcome of countless demand generation.

1 Introduction

Setting up a microscopic traffic simulation scenario is hard work. While it is easy to get started
with a network derived from OpenStreetMap, fixing the network to fit microsimulation purposes
and getting a proper traffic demand are two tasks which can consume considerable amounts of
time. Fortunately there are tools to support both tasks which can ease the work. While the
network adaption is still largely a manual process supported only by better editing facilities
in tools such as netedit, traffic demand generation can be done in an automated way and still
deliver good quality results. This paper focusses on several demand generation tools usable
with the SUMO simulation suite [2]. It does not cover ”traditional approaches” such as setting
up an origin destination matrix, generating trips from there and then doing traffic assignment.
These tools are described in detail in the available literature for an overview see [3].

We instead focus on the quick (and sometimes dirty) solutions to give people an immediate
but still somehow realistic travel demand for their area of interest assuming no additional input
beyond the OpenStreetMap network and a few counting locations (which are even optional for
some of the tools). The motivation is to replace as much of the manual work as possible why
still generating plausible routes, realistic counts and a good coverage of the network.

The paper is structured as follows. After describing the solution approaches of the various
tools with and without counting input and give a brief account on their strengths and weak-
nesses, we compare their results to the counting data we used as input and two additional
counting locations not used as input. Furthermore we address the problem of routes primally
running on the main network by evaluating the network coverage. We end with conclusions
and an outlook for further research.

The underlying scripts and results are all publicly available in the sumo scenario github
repository [1].

2 The scenario

The tools we evaluate need a realistic yet small use case such that all basic features can be
demonstrated but it is still feasible to do manual adaptions to the network and evaluate the data
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if needed. For these reasons (and also because of geographic proximity) we used the network
of the town Wildau (Germany, Brandenburg), which was extracted from OpenStreetMap using
the OSM WebWizard. Wildau is a small town in Brandenburg/Germany which has around
10000 inhabitants and a surface of 909 ha. The generated cutout as visible in Figure 1 includes
a total edge length of 104.06 km and 645 nodes and 1426 edges.

Figure 1: SUMO scenario

After the automated extraction from OSM the next step was to clean up the network mostly
for faulty or missing lane to lane connections at the junctions. This is a necessary step in most
simulation setups. If there is no knowledge of the local situation the easiest way to find the
wrong connections is to generate a large random demand and look for the junctions which
jam first. This already gives a usable network for our purposes. Since we strived for more
realism, the maximum speed and the allowed vehicle classes have been adapted too (especially
concerning bicycles).

The generated demand only covers the afternoon peak hour (15:00 to 16:00). The reference
data for the number of (passenger) cars has been collected at nine counting points provided by
local authorites and one manual counting point as visible in Figure ??. The initial approach
(and baseline for our studies) was a manually generated flow file, which includes routes based
on assumptions about the local demand situation. The number of vehicles using the different
routes had been scaled using Excel based optimization tools to adapt them to the counts. This
resulted in a total demand of 2254 vehicles in the initial route set.

3 Countless tools

The easiest way to generate a demand would be if the user needed no extra data or could at
least enter just a single number as the expected population or the total amount of vehicles per
hour. We call these tools countless and evaluated them first for two reasons. First they are
obviously easier to use and second while their output is not perfect it may still serve as a base
for optimization in further steps.
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Figure 2: Counting locations

3.1 randomTrips.py

The tool randomTrips.py is part of the core SUMO suite and probably for most people the first
contact with demand generation, because it also works behind the scenes in the osmWebWizard
tool. As the name says it randomly generates trips (origin destination pairs of edges) and with
the right options also completes them to full routes and validates them for drivability (mostly
connectivity) within a network.

The selection process can be tailored heavily to prefer edges with more lanes, higher speeds
or greater length but in our experiments we stuck to the defaults for most of these values.
The subsequent route generation is done using a hidden call to the duarouter which runs a
shortest path calculation to find the route set and discards all disconnected pairs of origin and
destination.

To adapt the traffic volume two major parameters have been changed, first the fringe factor
(increases the probability that journeys will end / start at a boundary edge), and the period
(how often new vehicles are generated). Already the first runs showed that randomTrips is able
to generate a better network coverage than the manual routes which only focussed on counting
locations. This is not surprising since a random choice will obviously cover more than just the
major streets.

Subsequently, the value of the ”period” was reduced in order to generate more traffic. The
procedure was repeated until the first heavy jams occured at the junction Bergstrasse / Dorfaue.
In the second step, the boundary edges were examined, which initially showed a low level of
utilization. In order to be able to adapt this, the ”fringe factor” was increased. The value was
increased until there were no more vehicles teleported in combination of the ”period”. In the
end, with the values f = 7 and p = 1.850, a relatively good distribution picture of the traffic
was generated.

Using the option ”random” (to modify the random seed and hence the sequence of generated
start and end points) several different demands have been generated to get an average result for
the evaluation. To calculate the total counts on the edges with counting locations the meanData
mechanism of SUMO has been used which gives aggregated data for the whole network.
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3.2 SAGA

SumoActivityGen (SAGA) is a tool which takes only the extracted OpenStreetMap file as input
and tries to generate the complete demand automatically. Public transport, motorized vehicles
and pedestrians are generated here. The time span comprises a complete daily cycle. The route
generation is based on possible work routes. The tool “looks” where workplaces, houses, etc.
are located and determines the routes based on this information from OSM. The tool was used
on Wildau, however the ”raw” network was used imported by OSM WebWizard. To let SAGA
generate any demand at all for the small network we decided to start it with the ”single-taz”
option because it otherwise tries to generate demand only between districts (in the case of
Wildau between the city itself and the surrounding ones) but not inside the district.

To calculate the total counts on the edges with counting locations we again used the mean-
Data mechanism of SUMO focussing on the peak afternoon hour. The total number of vehicles
generated by SAGA was much less than in the manual demand file, details will be dicussed in
section 5.

3.3 randomActivitygen

A tool similar to SAGA is ”randomActivityGen”. It serves as a randomizing wrapper to
”activitygen” which is part of the core SUMO suite. It takes the SUMO network and the
number of inhabitants as input and generates random work and home locations to induce a
traffic demand.

When evaluating this tool, it became apparent that the number of vehicles generated was
very low. The number of inhabitants was initially given as 10000, which is close to real pop-
ulation. whereby the number was increased to 50,000 when called up again. The number of
vehicles increased slightly, but the traffic generated was still implausible. This is probably due
to the fact that the tool does not take into account surrounding cities / factors. Due to its close
location to Berlin, Wildau has a high proportion of through traffic / commuter traffic, which
means that the traffic flows would have to be correspondingly higher.

4 Tools using traffic counts

4.1 dfrouter

In addition to the tools already used, other methods were also used. First, the ”dfrouter”
was implemented, which receives defined (induction) loops with the relevant edge IDs and a
vehicle file in semicolon-separated format with the number of vehicles as input. The basic idea
behind this tool is that incoming and outgoing flows can be recorded almost completely using
induction loops. With the help of the information, the dfrouter rebuilds the number of vehicles
and routes. This is done in four processing steps. First of all, it must be specified in the loop
file whether it is a source, target or intermediate detector. In the next step, routes between
the detectors are calculated, whereupon the flow rates are generated. To generate the flows
dfrouter starts at every source with the demand measured there and distributes it according to
the downstream detectors untila sink detector is reached.

Except for determining manually which detectors are considered sources and sinks there is
no easy way to influence the behavior of the process so the results are basically stemming from
a straight invocation of the tool. The dfrouter generated the routes and vehicles as output files
and the result has been evaluated again by running them through a scenario and measuring
edge usage using meandata files.
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4.2 flowrouter

In a second method, the ”flowrouter” was used, which works in a similar way as the ”dfrouter”.
The flow router tries to find a number of routes that maximize the overall flow in the graph
theoretic sense. So it treats the measuremnts as capacities for the edges and maximises the
number of vehicles in the network which travel from source to sink edges. The input remained
the same, but instead of individual routes, “flows” are generated for the vehicles. The traffic
flows received were evaluated using a further output file and transferred to Excel. It must
be mentioned here that both tools mainly use the edges covered by detectors (and the ones
connecting them) and do not generate any traffic into the secondary network.

4.3 cadyts

Another option for route selection within a network, which is based on counting data and route
alternatives, is offered by the ”cadyts” tool. Cadyts performs 100 iteration steps in which the
probabilities of the route selection from the route files are tried to match the counting data.
For this purpose, the results of the previous iteration are evaluated in each iteration step and
the probabilities are adjusted if necessary, in order to get close to the counting data. In order
to be able to execute cadyts, however, duaIterate must be executed first. DuaIterate creates
an alternative route file for each iteration (the number of iterations depends on the time slot),
which is then passed on to cadyts. There are a variety of parameters to be adjusted when using
duaIterate as well as cadyts to influence the calculated user equilibrium. Due to the limited
time the calibration work could not be finished and as a result the deviations were still very
high.

4.4 routesampler

In a further attempt, the “routesampler” was used to assign the counting data to the corre-
sponding edges so that the randomly selected routes match the counting data. In contrast to
the other tools the routesampler already receives a route file as input together with the usual
”counting data”. Its algorithm chooses iterativela routes from the route file to match the count-
ing data. While the usage of an exisiting route file sounds like a severe limitation it is possible
to use the output file from ”randomtrips” as input for the model and still get proper results.
This route file can be used together with a counting file in the meandata format (which has
been generated manually) to start the calibration. By calling up the changed batch file again
(now with the ”routesampler”), the new scenario was generated and could be evaluated using
a new output file. The result was that the routesampler can match the counting data, which
were given as input.

5 Results

The results were evaluated with respect to two different indicators which are the precision of the
fit (denoted by the root mean squared error of the measured counts in relation to the simulated
values) dureing the peak hour and the coverage of the network (total length of streets used by
simulated cars divided by overall length of car edges in the network).

With the help of the root mean square it became clear that the routesampler was the most
suitable tool to achieve the counting data and a plausible route distribution. A python script
was created for the evaluation of the individual tools, which calculates the root mean square of
the counting data. Here, the count data were considered with the output data of the edges and
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the quadratic deviation was calculated. In the end, the sum of the squared deviations was cal-
culated. The lower the value, the better the tools were. During the evaluation the routesampler
and the manual route data achieved the lowest values, which means that these methods were
the best during the test. On the other hand, SAGA and randomActivityGen were not suitable
for generating demand due to their high values. However, the value of randomActivityGen with
50.000 inhabitants was slightly lower than 10.000 inhabitants.
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Figure 3: Root mean squared error of the vehicle counts
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Figure 4: Percentage of the street network covered by vehicle traffic

The conclusion is that the routesampler is the best way to simulate the demand however
the route distributions (main and secondary network) are balanced.
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6 Future Work

In the future it is planned to expand the simulation on github. On the one hand with the local
public transport and on the other hand with the bicycle and pedestrian traffic. Furthermore,
the presented tools are to be further tested and evaluated with the help of this paper. Here it is
conceivable to change the parameters, in which it is possible to find better results. The paper
is an invitation to work with the tools interactively. Maybe some users find other methods to
work with them or have some ideas for new definitions for parameters.

Furthermore the results should be used to foster automatic creation of realistic scenarios.
The manual steps which were still necessary for instance when calibrating the randomTrips
scenario could be partly automated at least the step of increasing the traffic until the first
teleports (i.e. heavy jams) occur. It is probably not possible to automate the choice of the
fringe factor though because it deponeds more onthe surrounding network than on the chosen
network itself.

Last but not least further insights in the process of the user equilibrium would allow to do
a joined process between duaIterate/cadyts and the routeSampler or do a better comparison of
both tools and processes in the future.
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Abstract 
Virtual traffic environments allow for evaluations of automated driving functions as well as 

future mobility services. As a key component of this virtual proving ground, a traffic flow 
simulation is necessary to represent real-world traffic conditions. Real-world observations, such 
as historical traffic counts and traffic light state information, provide a basis for the representation 
of these conditions in the simulation. In this work, we therefore propose a scalable approach to 
transfer real-world data, exemplarily taken from the German city Ingolstadt, to a virtual 
environment for a calibration of a traffic flow simulation in SUMO. To recreate measured traffic 
properties such as traffic counts or traffic light programs into the simulation, the measurement 
sites must first be allocated in the virtual environment. For the allocation of historical real-world 
data, a matching procedure is applied, in order to associate real-world measurements with their 
corresponding locations in the virtual environment. The calibration incorporates the replication 
of realistic traffic light programs as well as the adjustment of simulated traffic flows. The 
proposed calibration procedure allows for an automated creation of a calibrated traffic flow 
simulation of an arbitrary road network given historical real-world observations. 

1 Introduction 
The release of a fully functional automated driving system implies a high effort in testing and 

development. As real-world tests are time-consuming, expensive, not replicable and potentially 
dangerous, testing is primarily shifted towards a virtual environment. In order to replace real-world 
tests by virtual experiments, there are high demands towards a realistic representation of the real 
world in simulation. Therefore, the approach has been pursued to couple a submicroscopic vehicle 
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simulation and a microscopic traffic simulation, e.g. [1]–[4]. In the approach, traffic simulation 
provides a temporally and locally realistic traffic system for an autonomous vehicle under test. 
Submicroscopic simulation controls the specific behavior and interactions of the involved traffic 
participants only in the direct environment of the tested vehicle. For achieving valid, realistic traffic 
surroundings, the traffic system must be accurately calibrated with real-world data. Therefore, traffic 
properties like traffic counts as well as traffic light programs must be obtained and assigned to the 
simulation, in order to recreate realistic traffic conditions. In order to prove simulation validity and 
especially enable the comparison of simulated and real-world results, an accurate representation of the 
real world conditions is inevitable. 

The main contribution of this work is a scalable calibration process of a microscopic traffic 
simulation using the microscopic traffic simulator SUMO [5]. We present a tool chain, which enables 
real-world data acquisition for a requested time interval, the allocation of these measurements in the 
virtual world as well as the calibration of traffic flows and traffic lights. The validation of this 
comprehensive approach takes into account the comparison of simulated measures to the 
corresponding real world observations as well as the ability of the calibrated traffic lights to cope with 
the provided traffic demand. The developed tool chain allows for an application of the calibration 
method to any arbitrary traffic simulation in SUMO given necessary historical data. As our focus is 
mainly on the replication of a historical traffic scenario, we will not take into account calibration of 
driver models. 

Section 2 provides an overview on related work regarding map association, traffic light emulation 
and traffic assignment. In Section 3, the allocation of real-world data and the calibration procedure are 
described in detail. The evaluation of the procedure is presented in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes 
the main contributions and provides an outlook regarding future work.  

2 Related Work 
The proposed approach to calibrate the traffic flow simulation in SUMO using real-world 

observations can mainly be separated into three predominant tasks. The first task consists of the 
representation of the virtual road network and allocation of real-world data to the virtual world. In a 
next step, traffic light programs must be created and implemented to the simulation. In a last step, 
traffic must be assigned based on observed traffic measurements. The following literature review 
addresses these relevant steps. 

2.1 Map association 
The allocation of real-world data in the virtual environment can be broken down to a map-

matching problem. According to Quddus et al. [6], map-matching procedures can be classified to four 
different categories. Geometric map-matching algorithms take into account geometric information of 
a road network by neglecting logical connections between roads. Bernstein and Kornhauser [7] 
distinguish point-to-point matching, point-curve-matching and curve-to-curve matching as 
representatives of geometric map-matching algorithms. In contrast to geometric algorithms, 
topological map-matching techniques consider the geometry as well as the linkage of network 
elements. The third category of map-matching algorithms, probabilistic algorithms, create an elliptical 
or rectangular confidence region around a coordinate to be matched. For the determination of the 
corresponding network element, the confidence region is superimposed on the network. Advanced 
map-matching algorithms apply several methods like Kalman Filter or an Extended Kalman Filter, a 
flexible state-space model in combination with a particle filter, a fuzzy logic model or an 
implementation of Bayesian inference. 
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2.2 Traffic light emulation 
In the literature, there are two approaches for the creation of simulated traffic lights. The first 

approach treats the emulation of existing traffic light programs for a realistic representation in 
simulation [8]–[14]. Besides, the second concept is the optimization of existing traffic light programs 
in order to improve certain measures, e.g. traffic flow, using reinforcement learning or evolutionary 
algorithms [15]–[18]. As our purpose is on building a detailed representation of the real world, we 
only provide an overview on literature on the first approach to estimate and emulate traffic light 
programs.  

Schönfelder et al. [8] reconstruct traffic light programs of fixed-time traffic light cycles using 
camera data from probe vehicles approaching an intersection with a known cycle time. The procedure 
requires only few and less quality input data for high accuracy results. Axer and Friedrich [9], [10] 
provide an approach for the estimation of traffic light programs and the cycle durations of fixed-time 
as well as traffic actuated traffic lights based on sparse simulated floating car data (FCD). Besides, 
Wang and Jiang [11] use recorded FCD trajectories of vehicles passing a signalized intersection to 
derive traffic light programs and cycle times. Rostami-Shahrbakaki et al. [12] apply a machine 
learning approach for determining signal timings of traffic lights based on FCD of connected vehicles. 
They achieve high accuracy in estimating cycle time at low percentages of connected vehicles (~ 5 -
 10 %). For detecting green time durations, higher penetration rates of connected vehicles (~ ≥ 15 %) 
are necessary to obtain higher precision estimations. The patent of Wolf et al. [13] introduces a 
procedure using a genetic algorithm to emulate future traffic light signals from historical signal timing 
information accessed by an interface to the traffic light backend. Weisheit [14] applies a Support 
Vector Machine on historical signal timing data for predicting future traffic light states. 

2.3 Traffic assignment 
For the assignment of traffic to a simulation network, trip-based as well as activity-based 

methods are applied. The four-step model [19] describes a trip-based approach, which divides a 
simulated region into several traffic assignment zones. These zones serve as origins and destinations 
of trips in the network. The first step of the model represents the trip generation, in which the 
frequency of originating and arriving trips is determined for each zone by different trip purposes 
based on socio-economic statistical measures. In the second step, called trip distribution, trip 
interchanges between zones are defined in order to meet the frequencies of the first step. The result of 
the second step is an origin-destination (OD) matrix incorporating the number of trips from each 
origin to every destination in the network. There are various methods to improve an OD matrix based 
on observed traffic counts. Van Zuylen and Willumsen [20] introduce information minimization and 
entropy maximization for estimation of an OD matrix using traffic counts. Further procedures apply 
generalized least squares [21], [22], a Bayesian estimator [23] and maximum likelihood estimation 
[24]. The third step of the four-step model implies the transportation mode choice for each trip. 
Finally, the last step incorporates the route assignment for each trip according to the mode-specific 
network. For route assignment, Wardrop introduces two concepts regarding the optimization 
objective. The user equilibrium defines the state, in which all vehicles are assigned to their individual 
fastest route. Besides, the system optimum describes an equilibrium, in which the total travel times 
are minimal. 

Activity-based models consider traffic assignment on a person- and household-related level 
rather than on a zone-based level such as the four-step model. The route for each person is affiliated 
with certain activities and comprises all trips over an entire day. Apart from general socio-economic 
statistical data, household surveys are an essential basis in order to realistically represent individual 
travel behavior. Lobo et al. [25] introduce an activity based approach for a simulation of Ingolstadt 
called InTAS. The city is divided into several districts. According to regional statistics regarding the 
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number of inhabitants, commuters, workplaces, education possibilities and demography, traffic is 
assigned to the network. However, the traffic assignment does not use traffic counts to generate the 
demand. Additionally, the traffic lights in the network are created manually instead of using real-
world data. 

3 Methodology 
As introduced in the previous section, calibration of a traffic flow simulation is split up to map 

association tasks, traffic light program emulation and traffic flow calibration. For the calibration of 
the traffic flow simulation in SUMO, we use a network comprising the entire city of Ingolstadt, 
Germany, with an extent of about 10 km by 10 km. It covers more than 12000 edges, including urban, 
rural and highway roads, as well as 5600 junctions with 120 traffic light actuated intersections. The 
network is based on an import from OpenStreetMap converted to a SUMO network. Figure 1 depicts 
a section of the road network. 

Figure 1: Section of the road network of Ingolstadt 
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The following Figure 2 provides an overview on the necessary steps for the calibration 
purpose, which will be explained in detail in the following sections.  

3.1 Map association 
A key part of the calibration procedure of the traffic simulation is the linkage between real 

observations and their representation in the virtual world. For the map association tasks, we apply a 
framework based on a parsed representation of the SUMO network towards a GeoDataFrame, 
introduced by the Python library geopandas [26]. The framework enables map-matching tasks, which 
exceed SUMO basic functionalities, by not only applying geometrical matching, see section 2.1, but 
also considering the logical connections and properties of the map, e.g. lane successors, lane types etc. 
The application range of the framework is not only limited to matching tasks related to the calibration 
of a traffic simulation. Furthermore, the framework can also be used for applications such as vehicle 
trajectory matching or public transport routing. We plan to provide the developed framework as an 
open-source Python package.  

For the calibration of the simulation, real signal groups of traffic lights must be mapped to 
the inbound lanes and in a second step to the succeeding connecting lanes of traffic light actuated 
junctions in SUMO. Signal groups provide signal state information for multiple associated lanes. 
Furthermore, loop detectors are allocated to the corresponding lanes given their geographical 
positions. For both applications, allocation is based on a reference topology representing all inbound 
lanes for each traffic light actuated intersection in Ingolstadt including associated stopping lines, 
signal groups as well as possible maneuvers. Besides, the geographical positions of all loop detectors 
can be extracted from the reference map.  

In order to assign signal groups to the SUMO network, in a first step, each traffic light 
actuated junction from SUMO must be identified in the reference topology by simply comparing the 
geometrical centers of the respective junctions considering small deviations (~10 m) of both maps. As 
signal group association in the reference topology is stored as an attribute of inbound lanes, the 
attribute in SUMO is linked to connecting lanes within a junction. For the association of signal groups 
to SUMO, the inbound lanes of the respective junction in the SUMO network must be derived and 
matched to the inbound lanes from the reference. To prevent errors in the allocation process, the 
number of inbound roads and lanes of each traffic light actuated intersection must be the same for 
both maps. Therefore, these numbers are extracted and compared for the inbound roads and lanes. As 
there are deviations between the reference and the SUMO network, corresponding lanes from each 

Figure 2: Overview on the calibration procedure 
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map do not generally match geometrically. Therefore, the matching of the junction geometries is 
performed in two steps. In the first step, the inbound roads of the topology are matched with the 
inbound roads of the SUMO map. Once the pairing is done on the road level, the lanes within each 
individual pair of roads are matched between both maps. In order to complete this two-step matching, 
detailed information regarding the association between individual lanes belonging to the same roads is 
required. 

For the SUMO network, the number of inbound roads and lanes can be determined directly 
by the unique road identifier. The intersection reference map also provides information on which 
lanes form the associated roads. In order to group inbound lanes from an older version of the 
reference map without any knowledge on inbound roads given the number of inbound roads from 
SUMO, additionally hierarchical agglomerative clustering is applied. A comparison of both 
techniques shows that the clustering produces the same groups of inbound lanes given in the reference 
map with knowledge about inbound roads. In case of different numbers of inbound roads or lanes due 
to deviations of both maps, these differences are logged for a manual inspection of both maps and for 
corrections, which are essential to any of the following steps to allocate signal group information in 
SUMO. For an association of the inbound roads of both maps, the aggregated geometric centers of the 
stopping lines of all lanes of each inbound road are compared. The pairing between the two maps is 
carried out by minimizing the Minkowski distance (p-norm) between each pair of inbound roads from 
both maps. The Minkowski distance enables an emphasized weighting of shorter distances by 
applying an exponent, e.g. squaring, in order to weight larger distances with an exponentially higher 
value. Finally, for the allocation of inbound lanes, all lanes within each pair of inbound roads are 
considered and again the overall Minkowski distance between the inbound lanes of both the junction 
in the reference topology and in the SUMO network is minimized. The overall distance is selected as 
the quality parameter of the matching process as large deviations occur between lanes of the SUMO 
and the reference map. Furthermore, the application of the overall distance enables an optimal 
matching for the combination of all corresponding lanes rather than only for several specific lanes. 
Figure 3 shows the results of the clustering and pairing procedure for an exemplary intersection in the 
SUMO network and the reference map. 

Figure 3: Clustering of inbound roads (blue and yellow ellipses) and pairing of inbound lanes (colored 
symbolic markers) 
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In Figure 3, the symbolic markers represent the geographical positions of the centers of the 
stopping lines of the inbound lanes. The inner markers are derived from the SUMO network and the 
outer markers result from the reference map. The color of the markers indicates the association to 
inbound roads, i.e. markers with equal color indicate the ends of all lanes from a single road. 
Furthermore, equal symbols having equal colors provide information on related pairs of inbound lanes 
comprehending both maps. 

For the placement of loop detectors, a similar procedure of grouping and pairing is applied. 
Loop detectors are grouped by their inbound road. For the aforementioned older version of the 
reference map without information on inbound roads, detectors are grouped by using the 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering on the geographical positions. After grouping, the detectors are 
matched to their nearest SUMO inbound lanes by minimizing the Minkowski distance of the whole 
group. In contrast to the intersection matching, detectors are also matched and paired if the number of 
detectors and the number of inbound lanes differ. In case of more detectors than lanes, multiple 
detectors are placed on the same lane according to their geometrical position. 

3.2 Traffic light emulation 
In order to cover the strong influence of traffic control on traffic behavior, a realistic 

representation of traffic light programs is inevitable. Real traffic light programs in Ingolstadt are 
controlled traffic adaptively and incorporate features like green phase prolonging as well as public 
transport prioritization. For the proposed approach, average green times observed in reality are 
represented as fixed-time traffic light programs in the simulation. The individual effects on traffic of 
green phase prolonging and public transport prioritization are ignored, but their impact is still 
considered as average green time adaptions. Furthermore, different traffic light programs over a day 
are taken into account by hourly generating specific traffic light programs for each traffic light. 
Therefore, we provide an approach recreating these programs based on the same historical signal 
timing data used in [13]. Signal timing data can be requested for any traffic light actuated intersection 
in Ingolstadt for a defined time interval via an interface to the traffic light backend. The data are 
available for 75 traffic lights and contain the temporal intervals of green and red phases for each 
signal group of every specific traffic light with a resolution of one second. All remaining traffic lights 
in the network cannot be calibrated and are therefore adapted manually with static traffic light 
programs in order to cope with the traffic demand. 

A realistic estimation of the traffic light programs requires determining the switching order 
and mean green time durations of all signal groups. For each signal program, one signal group is 
declared as the reference. For the requested time interval, this reference signal group is the first in the 
data to switch to a green state on the condition that all other signal groups have switched to red at 
least in the time step before. Next, the most common switching order, in which all signal groups have 
switched to green at least once and which starts with the reference signal group, is determined. 
Furthermore, the mean green and red time as well as the overall green time during the one-hour 
interval are calculated for each signal group. Incomplete signal timing phases in the recordings are 
ignored in the calculation. Based on the number of occurrences ni in the most common order as well 
as the mean green time �̅�𝑡g,i and the proportion of the green time in the whole one-hour interval ptotal,i, 
the cycle time tcycle,i  for the emulated traffic light program is estimated for each signal group i 
individually according to equation 1. 

tcycle,i = 
ni ∙ �̅�𝑡g,i

ptotal,i

(1)
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Based on the individual cycle time estimations, the overall cycle time tcycle for the emulated 
traffic light program is calculated as the mean of all tcycle,i weighted by ptotal,i. 

tcycle = 
∑(tcycle,i ∙ ptotal,i)

∑ ptotal,i

(2) 

The weights are applied to estimate a general cycle time, which takes into account the 
relevance of certain signal groups for the whole cycle with respect to the green time in the entire one-
hour interval. In order to fit into the determined cycle time, the emulated green times tg̃,i  of each 
signal group are adopted based on their average green times �̅�𝑡g,i and red times �̅�𝑡r,i. 

t ̃g,i =
�̅�𝑡g,i

(�̅�𝑡g,i + �̅�𝑡r,i)
∙ tcycle

(3) 

The signal switching order is created by applying the emulated green times under 
consideration of average overlaps of green times in the whole interval. If there is no overlap between 
two consecutive signal groups, a clearing time of 6 s is included in between.  

For the implementation of the estimated traffic light programs in SUMO, all inbound lanes, 
which are linked with the relevant signal groups, must be associated to the SUMO map as explained 
in the map association section. As a result, the related inbound lanes of the reference topology and the 
SUMO net are available. As traffic light state information in SUMO is stored as an attribute of 
connecting lanes within each intersection, the succeeding connections of each inbound lane are 
determined. Furthermore, the feasible maneuvers for each connection are compared to the maneuvers 
linked to the signal groups in order to achieve a unique allocation of connections to a related signal 
group from reality. The generation of the necessary SUMO additional file, which incorporates the 
traffic light program, requires an iteration through one cycle of each traffic light. Yellow phases are 
accounted as a part of the red signal in the historical traffic light data. The yellow light duration is 
implemented after switches from green to red light according to German legislation [27]. For every 
change in state of any signal group, a new line in the SUMO additional file is created covering its 
duration as well as the current states of the corresponding connecting lanes.  

3.3 Traffic assignment 
For the calibration of simulated traffic flows, a two-step procedure is considered, which 

covers the determination of an initial pool of routes from OD relations and further calibration based 
on observed link counts. In order to obtain regional traffic flows, according to the first two steps of 
the four-step model [19], an initial OD matrix for Ingolstadt is determined based on statistical 
information. The initial OD matrix includes regional statistics from Ingolstadt regarding the 
distribution of inhabitants and workplaces in different municipalities as well as information on the 
attractiveness of municipalities with respect to free-time opportunities, shopping areas and 
educational establishments. Furthermore, we access aggregated data from Audi regarding residences 
and working time models of all 44000 Audi employees in Ingolstadt [28] considering data protection 
requirements that ensure no transparency of individual residences. The data from Audi are highly 
accurate and cover a significant number of trips in Ingolstadt having 136000 inhabitants [29]. As there 
are no local distributions regarding other trip purposes than work, their temporal distributions and trip 
lengths, as well as modal split, also Germany-wide statistics [30] are included. Finally, statistics of 
commuters traveling from and to Ingolstadt every working day are considered. Aggregating all this 
information, a procedure is established to create OD matrices taking into account the Ingolstadt 
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municipalities, different trip purposes that are work, business, free-time, shopping and education, the 
temporal distribution of these trip purposes as well as the length of each trip with respect to the modal 
split. Modal split is separated to vehicles, public transport, bicycles and pedestrians. As a result, the 
procedure generates one OD matrix for every hour of an average working day and each mode of 
transport. The elements of each OD matrix can be converted to SUMO trips and routes using built-in 
executables od2trips and duarouter according to the route assignment of the four-step model. As the 
pool of resulting routes strongly affects the quality of the calibration outcome, the selection of roads 
in traffic assignment is weighted based on the road priority. Nevertheless, the pool of resulting routes 
is inaccurate due to statistical deviations from real local conditions and daily traffic characteristics 
making further traffic calibration inevitable. The calibration is conducted only for vehicle routes, as 
no further observation data regarding the other modes are available. 

The pool of routes generated from statistical data is used as a basis for an hourly traffic 
assignment based on observed traffic counts in the next step of the calibration. The real-world counts 
are aggregated for each road with induction loop detectors. Additionally, the number of vehicles that 
would pass the same roads in the routes generated from statistical data is calculated. For the 
calibration, routes are copied two times and then successively removed until no further improvement 
can be achieved. The difference between the evaluated counts from routes and the observed counts for 
each road serves as a quality measure for the calibration. High values of the quality measure indicate a 
large error. This removal of routes is carried out in two steps. In a first step, only routes, which 
exclusively pass roads with an overestimation with respect to the observed counts, i.e. the worst 
quality measure, are removed at random. This procedure is repeated until no more routes meeting the 
criterion are found. In this step of the route selection, all routes are removed that pass only locations 
with an overestimation of traffic. In the second step, routes are also excluded if they have a positive 
impact on the overall error. This leads to a balancing of over- and underestimation of the error across 
all roads. The second step is repeated iteratively until any removal would lead to an increasing overall 
error value. The final set of routes contains anything between zero to three copies of each route taken 
from the initial pool of routes generated from statistical data. Since calibration is conducted on an 
hourly basis, routes for each hour are temporally shuffled inside the interval to prevent copied routes 
to start at the same point in time. 

4 Results 
For a validation of the calibration process, simulated observations are compared to their 

corresponding real-world counterparts. The results of the simulation are therefore analyzed in 
comparison to the input measurements. The evaluation has the objective to verify the functionality of 
the proposed calibration process. In the following, the quality of map association, traffic light 
emulation as well as traffic assignment is assessed.  

4.1 Map association 
For the map association of the signal groups to the virtual environment, all of the 75 

considered traffic light actuated intersections can be fully matched showing the same number of 
inbound roads and lanes as well as the corresponding maneuvers for traffic light emulation. 18 
intersections require slight manual changes in the SUMO network beforehand regarding inbound 
lanes or maneuvers in order to match the logic of the reference topology. 

The association of the detectors between the two maps ends up with more errors than the 
intersection association due to geometric divergences between the two maps. Furthermore, the 
application of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering of detectors is error prone due to the missing 
number of clusters and strongly varying distances between detectors. Without knowledge on inbound 
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roads, detectors are misplaced to outbound roads on occasion. Therefore, only the results of the 
method incorporating knowledge about inbound roads are presented. From the 529 detectors available 
in the road network, all are placed in the network. 210 of the 529 detectors must be replaced manually 
due to misalignment, while 319 are assigned correctly. In case of an equal number of detectors in a 
group of inbound lanes, the association of the detectors to the corresponding lanes works without 
errors as every lane gets occupied by one detector in the pairing process. Misalignments result from a 
higher number of lanes on a road than to be matched detectors in combination with map deviations. 
Shifted groups of detectors are paired with the closest set of inbound lanes, which may result in a 
shifted placement on the lanes. All in all, the 529 detectors are placed on 254 roads. For future 
simulation setups, the use of high definition map data is suggested as this makes an accurate 
geometric matching of detector locations to the simulation map possible. 

4.2 Traffic light emulation 
In the described approach, traffic light programs are reconstructed as fixed-time programs 

based on average green and red time durations of the different signal groups. In reality, traffic lights 
in Ingolstadt apply green phase prolonging for traffic adaptive control and public transport 
prioritization resulting in a discrepancy between real and simulated traffic lights. However, simulated 
traffic lights implicitly take into account the impact of these effects on the average green times. For 
the validation, emulated and real traffic lights are compared regarding the percentage of green time of 
each signal group with respect to the cycle time of the corresponding traffic light. In order to cover 
varying switching behavior of the real traffic lights along with cycle time deviations, the green time 
ratio of each real signal group is determined over the whole one-hour interval in which the calibration 
takes place. It is assumed that similar green time ratios lead to a comparable impact on the traffic. 

Validation of emulated traffic lights is conducted for one defined week from Monday to 
Friday. Figure 4 indicates the distributions of absolute green time ratio errors in percent between 
emulated and real signal groups. All weekdays are aggregated and evaluated hourly for time intervals 
from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 9 a.m. to 10 a.m., 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.  

Figure 4: Distributions of absolute errors of the ratio of green time duration with respect to the cycle time 
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The determined median values of the deviation between simulated and observed green time 
ratios lie between 1.6 % and 1.9 %. The values indicate that the emulated traffic light programs are 
capable to adapt a realistic traffic light behavior for different time intervals. The distributions of errors 
in peak traffic hours from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. range from 0 % to 10 %. In time 
periods with a lower traffic demand between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. as well as 6 p.m. and 7 p.m., the 
proportion of public transport, which strongly influences the switching order and green time duration, 
is larger compared to the other hours. This increased variety of real traffic light programs leads to a 
wider distribution of the error value. 

In the calibration process of traffic volumes in microscopic traffic simulation, traffic lights 
are often tuned to match the calibrated demand. In this publication, the traffic lights are created from 
real-world data together with the traffic counts. Inaccuracies in the calibration procedure will 
therefore quickly show in the simulation, since an overestimation of traffic volumes or an 
underestimation of the capacities at signalized intersections will lead to unrealistic congestions. 
However, the calibrated simulation shows that the emulated traffic lights are able to cope with the 
traffic demand even in peak hours without leading to excessive congestion or deadlock situations in 
the simulated network. This capability further indicates a realistic representation of traffic lights in 
Ingolstadt. 

4.3 Traffic assignment 
Traffic volumes generated by the proposed approach are validated by a comparison of 

simulated traffic counts with their real counterparts both aggregated on road level. In reality, there 
exist only measurements at specific loop detector locations so that only the counts of these 
measurement points from reality and simulation can be compared. Although these data are used for 
calibration of the simulation, there is no further available data for the validation purpose of traffic 
flows. 

For the validity analysis of the simulated traffic counts, the absolute value of the relative 
error erel is calculated according to equation (4): 

erel =  
|countreal −  countsim|

countreal
, 

(4) 

where countreal  represents the real-world traffic count and countsim  is its simulated 
counterpart both aggregated road-wise for each of the 254 roads containing detectors. 

The proposed calibration approach uses detector counts of one hour to calibrate routes 
starting within the corresponding hour in order to meet the counts again. Consequently, the procedure 
leads to an offset of routes, which start in the corresponding hour but cannot finish during the one-
hour interval. The issue especially arises in peak traffic, as the higher number of vehicles potentially 
leads to more congestion, which increases travel time and causes incomplete trips. Therefore, 
simulated traffic counts are evaluated in a prolonged timespan, which enables all generated vehicles 
to complete their journey through the network. Figure 5 shows the relative errors for one week from 
Monday to Friday which are separated hourly in time spans from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 9 a.m. to 10 a.m., 
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
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All distributions presented in Figure 5 show median values between 13 % and 18 %. The 
error distribution of values of peak traffic in the afternoon between 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. shows similar 
results compared to the hours from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. with lower demand. Only 
the distribution for peak traffic in the morning from 7 a.m. to 8 a.m. reveals higher error values. There 
are mainly two reasons for the remaining errors, which result from the calibration, compared to 
reality, i.e. corrupt input data and rerouting. The calibration procedure balances the over- and 
underestimation of routes passing the detector loops in order to achieve an overall error of 0. 
However, the observed traffic counts show several unrealistically low values, which strongly 
influence the calibration. Given an exemplary road network with three junctions linking three 
successive main roads in a line each containing detectors, unrealistically low detector counts of the 
road in between the two other roads would induce the traffic assignment algorithm to adjust an 
underestimation of the two roads with correct detector counts and an overestimation of the road with 
the lower counts. This would lead to a balanced overall error but reveals in an increased absolute 
error. Especially in peak traffic hours, overestimation of traffic exceeds the capacity of a share of 
roads resulting in congestion and deadlock situations. In order to cope with the overestimation 
induced by inaccurate input data, the rerouting probability of SUMO vehicles is adapted to 20 %, 
which enables 20 % of the vehicles to take different routes than assigned to reach their destinations. In 
comparison, Lobo et al. [25] apply a more than four times higher rerouting probability to handle 
congestion in the network.  

The absolute values of the observed traffic counts vary over a wide range. However, absolute 
errors of small traffic count values add to higher percentage deviations than equal absolute errors of 
high counts. Therefore, GEH analysis is applied additionally in order to assess the calibration 
performance under consideration of a non-linear weighting of errors. The GEH statistic is given by 

GEH =  �
2 ∙ (countreal  −  countsim)2

countreal  +  countsim
. 

(5) 

Figure 6 depicts the distributions resulting from GEH analysis regarding a clearing period. 

Figure 5: Distributions of absolute relative errors of simulated traffic counts aggregated to road level after a 
clearing period 
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Figure 6 reveals wider distributions of the GEH statistic in peak traffic hours from 7 a.m. to 
8 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. than for the remaining hours with less traffic. The median GEH values 
between 2.4 and 4 indicate a good performance of the calibration procedure.  

In order to tackle the issue regarding the offset of routes when starting the simulation under 
initial conditions without any traffic, additionally, the impact of a one-hour warm-up phase without a 
clearing period is investigated. The warm-up on the one hand fills up the network at the beginning of 
each analyzed interval. On the other hand, the overlapping traffic is originally calibrated for the 
previous time interval. Figure 7 displays the resulting distributions of the absolute value of relative 
errors of the traffic counts for the previously specified time intervals regarding a warm-up phase. 

Figure 6: Distributions of GEH analysis of simulated traffic counts aggregated to road level after a clearing 
period 

Figure 7: Distributions of absolute relative errors of simulated traffic counts aggregated to road level with a 
previous warm-up phase 
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With an initial warm-up phase, small deviations between traffic in peak hours and traffic 
with lower demand are visible. Compared to Figure 5, the slightly higher error values when 
considering a warm-up phase might result from different traffic volumes in the corresponding two 
consecutive time intervals, which increase the observed error. Hence, the traffic from 9 a.m. to 
10 a.m. shows similar characteristics compared to the previous hour from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 
therefore yields the lowest error. In order to improve the presented calibration method, the temporal 
offset should be considered by a partial overlap of calibrated routes beyond the corresponding hour.  

5 Conclusion 
In this work, a scalable approach for the calibration of a microscopic traffic simulation based 

on real-world observation data for a requested time interval was presented. Therefore, information of 
traffic lights and loop detectors for this time interval was assigned to the virtual world. The inbound 
roads and lanes to intersections were associated correctly to the map by a robust determination of 
inbound roads and pairing of lanes. However, the detector placement was error prone affected by map 
inaccuracies and the number of lanes exceeding the number of detectors. Traffic light programs were 
emulated as fixed-time traffic lights and implemented to the simulation. Simulated traffic lights were 
evaluated regarding the ratio of green times with respect to the cycle times showing median errors 
between 1.6 % and 1.9 %. Furthermore, emulated traffic lights proved the ability to cope with the 
calibrated traffic demand. For the calibration of traffic flows, a two-step procedure was introduced. In 
a first step, an initial pool of routes was generated based on OD relations determined from statistics. 
In a second step, the routes in the pool were copied twice and subsequently removed in order to meet 
the observed traffic counts in the network. The procedure exhibited an offset of a share of routes 
calibrated with traffic counts of a one-hour interval, which could not be completed within the interval. 
Considering a clearing period for vehicles to finish their trips, the evaluation resulted in median 
absolute error values between 13 % and 18 % with respect to observed traffic counts.  

In the future, we will apply a time component to the traffic flow calibration in order to shift 
calibrated routes to the corresponding previous hour. Further improvement can potentially be 
achieved by a more comprehensive and diverse initial pool of routes. Additionally, different 
optimization algorithms like Cadyts [31]–[33] can be applied for a comparison of traffic flow 
calibration procedures. In order to increase the accuracy of the simulation, fixed-time traffic lights 
must be replaced by a traffic adaptive traffic light control using rule-based or data-driven techniques. 
Finally, individual driver behavior has a strong impact on the whole traffic system. Therefore, we will 
analyze and calibrate driver models with real-world data to achieve a more accurate representation of 
the real world. 

We plan to publish the simulation of Ingolstadt as an open-source project to make it available 
for further applications especially regarding testing and development of automated driving. 
Furthermore, we intend to publish the code framework for map-matching to the SUMO network as a 
Python library based on geopandas [26], which provides a broad range of possible matching 
applications. 
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